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Publisher’s Note

Celebrating Corporate Responsibility
as a Sustainability Strategy in Building
Corporate Brands that Transform Lives

DR HANNINGTONE GAYA
CEO - The Knowledge Warehouse Kenya

I

t is impossible these days to pick up
any authoritative business publication or
newspaper and not be faced with an article addressing some aspect of corporate
responsibility (CR) or corporate sustainability
(CS).
Numerous scholars and distinguished academics posit that the focus of these initiatives
has ranged across wide and diverse landscape
of economic, social and ethical challenges, from
environmental preservation to the handling
of economic crimes. These in turn have led to
regulator and non-governmental organization
(NGO) pressures raining down on corporate
leaders, in addition to the changes that have
emerged at both customer and shareholder
levels towards an expectation of a more responsible approach to business, not only to guarantee profitability but mainly to ensure business
sustainability and hence business survival.
One mis-step, however, is the predicament
often created where, instead of appropriate
strategies being developed to ensure good principles and practices of corporate responsibility
and corporate sustainability, the focus has been
and remains to be on urgent compliance, public
relations projects and short-term protectionism.
It is also a very clear disconnect between
the future planning profiles of corporations
focusing on meeting the short-term demands of
its owners and share-holders, which is certainly
at odds with the medium-term focus of govern-
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ments trying to ensure the right policies within
a limited time span and the reality of developing long-term corporate sustainable investment
plans that will give a return on investment
(ROI) in less than 15-20 years.
The truth, which seems to get lost in many
of these discourses, is that there has to be a
balance that recognizes the right of every stakeholder to benefit from corporate actions and
profitability. This is as a result that what gets
voiced is in fact not rhetoric but plain common
sense, and that for the business community to
do what is right, there has to be a foundation
of commercial interest or return. In essence, the
business community creates wealth from which
all others have to benefit.
CR and CS is about developing forward-looking strategies that underpin the
business objectives and provide profitable platforms on which to reinforce the longer-term
aims of the whole community.
This issue celebrates corporate brands that
have in place long-term strategic CR and CS
embedded in their overall strategies and which
are being quietly implemented without the
often much sort after publicity for the corporation or its Chief Executive Officer. The shy CR
and CS is what we are recognizing, in addition
to being webbed inside a beautiful story and
public accessibility to the story. It is not the
size. Rather, the transformative effect on the
lives of ordinary folks, including areas where
no corporate would dare: Enter Isuzu, Davis &
Shirtliff and Family Bank.
Secondly, we recognize and celebrate new
brands that have weathered the harsh economic environment to launch in style while exuding
confidence among age old competitors. Here,
we honour ABSA and NCBA.
Last, not the least, are brands that are
rejuvenating, repositioning and revitalizing in
order to regain, retain or grow market share,
in unique and innovative ways or struggling
to stay relevant in discharging their mandates
to the stakeholders: Multichoice, M-PESA and
Kenya Railways, in different forms, strategies
and structures.
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Launched in 2007, M-PESA
started as a person-to-person
mobile money transfer service
and has evolved through the
years to include other service
offerings such as savings,
loans and business payment
solutions for both individuals
and enterprises.

#1 M-Pesa
KENYA’S MOST RECOGNIZABLE BRAND

access to formal financial services,
notes a research paper by the African
Economic Research Consortium. Today,
82 per cent of the adult population has
access to the formal financial system. By
contrast, access to formal financial services stands at 68 per cent in Rwanda,
65 per cent in Tanzania, 58 per cent in
Uganda and 48 per cent in Nigeria. The
only two countries ahead of Kenya in
Africa are Seychelles (95 per cent) and
South Africa (90 per cent). M-PESA
has been a major contributor to this
as banks and other financial service
providers rely on the platform to reach
customers in far flung areas and markets
where brick-and-mortar branches are
not commercially feasible.

From Kenya to the world

T

he role of mobile payments in Kenya’s financial
system and overall national economy cannot be
gainsaid. The Economic Survey 2020 notes that the
value of mobile commerce transactions in Kenya
grew close to four times between 2017 and 2019, expanding from Sh1.75 trillion to Sh6.95 trillion (more than
double our national budget) over the period.
M-PESA has been the main driving force behind
this explosive growth. Data from the Communications
Authority of Kenya (CA) indicates that the Safaricomowned mobile money service accounted for 30.2 million
of the 30.5 million registered mobile money subscriptions
in Kenya at the end of 2020, giving it a market share of
99 per cent.
Launched in 2007, M-PESA started as a person-to-person mobile money transfer service and has evolved through
the years to include other service offerings such as savings,
loans and business payment solutions for both individuals
and enterprises. Safaricom’s investments into M-PESA
over the years have paid off. Revenue from M-PESA represented 33.6 per cent or Ksh84.4 billion of the Ksh251.22
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billion total service revenue reported in Fiscal Year 2020.
In comparison, revenue from voice represented 34.5 per
cent of total service revenue during the same period,
meaning M-PESA is now at par with voice in terms of its
contribution to Safaricom’s performance. This is in stark
contrast to 2010 when Safaricom derived more than 75
per cent of its service revenue from voice and less than 10
per cent from M-PESA, underlining the rapid growth that
M-PESA has enjoyed over the past decade.

Driving financial inclusion
M-PESA has not only been a boon to Safaricom’s shareholders, but also to millions of Kenyans who have benefited
directly and indirectly from the service. First in line among
the direct beneficiaries are M-PESA agents, who numbered
more than 170,000 by the end of 2020, according to the
telco’s Annual Report. Safaricom’s agency model has been
lauded for its inclusive approach. Agents earn commissions
on transactions such as cash withdrawals and deposits,
allowing Safaricom to deliver shared prosperity across its
stakeholder ecosystem.

Another key category of
direct beneficiaries are small
businesses, particularly micro-enterprises. They’ve benefited from
the Lipa Na M-PESA service that
allows customers to pay electronically for amounts as low as ten shillings, enabling them to overcome challenges related to coinage and increase their
turnover. Small enterprises and traders
have also benefited from access to savings
and loans facilities through M-Shwari and
KCB-M-PESA.
M-PESA has also acted as an agent of
change and transformation in the wider
financial services sector and helped spark
the financial inclusion revolution that put
Kenya on the map globally. Many copy-cat
services have sprung up in recent years
following M-PESA’s launch. Major banks
have also integrated mobile money into

their service offering and some have gone
as far as entering the micro-lending space,
where M-PESA had an early-mover advantage. Fees across the financial services sector have declined as a result of these moves,
helping millions access services that were in
prior years considered the preserve only of
the rich and educated.
When M-PESA was launched in 2007,
just 26.7 per cent of the population had

After a successful run in Kenya and a
select number of countries in Africa,
including Tanzania, Ghana and Egypt,
Safaricom is now setting its sights on
the global market through the launch
of the M-PESA “Super App”. The app
will open a new and exciting chapter
for the service as users will be able
to transact from anywhere in the
world by simply logging into the
app via their smartphones.
“Our customers can pay bills,
do shopping; they can do international money transfer from over
200 countries…today, over $2.3
billion terminates into M-PESA
from the diaspora community,” an
elated Safaricom CEO Peter Ndegwa
opined, during the virtual launch of the
app, which is available on both android
and iOS last July 2021.
The M-PESA Super App is expected
to be widely adopted by the Kenyan
diaspora community, who number more
than 3 million according to data from
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Last
year, the diaspora community sent $3.09
billion back home (about Ksh333.4 billion), up 10.7 per cent from $2.79 billion
(Ksh301 billion) a year earlier, according
to data from the Central Bank of Kenya
(CBK). In the first quarter of 2021, they
remitted $829 million (Ksh89.4
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billion), the highest in any recorded quarter, despite the adverse economic
environment occasioned by the Covid-19
Pandemic.
Remittances remain a stable and growing source of forex and M-PESA will
likely benefit as most Kenyans in the
diaspora currently have to send money via
a third-party service platform before the
recipients can receive the funds in their
mobile wallet. M-PESA is cutting out the
middleman and could see an exponential
growth in the value of diaspora transactions on its platform following the launch
of the Super App.
Since it is network agnostic, the
M-PESA Super App is also targeted at
users doing transactions outside Kenyan
borders and will compete directly with the
likes of PayPal and Alipay in developed
markets. “Globally, we are looking at it like
an over-the-top player, similar to what uber
is. It’s more like uberising M-PESA since
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Another key category of
direct beneficiaries are small
businesses, particularly microenterprises. They’ve benefited
from the Lipa Na M-PESA service
that allows customers to pay
electronically for amounts as low
as ten shillings, enabling them
to overcome challenges related
to coinage and increase their
turnover.
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the app can be network agnostic. You need
to pair the app with your SIM card as per
know your customer (KYC) regulations.
Then you can use it on any data source
or Wi-Fi connection without having the
SIM card in,” explained Sitoyo Lopokoiyit,
the newly appointed managing director of
M-PESA Africa.
While M-PESA is irrefutably one of
Kenya’s most recognizable and valuable
brands, its best chapters are still ahead, yet
to be written. The global market presents
an unparalleled opportunity to build scale
and strengthen its brand equity in a short
time, given widespread use of smartphones.
M-PESA is the future of money, as its
slogan goes. And customers all able to send,
save, borrow, inves, shop, order, pay, book
and travel, with or without data bundles
with the new M-PESA App. It is a top
brand transforming lives.
M-PESA is a Safaricom Plc brand that
continue to win awards globally.
BUSINESS MONTHLY | SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 2021
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ing, and a fully-fledged online business
banking platform. An exciting innovation that Absa released this year is the
vertical Contactless Debit and Credit
cards offering that provides on-the-go,
secure, contactless payment options.

Supporting SMEs

#2 Absa Bank
A REFLECTION OF PROGRESS
ONE YEAR LATER

O

n 10th February this year, Absa Bank
Kenya celebrated their one-year anniversary since launching operations in Kenya
which included a successful rebrand
from Barclays. There are plenty of positive things
to talk about the “truly proud African bank’’
now a well-established and vibrant brand in the
Kenyan market and a leading and trusted financial institution.
Speaking during the one-year anniversary,
Absa Bank Kenya Plc Managing Director Jeremy
Awori laid the blueprint and focus for the bank to become a truly customer obsessed and digitally
enabled bank that stands out in the highly competitive banking industry, to spur business growth
and better returns for all the stakeholders.
“At the core of our strategy is our customer-obsession approach that enables us to create
a unique and differentiated banking experience
for our current and potential customers. This
year, Absa will be making significant investments
in leading technologies and capabilities close to
Kes1.6 billion in over 60 different technology
projects – all of which are geared towards transforming our customer experience,” Jeremy stated.
Absa has within the short span of time quickly
moved to revitalize its propositions for customers
who are increasingly looking for efficient and
effective banking solutions. For instance, included
in the banking solutions is the automation loan
top-up process where customers will access their
funds in just 15 minutes. Plans are also in place
to roll-out of cash deposit machines, agency bank-
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An indispensable cog of Kenya’s economic engine, SMEs play a big role in
the growth and development of Kenya’s
business and social prosperity. Absa’s
focus is to empower business owners
to start, run and grow their businesses
profitably through personalised propositions and products. Absa has therefore increased investments into Wezesha
Biashara proposition which offers unsecured loans of up to 10 million shillings
to SME - the highest in the market.
To strengthen the business continuity
muscle, the bank provides cushions for
SMEs through an LPO financing and
invoice discounting of up to 50 million
shillings among other benefits.
In yet another strategic move
to empower SMEs, the pan African
bank recently launched a new business account dubbed SHE, which is
envisaged to impact over 1 million
women-owned businesses over the next
five years. Through the SHE accounts,
women entrepreneurs have access to
unsecured loans of up to 8 million shillings payable over six years, which offer
the much-needed buffer to struggling
businesses towards recovery from the
adverse economic effects of the Covid19 pandemic.
Absa has equally joined forces with
institutions such as Kenya National
Chamber of Commerce Industry
(KNCCI) and International Trade
Commission (ITC) to scale the impact
of both its financial and non-financial
interventions towards women entrepreneurs across the country. The goal is to
help women entrepreneurs overcome
barriers to investment and trade by
leveraging their training programmes
to develop local, regional and global
networks, as well as gain more growth
opportunities.

Over the last one year, Absa has been on a
journey to embed sustainability as a strategic
business principle with the objective of
creating incremental shared value for all its
stakeholders, both in the way it does business
and the services and products offered.
Promoting the Sustainability
Over the last one year, Absa has been
on a journey to embed sustainability
as a strategic business principle with
the objective of creating incremental
shared value for all its stakeholders,
both in the way it does business and the
services and products offered. As part
of this journey, the bank marked several milestones among them the development of a Sustainability Strategy
and Implementation Framework
and the launch of its Sustainability
Commitment Report in 2020. Through
their Sustainability Commitments, Absa
outlined 13 high level commitments
that will guide their strategy over the
short, medium and long term. These
commitments are anchored on the
Social, Environmental and Economic
tenets of sustainable development.
In 2019, Absa Bank became one
of the Signatories of the Principles for
Responsible Banking, committing to

strategically align its business with the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGS)
and the Paris Agreement on Climate
Change (PACC). They also became a
signatory of the United Nations Global
Compact.
To this end, Absa, in partnership
with the Ministry of Education, has
commenced the handover of 4,000
school bags and 20,000 reusable masks
to 46 special needs schools across the
country. The bags, upcycled from used
billboards in the transition to Absa,
were repurposed from 300 tonnes of
plastic waste. In addition, Absa collaborated with the Bombululu Association
for the Physically Disabled of Kenya
whose unique skills and artistry produced the face masks.
The bank has also refurbished over
3,000 computers, in partnership with
Computer for Schools Kenya (CFSK),
with plans to donate computers to
66 schools across the country this
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year. These donations will go
hand in hand with planting of fruit
trees as part of their commitment to
plant 10 million trees in five years as
well as supplement the pupils’ diet.

Absa Bank Kenya Plc is
part of Absa Group, an
African financial services
group that aims to be the
pride of the continent.
Absa Group is listed on
the JSE in South Africa
and is one of Africa’s
largest diversified financial
services groups with a
presence in 12 countries
across the continent and
around 42, 000 employees.

Force for Good
One of the banks four strategic priorities is to become a force for good in
the society. Absa believes that taking
a proactive, responsible approach to
make a real difference in communities
is not only their responsibility but
also the right thing to do. Over the
years, the purpose led bank, guided
by their purpose of bringing peoples
possibilities to life, has gone to great
lengths to minimise environmental
harm, empower the youth, support
local SMEs and drive inclusion of
marginalised groups.
Standing in solidarity with people affected or infected by Covid-19,
Absa is working together with various
stakeholders to mitigate the effects of
the virus since its outbreak, contributing more than Kes 50 million towards
the Covid-19 Emergency Fund. Other
relief initiatives and support offered
to customers include a loan relief and
loan repayment restructures valued at
over 62 billion shillings - a third of
their lending portfolio covering over
59,000 accounts.
Absa has also partnered with
different organisations such as the
Christian Mission Aid (CMA), AMREF
and the Kitui County Government to
provide food baskets and fruit tree
seedlings to underprivileged communities as part of their contribution to
a food secure and healthy nation in
these uncertain times.
Under Education and Skills, key
pillars of their Corporate Citizenship
Strategy, Absa has provided scholarships to over 574 bright but needy
students across 56 local universities
in partnership with Higher Education
Loans Board (HELB). In addition, the
students were provided with a stipend
for tuition, accommodation, upkeep
and laptops.
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About Absa

Jeremy Awori, Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer at Absa Bank Kenya Plc. Photo | Courtesy

Absa is committed to finding
local solutions to uniquely local
challenges, with everything activity
and product focused on adding
value. To this end, Absa offers to
clients a range of retail, business,
corporate and investment, and
wealth management solutions.
To reduce the skills and knowledge
gaps of the next generation, Absa is running the Ready to Work - an initiative
that empowers young adults with the
requisite soft skills necessary for smooth
transition from universities and colleges
into the job market; either as employees
or employers.
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In the past five years, this programme has reached more than
170,000 learners in Kenya with a
goal to impact at least 1 million
youth in the next three years.

Other ventures – AAML
In order to become a more diverse
financial services business in Kenya
that offers services beyond banking, Absa has launched its asset
management arm– the Absa Asset
Management Limited (AAML)
which is licensed and regulated
by the Capital Markets Authority
(CMA) and the Retirement Beneﬁts
Authority (RBA). Through AAML,
Absa offers investment management
services and products to customers
and institutions seeking to invest in
assets with minimum risk.

Absa Bank Kenya Plc is part of Absa
Group, an African financial services group
that aims to be the pride of the continent.
Absa Group is listed on the JSE in South
Africa and is one of Africa’s largest diversified financial services groups with a
presence in 12 countries across the continent and around 42, 000 employees. Absa
is part of a truly African brand, inspired
by the people Absa serves and determined
to always be brave, passionate and ready
so that the brand can make the African
continent proud.
Absa is committed to finding local
solutions to uniquely local challenges,
with everything activity and product
focused on adding value. To this end, Absa
offers to clients a range of retail, business,
corporate and investment, and wealth
management solutions. Absa also ensure a
positive social and environmental impact
in all the countries where Absa operates.
Under the slogan, ‘To bring your possibility to life’ Absa believes in possibility,
in the actions of people who always find
a way to get things done. Absa therefore
believes in creating opportunities for all
the stakeholders, and to make their possibilities real and supporting them every
step of the way. Absa Group is a future-focused organisation, driven by progress
and a desire to thrive in the digital age.

Absa is aiming to play a shaping role
in society and be an active force for good
by:



Earning trust: By acting with fairness and providing just outcomes for all
stakeholders and becoming known for
reliability by delivering consistently on
its promises
 Shaping societies: By contributing
significantly to the communities in which
Absa operates, thereby enhancing the
continent’s economic growth and development

Promoting inter-generational sus-

tainability: By being accountable for the
brands impact on the environment and
building viable communities by evolving
as their needs change
 Driving thought leadership: By providing insights that help the industry to
develop new and innovative ways to solve
society’s challenges
Jeremy Awori is the incumbent
Managing Director and Chief Executive
Officer at Absa Bank Kenya Plc. A man
synonymous with humility, Awori has
established himself as one of the most reputable names in the finance and banking
industry.
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#3 Multichoice
THE MULTICHOICE KENYA WAY

How the leading video entertainment company in Kenya is transforming lives every day.

S

ince her appointment as the managing director of MultiChoice Kenya in
December 2019, Nancy Matimu has
been on an aggressive transformation
plan that has already begun to bear fruits for the
business.
At the time of her appointment, Nancy was
expected to enhance MultiChoice’s market leadership position in Kenya’s entertainment and
media industry by strengthening the business
to provide the best content on DStv and GOtv
and to ensure a great customer experience. So,
discussing the Multichoice brand in Kenya is
akin to a retrospection of the Nancy Matimu
professional brand.

Strategy
It has been 18 months with Nancy in-charge as
the managing director and the positive results
are beginning to show despite the unforeseen
challenges such as the global Covid-19 pandemic,
of which the business has been at the forefront of
unveiling support measures to ease their stakeholders’ challenges.
To understand how Nancy has been able to
steady the boat in the rough waters of the highly
competitive broadcasting sector, her belief and
wealth of experience comes into play.
Nancy has had an illustrious 15-year career,
having led and driven growth through transformation of businesses, capacity building in brand,
products and innovation as well as sales and
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MultiChoice Kenya Head of DStv Business Elsa Lunani,CEO Kenya Association of hotel keepersand Caterers Michael Macharia and Multichoice Kenya
Managing Director Nancy matimu take part in a panel discussion during the DStv Business Forum in July. DStv Business has launched revamped packages to
connect commercial customers with profits.
operational excellence, in her previous
tours of duty, that have included top
brands as Housing Finance Group and
Mastercard among others. In all these
firms, Nancy has inspired high-performance teams to deliver extra-ordinary
results in leading organizations in
financial services and ICT.
Prior to joining MultiChoice
Kenya, Nancy was the Vice-President,
Head Market Development sub-Saharan Africa at MasterCard.
She previously served in HFC
Bank as the Chief Digital and
Marketing Officer and Safaricom
where she held various roles including Head of Safaricom Home and
Content (Emerging Business – Home
Fixed Broadband and Content
Business Development), Head of
Department Consumer Products and
Services, Head of Department Internet
and Content, Head of Department
Enterprise Products and Innovation.
She also worked in Airtel Africa as the
General Manager Marketing and Head
of Products and Innovation Revenue
Management.
Nancy holds an MBA in Strategic
Management
from
Strathmore

University, a Bachelor’s degree in
Environmental Studies from Kenyatta
University and a Post Graduate
Diploma in Marketing from the
Chartered Institute of Marketing (CIM)
in the UK. She is also a graduate of
the Advanced Management Program
(AMP) and Chief Executive Program
(CEP) from Strathmore, IESE and
Lagos Business Schools.
Taking over as the first woman
CEO of Multichoice Kenya, Nancy
was clear her strategy was to become
the undisputable number one brand
within the video entertainment space

Previously, our business focus
was centralized in Nairobi as
the main hub. However, it
was critical for us to be within
an arm’s length where our
customers are. We regionalized
our operations to widen our
foot-print on every ground in
the country for a greater reach.”

by changing the work ethic and culture, to empower her team to grow the
business. To achieve this, the importance of the commercial teams in
deepening DStv, GOtv and Showmax
penetration and availing these products to the consumers could not be
overemphasized. Today, Nancy has not
only improved the working environment at Multichoice Kenya, she has
also returned the Kenya subsidiary to
profitability and increased turnover
exponentially within a very short span
of time.
“Previously, our business focus
was centralized in Nairobi as the main
hub. However, it was critical for us
to be within an arm’s length where
our customers are. We regionalized
our operations to widen our foot-print
on every ground in the country for a
greater reach. Today, we are present
in every corner of this great country”,
reveals Nancy.
This, coupled with an expanded
distribution network, has increased
MultiChoice’s point of sales to over
3,000 countrywide, which is a 40 per
cent expansion of its distribution base
within a short span of 18 months.
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“This has been possible, thanks in
part to our accredited dealers and agencies
that make our world-class video entertainment service available to more Kenyans.
Many homes are now enjoying the quality
entertainment we offer on DStv and GOtv,”
says Nancy.
The transformation journey does
not end there. Nancy’s input was critical in upgrading MultiChoice Customer
Experience centres countrywide to deliver
an improved and modern customer experience, offering 360-degree customer service
and sales. In May this year, MultiChoice
opened its state-of-the-art branches in
Kajiado County—located with Ongata
Rongai—and Nyeri County branch.

As a company, MultiChoice
remains true to its brand
purpose of enriching lives
as a clear purpose-led
and technology platform
business, hosting the best
of local and video entertainment that is specially
curated for customers.

entertainment. We promise to continue telling stories that connect our viewers with
their humanity, their aspirations, passions
and lifestyles,” says Nancy.
Customer service remains critical to the
business and MultiChoice has not been left
behind. The company recently upgraded
and transitioned to state-of-the-art call
centers for its voice and social customer
care support.
‘Over the past year, MultiChoice has
also improved its self-service platforms on
*423#, MyDStv and MyGOtv apps so that
customers are able to buy decoders and
full kits, change packages, pay the subscriptions, and clear errors amongst other
services at their convenience wherever they
are’, Nancy adds.
On the commercial side, Nancy has
recently steered her team to revamp DStv
Business packages to ensure different
industry sectors like hotels, pubs and clubs,
offices, guest houses and serviced apartments are able to grow their businesses
with better cashflows and profits.
“We understand that every business
has unique needs and we have made it our
business to ensure our commercial partners
entertainment needs are considered and
incorporated in our improvement decisions,
based on their feedback. We have simplified
and revamped DStv Business packages to
connect customers to profits no matter the
business size,” says Nancy.

Partnerships

Award-winning brand

As a company, MultiChoice remains true
to its brand purpose of enriching lives as a
clear purpose-led and technology platform
business, hosting the best of local and video
entertainment that is specially curated for
customers. Multichoice Kenya is a subsidiary of Multichoice Africa Holdings.
Multichoice Africa Holdings currently features eighth globally in linear PayTelevision outside China and top 40 on the
Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE), a fete
that Nancy firmly believes employees and
its partners should wear proudly.
“We are proud of our rich 26-year legacy in Kenya, our market leadership position
and are grateful to our partners who continue to position us as a top brand in video

All these team efforts have not gone unnoticed. In May this year, MultiChoice Kenya
walked away with five coveted awards at
the fourth edition of the Kuza Awards held
by the Communication Authority of Kenya
(CA).
GOtv clinched two critical compliance awards, the Compliance Award
for Subscription Broadcasting Service
Provider and emerged overall winner in
the compliance award for Broadcast Signal
Distributor.
MultiChoice Kenya was also crowned
the overall winner of the Subscription
Broadcasting Services Award under the
local content category, beating well known
brands in the coveted category. GOtv also
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MultiChoice Kenya Managing Director, Nancy Matimu, presents Sh3 million worth face masks and PPE gowns to, Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Health, Dr. Mutahi
Kagwe (centre). Looking on is MultiChoice Kenya, Chairman, Dr. Naim Bilal. Multichoice Kenya donated a total of 12,000 K95 face masks and 2,000 gowns, to help
frontline workers and essential service providers in the fight against Covid-19.
scooped the inaugural overall People’s
Choice Award for Favourite Pay TV service
with DStv emerging as first runner-up.
“I urge broadcasters to embrace innovation in order to remain competitive and
relevant in today’s dynamic broadcasting
environment,” said Kenya’s Information,
Communication and Technology Principal
Secretary in charge of broadcasting, Esther
Koimett. These are the MultiChoice Kenya
innovation dividends paying off that
Nancy alludes to.
“We are a business on a transformational journey at the individual customer
level as well as at Multichoice Kenya as
an organization. We have chosen the path
of an innovative business that’s constantly
transforming by anticipating and listening
to our customers’ feedback and concerns
daily in order to serve and exceed their
expectations,” Nancy states.
However, the business is not without
challenges. Currently, the biggest risk to
the business is piracy which negatively
affects every single person working in the
entertainment and technology industries,

It has been 18 months with Nancy in-charge as the managing
director and the positive results are beginning to show despite the
unforeseen challenges such as the global Covid-19 pandemic, of
which the business has been at the forefront of unveiling support
measures to ease their stakeholders’ challenges.
and their supply chains.
“Digital piracy is often portrayed as
a victimless crime, but that portrayal
is false. Piracy has a detrimental effect
on any industry and will lead to the
long-term erosion of the industry,” says
Nancy, revealing that Multichoice is working closely with Government of Kenya to
tackle this menace.
When
not
handling
matters
MultiChoice, Nancy dedicates her time to
serving on the boards of local and global
firms. She is currently serving as the ViceChair of the KCA University Council in
addition to being the Chair in charge of the
strategy and business development board
committee. Nancy is also a member of

the global board of trustees for Education
sub-Saharan Africa (ESSA) where she
serves as the Business Engagement Lead.
Her parting shot during the interview
for the recognition by Business Monthly
magazine as one of the Top 25 Brands
Transforming Lives is “MultiChoice must
be able to tell the right story, at the right
time, to the right person, which is our
absolute focus and to use that to leverage
technology and become obsessed with
pleasing our customers. At MultiChoice,
our vision is to be the best African storyteller in Kenya. At the same time, we
also promise to bring our customers the
best international stories and action-like
premium sports.”
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center of its actions. At the heart of Isuzu’s
commitment is safety and value, delivered
through quality service and products.

#4 Isuzu

Community

MADE FROM HISTORY

I

suzu as a motor brand is a global automotive business, founded and
headquartered in Tokyo, Japan since
1937. Isuzu Motors East Africa was
established on 1 January 2018, after the
name change in 2017 from General Motors
East Africa to Isuzu Motors East Africa,
when Isuzu Motors of Japan acquired 57.7
per cent shareholding from General Motors.
Local shareholdings are 37.8 per cent
through ICDC and Centum. 4.5 per cent is
owned by Itochu Corporation, a Japanese
trading company.
Isuzu is the first manufacturing and
distribution organisation outside of Japan
where Isuzu has a 100 per cent ownership.
It serves as an important base for Isuzu’s
long-term growth throughout Africa.
Following the 80-year long journey of
Isuzu, the brand has lived true to its vision
to create pickups and trucks that serve the
people who drive them. The high quality,
reliability and long life has been at the core
of what Isuzu manufactures and assembles
since its inception.
In 2016, Isuzu recorded market share
of 35.1 per cent, taking market leadership
for the 5th consecutive year. Isuzu East
Africa (Isuzu EA) is driven by a strong
desire to provide transport solutions to
the customers’ dynamic needs as demonstrated through the firm’s transformation
into a “Trusted Logistics Partner” for the
customers.
Isuzu EA has been the leading local
vehicle assembler in Kenya for the last nine
years in a row with over 95 per cent of sales
in the light and heavy commercial vehicles
segment. In 2020, the company closed the
year with a historic 45.4 per cent market
share of new vehicles sold in the country.
This success has been driven by the outstanding support of customers and business
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partners who continue to demonstrate confidence in Isuzu’s enduring legacy.

Production
Isuzu EA’s Assembly Plant on Mombasa
Road has a capacity of 14,000 units per
year and employs in excess of 5,000 people
along the entire Isuzu eco system.
The Isuzu brand has attained strong
leadership in the market, having assembled

over 100,000 units since the first Isuzu
vehicle rolled out of its Nairobi assembly
plant in 1977. “We are greatly honoured
and very proud of the Isuzu fraternity that
has supported the business to date and
propelled us to the number one position
in the market with 45.4 per cent market
share in 2020,” said Rita Kavashe, Isuzu
EA MD on the occasion of handing out
the 100,000 Isuzu vehicle assembled since

1977 to the lucky customer. She added,
‘Isuzu EA assembles and sells approximately 5,000 units of assorted trucks
and light commercial vehicles annually.
The FVZ is a popular heavy commercial
truck that is versatile and adaptable to
different customer needs. Rolling out the
100,000th vehicle from our production
line is a demonstration of the huge vote
of confidence that our customers have
in Isuzu products. This achievement will
remain etched in the history of the Isuzu
fraternity for many years to come.”
Isuzu vehicles offer various benefits
including fuel economy, low cost of ownership, unrivalled performance, good ground
clearance and flexibility to suit customer requirements. In addition, Isuzu has
developed a robust Aftersales network to
support its customers in the private and
public sectors, to ensure their vehicles
continue to deliver optimum performance
across the region.

Isuzu buses

The 100,000th Isuzu vehicle unveil.
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This is one of the top brands from Isuzu.
In the city, in the country side, from home
to work, ferrying students, employees and
the general public, the bus of first choice
is Isuzu. For whatever the destination,
whoever the passengers, when it comes to

reliable and dependable transportation,
one bus features prominently as the number one choice…the ISUZU bus.
The powerful, low emission engines
and amazingly low fuel consumption and
engine combustion efficiency make the
Isuzu buses environmentally friendly. It
is available in a number of derivatives,
including as a 25-seater, 29-seater, 33-seater, 37-seater, 46-seater and the long-haul
King of the Road, the 67-seater.

Today the world is much more aware of
the need to conserve and protect the environment by using its resources responsibly
and more importantly, replenishing what
has been used and restoring what has been
lost. Over the years, this has also been
extended to service to humanity through
supporting causes that lift others from situations of adversity and deprivation, providing opportunities for people to excel to
their maximum capacity through health,
wellness, and social support.
Isuzu EA, as the leading motor vehicle
assembler in the region, has embraced
community support initiatives that
respond to societal needs.
During interactions with customers
and other stakeholders over the years,
the company has found opportunities to
support the community around its operations to the benefit of society and the
environment. Isuzu EA’s Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) program continues
to support the wellbeing of communities through various initiatives spanning
Healthcare, Road safety, Education, and
Environment.

Conservation
Customers
Isuzu is a leader in transportation, earning
customers for life and improving the community where it operates. Since inception,
Isuzu customers have remained at the

Isuzu East Africa (Isuzu
EA) is driven by a
strong desire to provide
transport solutions to the
customers’ dynamic needs
as demonstrated through
the firm’s transformation
into a “Trusted Logistics
Partner” for the customers

Conservation of the environment has been
a top priority globally with major focus on
forests which support the earth’s ecosystem. In response to the need to increase
Kenya’s forest cover from the current 7.4
per cent to 10 per cent by 2030, Isuzu
has contributed 3,300 seedlings to the
Muumandu forest in Machakos which
have been jointly planted by Isuzu staff
and the community forest associations.
More than 1,000 seedlings have also been
planted in Mua Hills and a community
water project completed in Kyaani in
Machakos County in 2019.
In 2014, Isuzu EA adopted the bare
70 Ha for afforestation and launched a
tree growing project to rehabilitate the
hill within a period of 10 years. This was
in collaboration with the Muumandu
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Supporting sports

Kalimanzalu Community Forest
Association (CFA) and the Kenya Forest
Service (KFS).

Education
Access to education continues to be a challenge especially to rural populations that
are largely dependent on meagre earnings
from subsistence farming. Families living in
urban areas who cannot make ends meet
due to lack of employment and a reliable
income have not been spared either. Isuzu
has been extensively involved in the education sector through provision of buses
for school transport and has come up with
initiatives to give back to the community
through education.
Since 2006, when Isuzu began the support through Palmhouse Foundation, over
60 students have benefited from this scholarship scheme with majority proceeding
to local Colleges and Universities. In addition, the company has provided internship
opportunities and full-time employment to
some of these beneficiaries.
Over the years, a further Ksh 11.7million has been donated to Palmhouse to
help meet its ambitious goal of establishing
a Ksh 100 million Education Endowment
Fund. The Fund aims to finance secondary
education of needy and deserving students
from Kenya’s 47 counties. Currently, the
Palmhouse Foundation has over 700 scholarship beneficiaries from all around Kenya.
While commencing this initiative in
2017, Isuzu EA committed to donate Ksh
1,000 from every vehicle it sold to the Fund
until the Ksh 100 million is reached. The
Fund now stands at Ksh 80 million and is
on course to reach its target.
Ladies at Isuzu have set aside their
own time to provide career guidance,
social skills and academic motivation to
the Embakasi girls since 2019. 205 girls
have to date benefited from the program.
Unfortunately, these programs were interrupted by restrictions brought about by
the Covid-19 Pandemic but the employees
look forward to re-engage once it is safe to
do so. There is a similar program for the
boy-child, by the men at Isuzu EA, dubbed
MENTENDA.
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Covid-19 interventions

This is one of the top
brands from Isuzu. In
the city, in the country
side, from home to
work, ferrying students,
employees and the general
public, the bus of first
choice is Isuzu.

Rita Kavashe is the Managing Director (MD) of
Isuzu Eastern and Central Africa
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The disruption caused by the outbreak of
Covid-19 in 2020 has brought about challenges in public engagement, public transport and other forms of social interaction.
Personal hygiene was singled out as the
first line of defence against the SARS-CoV-2
Coronavirus, by way of frequent handwashing and use of alcohol sanitizers. Isuzu
EA identified a shortage of handwashing
facilities in public transport stations and
highly populated and disadvantaged informal settlements.
To respond to the need, the company
donated 16 1000 litre handwashing stations fully kitted with soap and water for
use by the public. These were installed in
Mukuru, Mathare, Kayole, Kibra, Mwiki,
and Mlolongo. The beneficiaries are thousands of Kenyans comprising of traders,
boda boda riders, PSV operators and commuters, living and operating in these densely populated areas. In addition, two buses
were donated to the Ministry of Health to
help transport frontline health workers.
This was closely followed by a Ksh 10million donation to the National Covid-19
Fund to support private sector efforts to
fight the Covid-19 Pandemic.

Sports is a potential source of employment
and an avenue for social engagement and
recreation. In support of sports development in Kenya, Isuzu EA took an interest in the national women’s rugby team
popularly known as the ‘Lionesses’ after
they won the Africa Women’s Sevens Cup
in 2018.
The company proposed to reward
them with a long-term and sustainable
project to enable them establish themselves in life. The result was a two-year
‘Lionesses Arise’ CSR project sponsored
by Isuzu EA and facilitated by the KCDF.
The goal of the project is to improve the
livelihoods of the ladies through economic
empowerment, and prepare them for life
beyond their active sport career of rugby.
Since 2019, when the project began,
29 ladies have undergone training and
graduated in 2020 after completing the
first phase on Life Skills. The second phase
focused on business skills development
and commenced this year. Isuzu EA is
proud to have been associated with the
women’s rugby team that flew the Kenya
flag at the recent Tokyo Olympics in July
2021.

Road safety
The transport sector in Kenya is key to
sustenance of the economy and providing
mobility to the population. Isuzu EA provides a wide range of motor vehicles: from
the heavy commercial F-series trucks, the
light commercial N-Series vehicles and
the D-Max pickup in addition to school
and public service vehicles. Isuzu is the
leading local vehicle assembler with 45.4%
of industry market share by end of 2020.
Early this year, Isuzu EA signed an
MoU with the NTSA to develop information and communication video clips
from the Highway Code for online dissemination to road users on safety, good
behaviour and responsibility when on the
roads. The videos will be available online
and in driving training schools to support
attitude change on road safety.
However, it is inevitable that accidents
do happen due to human error or other
extraneous circumstances leading to inju-

ry, damage to property and at times the
tragic loss of life. To mitigate the impact,
Isuzu EA supported the establishment of a
pilot emergency response centre last year
in Naivasha along the Nairobi - Nakuru
highway next to the Delamare Centre.
Working with ‘Nurse in Hand’ a donor
supported organization, Isuzu EA funded
the construction of the Naivasha Centre as
a base for a rapid response team of paramedics that can be deployed rapidly to a
scene of an accident on motor bikes. The
primary function of this rescue centre is to
get to the accident scene faster and stabilise accident victims before onward transportation to hospitals via ambulances.
The ‘Nurse in Hand’ team has trained
paramedics on standby to help save lives
and minimize the risk to casualties. Isuzu
invested Ksh 3million to build the pilot
response centre in Naivasha and digitally
linked it to public service vehicles drivers
and boda boda riders. Through a digitally
enabled bracelet, the transport operators
can send out an alert when an accident
occurs in their vicinity. The system is
capable of pin-pointing the exact location
to guide the rescue teams.
Isuzu EA, as a ‘Trusted Logistics
Partner’ for its customers, will continue to
proactively engage the community through
these diverse initiatives and cement its

position as the number one vehicle assembler in the region, dominates and transforming lives as it dominates the roads
with reliable and fuel-efficient vehicles.
Going by the performance of Isuzu
East Africa, the lessons from her father
have borne fruit. Today, Rita Kavashe is
the managing director (MD) of the biggest
auto assembler in Eastern and Central
Africa, with a market share of 44.5 per
cent, up from 15 per cent when Ms
Kavashe took over as the MD of the then
General Motors East Africa in 2010.
Rita Kavashe holds a bachelor’s degree
in Education from Moi University and
Master’s degree in Business Administration
(MBA) from the University of Nairobi
(UoN). She also attended the prestigious
Harvard Business School leadership programme in 2013.
Due to her penchant of walking the
talk in corporate governance and instilling ethics in the business she leads, Rita
Kavashe is a much sought-after corporate
honcho by numerous blue-chip companies, including those listed on the Nairobi
Securities Exchange (NSE). Rita always
adds value to boards she sits on and brings
high voltage networks, diversity in gender
and infuses the often much needed skill set
due to her exposure, experience and board
background.
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#5

USIU-Africa
52 YEARS OF ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

T

he United States International
University-Africa (USIU-Africa)
founded in 1969, is the oldest, private, secular university
in the region with dual accreditation in
Kenya by the Commission for University
Education (CUE) and the United States of
America (USA) by WASC Senior College
and University Commission (WSCUC). It
was established following an agreement
between the Trustees of what was then the
United States International University in
San Diego, California, and the Ministry
of Education of Kenya, in response to the
growing demand for quality higher education in the country.
The USIU-Africa vision is to be the
premier institution of academic excellence
with a global perspective. The mission is to
promote the discovery and application of
knowledge, the acquisition of skills, and the
development of intellect and character in a
manner that prepares students to contribute effectively and ethically as citizens of
a changing and increasingly technological
world.
The core values that have driven USIUAfrica throughout its 52 years of academic
excellence are lifelong-learning, integrity,
innovativeness, social responsibility and
academic freedom.
USIU-Africa is governed by an eminent
Board of Trustees, the University Council
and the Chancellor. Holding these positions
are very well established executives and
academics from within and outside Africa.
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USIU-Africa is one of the very few
Universities in Africa with a Staff Council
in its official governance structure, which
comprise elected representatives of the various constituencies making up the university community, a major hallmark in good
Governance and Management Best Practice
and underpinning its Goal Number 4 in the
USIU-Africa Strategic Plan 2021-2026;
Excellence in Service and Community
engagement.
The USIU in San Diego, was founded
by Dr. William Rust in 1952. Today, the
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fully independent USIU-Africa enjoys a
journey of high quality, student-focused
teaching and learning that has ensured
each student acquires an international education in a multi-cultural campus with
global exposure that distinguishes them in
the marketplace.
Guided by its tagline – ‘Education to
take you places’, USIU-Africa hosts over
60 different nationalities and offers 30
Undergraduate, Graduate and Doctoral
programs offered across 5 Schools, the
Chandaria School of Business, School of

Communication, Cinematic and Creative
Arts, School of Humanities and Social
Sciences, School of Pharmacy and
Health Sciences and School of Science
and Technology. Also established is the
School of Graduate Studies, Research and
Extension which oversees graduate programs, partnerships with other universities and industry, research opportunities
and funding, upcoming conferences and
workshops, colloquia and scholarships for
graduate research.
Among its Unique Selling Proposition

The core values that has
driven the USIU-Africa
throughout its 52 years
of academic excellence
are lifelong-learning,
integrity, innovativeness,
social responsibility and
academic freedom.

(USPs) are the flexible class schedule
which offers hybrid options of online
learning or face-to-face instruction and
employability of the students that enables
them to get jobs after graduation.

Enrollment
The university’s student enrollment numbers have continued to grow from the
initial 5 students to the current number of
about 5,400 as at May 2021, cutting across
Undergraduate, Masters and Doctorate
programs. USIU-Africa’s academic
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Exchange Programs
Through the 26 exchange programs
offered at USIU-Africa, in partnership
with universities in Japan, South Korea,
Germany, Norway, France, Britain, Spain,
and Turkey, students get international
exposure, learn global work ethics, acquire
global citizenship and get enriched learning opportunities. They further get real life
working opportunities in other countries,
exposure to industry and employment
opportunities.

Financial Aid

year is divided into three semesters
of 14 weeks each; Fall (September), Spring
(January) and Summer (May).

Faculty
The university has a relatively low faculty-student ratio of 1:31 compared to the
national average of 1:70. Currently, 73%
of USIU-Africa faculty hold PhD degrees
and are involved in cutting-edge research,
a quality hallmark in comparison to a
national average of 34%, who bring together many years of academic excellence and
research experience locally and globally.
Students are able to get personalized attention from the faculty thus becoming high
achievers and more self-inspired.

center, recreation center, training kitchens,
two restaurants, student council body offices and a swimming pool, and an on-campus
student hostel facilities.
The university is expected to double its
learning space with the launch of the new
School of Humanities and Social Sciences
building in August 2021. It will have 25
modern classrooms, 65 faculty offices, a
Moot Court for the Criminal Justice program, a 3-bedroom Crime Scene Simulation

Facilities
The university has invested in state-ofthe-art higher learning infrastructure that
gives students an exciting learning experience, making them more empowered, and
exposing them to different interactions. The
state-of-the-art classrooms are equipped
with e-learning technology; an auditorium
which can hold up to 500 persons; a contemporary Library and Information Center;
a cafeteria; Freida Brown Student Center
incorporating a health center, counseling
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house, a Forensic Lab, a Language Lab, a
Psychology Lab, an ICT Lab, 18 breakaway Student Pods to enhance interactive
learning, and a roof-top Cafeteria.

In July 2020, USIU-Africa and Mastercard
Foundation partnered in its global
Scholars Program to provide scholarships
to academically talented youth from Africa
facing financial, gender, displacement, or
disability constraints. This will see 1,000
students from across the continent educated over 10 years at a cost of $63.2 million
(Kshs. 6.8 billion).
The Mastercard Foundation Scholars
Program at USIU-Africa provides full-cost
scholarships to young Africans who are
first-time Undergraduate degree-seeking
applicants.

Alumni
USIU-Africa has an alumni network made
up of over 22,000 former students making
an impact in their own way nationally,
regionally and globally in all sectors of the
economy.

Online Infrastructure
In Mid-March, 2020 when the COVID19 pandemic struck, USIU-Africa shifted
to online teaching and learning using
the Learning Management System,
Blackboard. The system hosts an average
of 800 courses, 300 faculty facilitating
teaching and learning, over 5,600 students
accessing various learning content and
assessments. These include assignments,
notes, discussions, tests and quizzes, on
the platform every semester. Faculty can
track and analyze student performance,
then take remedial measures to support
especially those students at risk of poor
performance.
In addition, students receive support
through video conferencing platforms such
as Zoom and BlueJeans.
Blackboard has an inbuilt antiplagiarism software that ensures originality of
students work through the deployment
of two solutions: Respondus Lockdown
Browser and Respondus Monitor.

The university’s student enrollment numbers have continued to grow from
the initial 5 students to the current number of 5,324 as at May 2021,
cutting across Undergraduate, Masters and Doctorate levels students
come from over 60 countries and all the 47 counties of Kenya.
Respondus Lockdown Browser is a custom
browser that locks down the testing environment and is ideal for assessments delivered in classrooms or proctored settings
and Respondus Monitor adds webcam and
video technology to LockDown Browser
to prevent cheating during non-proctored
exams – such as those taken remotely.
Through a virtual private network
(VPN) connection, students access journals from over 60 databases, and over
600,000 e-books available in the library so
that they can learn and do their research
remotely.
In November 2020, the University
launched the online MBA program, the
first in the country with dual accreditation by the Commission for University
Education (CUE) in Kenya and the United
States of America (USA) by WASC Senior
College and University Commission
(WSCUC).

New Programs
5 new programs have been launched and
will commence in September 2021 that are
designed to meet market needs and solve
current problems and to equip students
with the knowledge to address future
needs. The programs include:
 Bachelor of Science in Software
Engineering
 Bachelor of Science in Applied Data
Science & Analytics
 PhD. Information Systems &
Technology
 Bachelor of Technology in Analytical
Chemistry
 Bachelor of Science in Applied
Biochemistry
For more information please visit our website: www.usiu.ac.ke
We are also available on Twitter (@
Experience USIU), Facebook, LinkedIn,
Instagram and YouTube.
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#6 KCB
GOING AHEAD, THE SPIRIT
IN EVERY KENYAN.

CB Bank Group Plc holds the
unique distinction of being the
longest running financial services group in the region with
a rich heritage that goes back to 1896.
Over the past century, the apex lender
has redefined banking by championing
innovation and financial inclusion across
East Africa. As at the end of 2020, the
Group had Ksh1 trillion in assets, a loan
book of Ksh595 billion, 25.2 million customers and a work force of approximately 7,500 employees, with 45 per cent of
them being women. The complexity that
comes with operations of its scale has
not undermined its ability to quickly
capitalize on emerging opportunities in
the digital space, particularly in mobile
lending. Mobile loans advanced by the
bank increased from Ksh29.6 billion
in 2017 to Ksh154 billion in 2020, an
increase of more than five times in a
space of just three years.
KCB’s penchant for excellence
extends well beyond its core business of
lending. The bank has also blazed a trail
in sponsorship marketing. Its committed
sponsorship of motor sports in Kenya
over the past two decades stands out

as a glowing case study of how strategic
choices in sponsorship marketing and a
long-term focus can unlock tremendous
value not just for a brand, but for an entire
country.

Promoting motorsports
When Kenya’s iconic Safari Rally was
struck off the Fédération Internationale
de l’Automobile’s (FIA) World Rally
Championship (WRC) in 2002, many
corporate sponsors did the predictable
thing and moved their sponsorship budgets elsewhere. However, KCB saw an
opportunity amidst the fallout. Kenya had
been in the world championship since the
series’ inauguration in 1973. The country’s relegation from WRC to FIA African
Rally Championship (ARC) status in 2002
lowered the level of visibility of the sport
but didn’t erode the huge global fan base
the country had studiously built for five
decades. KCB had a keen understanding of
the immense potential this loyal fan base
could unlock for the sport and its brand
and when everyone was rushing to get
their funds out of motor sport, the lender
made its debut by sponsoring the 2003
and 2004 Safaris in South Coast.

If the Bank didn’t step up when we lost WRC status, it would
have meant that there was no Safari to revive or generally
sell to WRC or FIA. In essence, KCB made sure motorsports
was at its best in Kenya over the past 19 years.”
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KCB quickly doubled down on its
commitment to motor sports in Kenya
by coming on board as title sponsor of
the 9 legs of the Kenya National Rally
Championship series in 2005. The following year, the Bank committed a three-year
sponsorship package to race ahead with the
rally-sport through to 2008. In that same
year, KCB launched the East African Rally
Challenge. Motor sports in Kenya has been
synonymous with KCB ever since.
KCB’s unwavering support for motor
sports through the years has been instrumental in getting Kenya back to the WRC
Calendar, a feat that was achieved this year
to much fanfare by Kenyans from all walks
of life. The WRC returned to Kenya in June
after a 19-year hiatus, giving Kenyans
a nostalgic experience in the country’s
first major international sports competition since the beginning of the Covid-19
pandemic.
Safari Rally CEO and Kenya Motor
Sports Federation Chairman Phineas
Kimathi has continued to extol KCB for
its continued support which made Kenya’s
national series (KNRC) the best in Africa
and led to its successful WRC candidature.
“If the Bank didn’t step up when we
lost WRC status, it would have meant that
there was no Safari to revive or generally
sell to WRC or FIA.
In essence, KCB made sure motorsports was at its best in Kenya over the past
19 years. For Kenya to get back to WRC, it
was not by fluke or favoritism. Kenya has
been running the best ARC in the continent
of Africa. Our drivers have been champions
in the continent for the last five years and
it’s on merit that Kenya will be back in the
summit of sport in the world until 2026,”
said Kimathi, underlining the integral role
KCB’s steadfast support of the sport over
the years has played in getting Kenya back
on the global stage.
The year 2021 is also best remembered as one where KCB Bank has put
out innovative products and structures to
cushion individual customers and businesses, especially the Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) on the journey towards recovery from the adverse
effects on the economic and social environ-
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Since ascending to the
top C-Suite office as MD
and CEO in January
2013, Joshua Oigara has
provided clear and strategic
leadership that started in
2013 when the KCB Group
launched its sustainability
framework dubbed KCB
Group Sustainability
Roadmap 2013-2020.
ment occasioned by the adverse effects of
the Covid-19 Pandemic.
KCB Bank entered 2021 in a roll, with
the Joshua Oigara led Bank bagging a
major finance deal for sustainable projects
from the UN backed Green Climate Fund
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(GCR). In essence, THE YEAR 2021 started with the celebration. The UN supported
GCR is a global fund created to support
efforts of emerging economies and frontier
markets to respond to the challenges of
climate change and to help limit or reduce
their greenhouse gas emissions, according
to a press release announcing the deal.
According to GCR, the endorsement
cements KCB Bank’s efforts in enhancing
sustainability as the bank now has an
opportunity to make even a bigger impact
through lending to mega green projects
throughout East Africa, where KCB Bank
boasts of both large and deep footprints.
The accolade and subsequent accreditation follow extensive due diligence assessment conducted by GCF since 2018, in
order to ascertain KCB Bank’s capability,
capacity and preparedness in managing
climate change programs and more so, big
ticket projects.
KCB Bank is proud of the efforts and
investment made over the years to main-

stream and entrench a sustainable business that has earned the bank this recognition. The accreditation underpins Kenya’s
position as a leader in green finance, the
statement added.
The fund will also enable KCB Bank
to sustainably support the country’s aspirations, such as the Big Four Agenda focus
areas of manufacturing to support value
creation and employment, food security,
universal health care and affordable and
quality low-cost housing, all under the
umbrella of the country’s development
strategy, Vision 2030.
Since ascending to the top C-Suite
office as MD and CEO in January 2013,
Joshua Oigara has provided clear and
strategic leadership that started in 2013
when the KCB Group launched its sustainability framework dubbed KCB Group
Sustainability Roadmap 2013-2020. This
Strategy was anchored on four key pillars: financial, economic, social and environmental sustainability. The four pillars
outlined ways in which KCB Group’s corporate strategy could help grow revenue,
reduce costs, manage risks and build on its
bank brand and reputation.
These included milestones such as the
launch of KCB-MPesa and holding of the
first suppliers’ conference in 2015, in the
back drop of establishing the KCB foundation and rolling out of the KCB M-Benki in
2014 respectively.
Picking from where Dr. Martin Oduor
Otieno had left KCB Bank, Joshua Oigara
boasts of numerous iconic achievements
under his belt, that continue to build the
KCB Brand equity and enhancing the
brand essence. Among these great achievements under his watch is the acquisition
of the National Bank of Kenya towards
the end of 2019 and the partnership
with Safaricom to offer loans through the
mobile phone that is KCB MPesa, at the
time regarded as a game changer in the
financial services sector and an innovation
that was quickly replicated globally by
every bank and mobile phone company.
KCB Bank is the largest in EA by
assets, boasting the largest branch network in the region with over 250 branches,
962 ATMs and 10,102 Banking agents.

KCB Bank is the largest in EA by
assets, boasting the largest branch
network in the region with over
250 branches, 962 ATMs and
10,102 Banking agents. after a
19-years spell.

KCB Group Chief Operating Officer Mr. Sam Makome
follows his tee after launching the 2019 KCB Karen
Masters on 16th May 2019 at Karen Country Club.

KCB has also been a catalyst in championing motor sports in East Africa, culminating in Rally Kenya’s return to the coveted
WRC status after a 19-years spell.
The current CEO, growing in leaps and
bounds the brand equity of KCB Bank is
a past winner of the Africa investor (Ai)
CEO of the year awards for 2017. The
award recognizes and rewards CEOs that
have shown commitment and sustainable
development in the organizations they
lead.
In public service, Oigara has chaired
the Energy Regulatory Authority and
currently sits on the prestigious Vision
2030 Delivery Board. He is also a multiple past chairman of the Kenya Bankers
Association.
In 2021, Joshua has been keenly
watching and playing a strategic role in
the organization and title sponsorship for
the Safari Rally Kenya, the successor of
the Safari Rally, during its maiden return
to the World Rally Championship (WRC)
motorsports calendar. This is a singular
achievement that earns KCB Brand a top
place in the hall of fame as one of the top
Kenya Brands.
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#7

Kenya Airways
(KQ)
THE PRIDE OF AFRICA

T

he current Group CEO at Kenya Airways
Plc, Allan Kilavuka, took to the helm of the
Pride of Africa on the 2nd of January 2020.
According to Allan, only 18 months into the
job, KQ, in the keen eyes of any honest analytical
well-intentioned person, has a great future ahead.
‘We have many highly talented individuals
working tirelessly to ensure that the Airline’s
future is sustainable and in good hands. These signals hope. KQ has world-class facilities developed
to meet the emerging market requirements and
advancements in technology. These are to build
business resilience and ensure that the Airline
remains one of the most competitive in the region.’.
Allan posits that KQ is one of the few long-standing
African carriers that has pioneered key achievements in the African aviation industry.’
KQ remains a strong brand locally, regionally
and globally. It has, however, recently gone through
some turbulence, like any other national airline,
in financial performance, occasioning brand to
undergone some challenging times. One of the most
notable concerns was the subsequent deterioration
of KQ’s previously enviable customer handling and
retention. As a result, numerous customer complaints were pouring in. According to the Group
CEO, this could only mean two things; one, KQ
customers care enough to tell the airline where
KQ needed to improve. Secondly, KQ needed to
ensure that the airline considered all the customer
complaints, and improved the flying experiences in
order to be seamless, memorable and enjoyable as
before, when everybody referred the airline as the
Pride of Africa’.
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As a turnaround strategy, the Group
CEO affirms that, ‘Customer centricity
stands prominently as one of our fundamental values. We are making efforts to
live up to it. We are striving to deliver a
consistently ‘delightful experience with a
caring African touch.’
According to Allan, other concerns
include strengthening KQ’s efficiency and
optimising the operating costs to ultimately move to a breakeven point.
‘We started our reform agenda in
earnest with a lot of optimism and made
significant strides. Then in February 2020,
nine countries in our Africa network and
the UAE and India announced travel
restrictions following the continued spread
of the SARs CoV 2 virus that was causing
Covid-19 disease. In effect, these travel
restrictions suddenly reduced our network
by 65% per cent. From thereon, the situation was deteriorating by the hour, and
our passenger numbers were dropping and
dwindling by the minute,’ he adds.
‘Eventually, the inevitable happened;
for the first time in our history, we paused
our international flights in April and
parked 32 out of our 34-passenger aircraft
fleet. This action is equivalent to stopping
the sale of your top brand for a year. Our
‘top brand’ being flights during our peak
season, ours runs from June to August.
It is during this period that most airlines
turn a profit. Consequently, the next 4
months were challenging for us because
our engines were cold and quiet, eventually leading us to the difficult but necessary
road of survival. The impact of this lull
was a 90 per cent% hole in our revenue,’
Allan narrates.
‘We made every effort to conserve
cash and ensure the Airline’s survival.
This entailed instituting pay cuts, scaling
down on any cash negative operations and
negotiating discounts on aircraft loans and
lease rentals. We looked for every opportunity to raise revenue, signed up the few
charter flight opportunities we could find,
and vigorously pursued opportunities in
Cargo,’ the story continues.
Allan says that on the flip side, the
pause in activities gave management time
to reflect on the future of Kenya Airways

KQ remains a strong
brand locally, regionally
and globally. It has,
however, recently gone
through some turbulence,
like any other national
airline, in financial
performance, occasioning
brand to undergone some
challenging times.
and how to emerge even stronger, better,
and more focused on the other side of the
crisis.
In August 2020, international passenger flights resumed and KQ could breathe
a collective sigh of relief. As anticipated,
KQ’s return to the skies was bound to be
gradual despite an early surge of pent-up
demand. As such, KQ was operating at
a reduced scale with an extremely lean
network. This reality led to the rightsizing
of the airline’s operations, a painful but
necessary action.
Approximately 70 per cent of total
passengers carried in 2020 were flown
during the first three months of the year,

demonstrating the drop in demand as the
global crisis deepened during the year. In
2019, KQ had celebrated the highest ever
passenger haul that had now dropped by
over 60 per cent% to 2.4 million. Like all
airlines in the world, KQ reported record
losses in 2020, a record forced on it by the
raging effects of the Covid-19 pandemic.
‘Of necessity, things will never be the
same again. There is no silver bullet, other
than to focus on a few essential actions
that we believe will put the Airline on the
long road to recovery. We will continue to
focus on our customers by ensuring that
we understand them and align our products and services to suit their needs and
address the end-to-end experience through
the customer journey. To achieve this, we
are revamping our digital platforms and
re-training our employees. For instance,
we have relaunched our Contact Centre
and renamed it the Customer Excellence
Centre,’ adds Allan.
‘We are diversifying our business to
ensure that we build a resilient business
that can stand the test of time. Top on the
diversification strategy is the growth of
our cargo business. We want to grow and
ensure that it contributes to 20% per cent
of the overall business. In December of
2020, we launched the world’s first B787
Preighter, which increased dedicated cargo
capacity by 126 tonnes per week. We
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will also expand our maintenance
offering to third parties and have so far
signed 7 new customers. We will also get
into the unmanned aircraft space (drones)
by leveraging our heritage, legacy, and
experience of over 44 years in manned
aviation,’’ opines Allan on KQ’s recovery
trajectory.
‘When we were grappling with how to
survive and move forward, we challenged
employees during an ideation process and
got back no less than 700 ideas which we
are working to implement. We are now
working to entrench this culture of innovation, having launched the Fahari Innovation
Hub, a business innovation and incubation
centre that allows for accelerated transformation of ideas into sustainable business
opportunities. KQ is the only Airline that
has developed such an aviation hub in
Africa,’ Allan states.
As we stepped into 2021, the realisation that customer service excellence and
a diversified product portfolio would be
the most critical factors for our survival
informed our Financial Year (FY) 2021
themes. These themes will drive all our initiatives and activities under our 5 strategic
objectives, which are vital to building a
cost-efficient and resilient airline business.
Financial Stability is critical – improving our revenue, containing costs, and conserving cash. We are also working towards
securing funding to bridge the current
shortfall.
With all that is going on, we must focus
on our people. We are improving employee
safety and wellbeing and aligning the postCovid-19 Pandemic network with the requisite human resources and skills.
‘At the moment, we acknowledge that
there are many moving parts, and the
situation is constantly evolving. Our aim
is to keep the main thing the main thing.
I remain cautiously optimistic about a
brighter future. But first, we need to get
over this hump.’ concludes Allan Kilavuka.
The Kenya Airways Board of Directors
appointed Allan Kilavuka as Group
Managing Director and Chief Executive
Officer, taking over on April 1, 2020. Upon
his appointment, the KQ Board Chairman,
Michael Joseph had the following to say of
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Kilavuka has extensive
experience of over 24
years in strategy, business
development, business
process improvement,
financial leadership and
strategy, people leadership,
offshoring, controllership
& compliance, business
start-ups, process design
and Financial Planning
and Analysis.

Allan: “It is particularly gratifying to me that
the Board agreed to support the appointment of Allan to the full role of substantive
CEO. During his short time as acting CEO of
KQ, Allan has thrown all his energy into this
role, whilst still maintaining his position of
CEO of Jambojet.”
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“He also has proven success in new
organization setups, change management,
financial planning, process improvement
and responsible strategic leadership.”
Michael Joseph added.
Kilavuka has extensive experience of
over 24 years in strategy, business development, business process improvement, financial leadership and strategy, people leadership, offshoring, controllership & compliance, business start-ups, process design and
Financial Planning and Analysis.
Prior to his appointment as the CEO of
Jambojet, Allan was the Global Operations
lead at GE Africa for 3 years and 5 months
(2015-2018) in Nairobi, he also served as
Commercial Financial Lead at GE Africa in
Johannesburg, South Africa for 1 year and
2 months (2014-2015).
Kilavuka holds a Bachelor of Commerce
degree from the University of Nairobi and
a Postgraduate Certificate in Psychology
from the University of Liverpool. Allan
has trained at General Electric’s World
Class Crotonville Leadership Institute in
New York, us in Executive Leadership,
Advanced Management and Financial
Management.
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#8

APA Insurance
RESCRIPTING INSURANCE

I

t’s hard to tell the story of APA without mentioning Apollo Group’s CEO Ashok Shah. The
history of the two brands, APA and Ashok
Shah, are intertwined.
It is an inspiring story of how APA has been
shaking up and disrupting the insurance industry
through business innovation, and customer-guided insurance products, led by Ashok, as he is
affectionately known. It’s a story scripted by
genuine customer needs, industry gaps, a creative
workforce and most of all, APA’s desire to provide
value.
APA Apollo Group has been around for
over 75 years and Ashok has been part of it for
44. He believes that what has kept the company thriving is its focus on its customers. The
customers’ needs have been the driving force
behind the company’s innovations and adaptations. Customer focus goes beyond waiting for
customer feedback, it entails listening, wearing

their shoes and changing the rules to accommodate changing needs. This is what determine the
direction APA business model takes, enabling the
firm to adapt as it evolves over the years to preserve its brand equity in the highly competitive
insurance industry.
Offering customer value is an infinite goal,
there’s no end to it. It is ambition that has
underpinned APA Insurance’s growth into one of
Kenya’s leading insurance groups and a premier
insurance brand.
In 1996, when Ashok Shah became CEO
of Apollo Insurance, he was excited about the
opportunity to create the best team in the industry, and to constantly motivate and empower the
team to own the brand. His dream was to build
an insurance company that would do much more
than the industry norm for its clients. That dream
formed the bedrock under which the merger
of the general insurance business of Apollo
Insurance and Pan Africa Insurance was born in
2003. The APA Insurance brand is the testament
of the merger.
APA Insurance has remained committed to
its core principles – an intense focus on customers, and the desire to offer real value. This has
led to the company’s efficiency, growth and profitability, making it more efficient and investing
in its people. With continuous refinement and
improvements, APA Apollo as a top insurance
brand, has firmly remained on that critical path.

A pioneer of many firsts
APA Apollo Group has grown to be one of the
largest insurance companies in Kenya, providing
a wide range of financial products and services
including General, Life and Health Insurance and
Wealth Creation. Every step taken to improve
APA Apollo Group to date has been deliberately
designed and geared to enable it to serve their

APA Apollo Group has grown to be one of the largest insurance
companies in Kenya, providing a wide range of financial
products and services including General, Life and Health
Insurance and Wealth Creation. Every step taken to improve
APA Apollo Group to date has been deliberately designed and
geared to enable it to serve their stakeholders better and to grow
closer to them, as a caring insurance community, contributing,
in their own way to mental wellness; ‘Insuring Happiness.
34
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stakeholders better and to grow closer to them, as
a caring insurance community, contributing, in their
own way to mental wellness; ‘Insuring Happiness.’ to
ensure peace of mind.
As a result of its ambition to continuously enrich
the lives of its people, APA has been a pioneer, as an
insurer, with many firsts. APA was the first insurer to
give medical insurance for people with HIV in 2000
and continued to be the only Insurer providing the
service in the following subsequent years.
In 2007, Kenya was at the precipice, hit by political violence following the disputed general elections.
Lives were lost and properties worth millions of
shillings looted or destroyed, mostly motor vehicles
and buildings. No insurance company was providing
cover for losses incurred as a result of political violence. It was, in fact, only featured as exclusions in the
clauses of all insurance policy documents.
Sympathetic to its clients left with looted premises
and damaged motor vehicles, and in keeping with its
ambition to adapt to its customers’ needs, APA decided to fill the existing gap and compensate all genuine
claims filed by its clients. This was done out of its own
reserve funds as reinsurance could not support claims
that were exclusions in the contractual documents
known in insurance parlance as the insurance policies.
In 2010, the APA brand was redefined by its
imperative brand promise; to ‘Rewrite the Rules of
Insurance’. It distinguished the APA brand from
other brands by becoming the only insurance company to insure older cars, create a cover for clients up to
the age of 80 and introduced political violence cover.
In addition, APA introduced crop and livestock insurance which is now an awarding winning product and
imitated by many insurance underwriters globally.
APA remains vigilant to any opportunities that
emerge requiring innovation, creativity and bridging
gaps to create value to the industry and the national
economic ecosystem. APA remains committed to creating infinite value for all its shareholders including
the employees, partners, the community where it does
business and the conservation of the environment.
This is the kind of leadership that has earned Ashok
Shah, the first recipient of a Lifetime Achievement
Award for his contribution to the Insurance Industry.
In 2013, Apollo Life Assurance rebranded to APA
Life Assurance and diversified the product portfolio,
providing pioneering products around saving for education, group, life, micro life, pensions and annuities.
In the same year, APA achieved Super Brand status, having distinguished itself through collaborative
enterprise, creative marketing and creating superior
products.
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To illustrate APA as a premier
insurance brand that keeps its promise, APA was the first insurance company
to settle a colossal claim payment of Ksh
1.97 billion (USD 26m); the largest and
most expedient compensation to the Kenya
Airports Authority after the fire tragedy
that gutted a big part of the Jomo Kenyatta
International Airport in August of 2013.
In 2020, when Ccovid-19 hit the whole
world, infecting millions of people, APA
Insurance, agreed to compensate its clients
despite the fact that a pandemic was an
exclusion in all insurance Policies; another
demonstration of where the company’s
values lie. APA paid for all Covid-19 medical claims for its clients to the full extent
of their medical insurance covers while
other insurers either decline altogether or
limit the amount claimable to the bare
minimum.
Once again, APA Insurance has proved
that it insures happiness.
What other insurance firm can beat this
kind of customer care?
APA continues to pay for Covid-19
medical insurance claims for its clients to
a revised limit of their medical insurance
covers.
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the Business Landscape in Kenya, 2021.
When Ashok Shah is asked, which
is often, “What keeps APA Insurance so
successful?”, the answer is accompanied
with a warm smile, followed by the words,
‘the secret lies in the winning spirit of
our people; we have an extraordinary
collection of expertise. APA has recruited,
motivated, empowered and retained an
incredible number of human resources,
boasting diversity of skills and experience in its workforce. APA has also built
trusting relationships with thousands of
clients, due to word of mouth from satisfied clients from prompt and full payments
of claims. Between the expertise and the
trusting relationships, lies the opportunity
to help its clients deal with life’s uncertainties. Our vision is to be our clients’ most
valuable insurer. We cannot achieve this
without our employees, who are our most
treasured resource for sustained competitive advantage. We have empowered and
trusted our people to listen, to our customers, to see them, to pre-empt their needs
and innovate to bridge the gaps between
our customers and their comfort. They
have never let us down’.

Strengthening Resilience to Climate
Change

The Peoples Mouthpiece
APA has always been the straight-talking
voice of the insurance industry in Kenya
and is well respected and recognized as
an expert on insurance and related financial matters. For instance, this issue carries a well-reasoned opinion of the NHIF
(Amendment) Bill currently in process,
written by Ashok Shah.

The House of Talent
The APA Apollo Group has accumulat-
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ed an incredible diversity of skills in its
workforce and these have been recognised
by numerous awards. Vinod Bharatan,
APA Insurance, won the CEO of the Year
award at the Insurance Awards in 2018
followed by Catherine Karimi, the first
female CEO of APA Life Insurance, in 2020
and the first female in the industry to win
the award. Catherine Karimi, was judged
number 2 in the inaugural Angaza Awards
and in the Business Monthly Top 25 Most
Powerful Women in the C-Suite Impacting

One of APA Apollo’s greatest achievements as a company, and a great personal accomplishment for Ashok Shah, was
receiving the 10th European Microfinance
Award of 2019 in recognition of the firm’s
response in “Strengthening Resilience to
Climate Change”. APA was the first ever
insurance company to receive this award.
APA Insurance also offers index-based
Agriculture Insurance which covers yields
and livestock, providing farmers with a
safety net. Index-based insurance is an
innovative approach to insurance whereby
payments are linked to easily measured
environmental conditions known as an
“index” (for example, the level of rainfall,
yields or vegetation levels as measured by
satellite) directly connected to the loss of
agricultural farm output.
APA supports environmental conservation in many ways. APA has been recognized for their numerous contributions

What keeps APA Insurance so
successful?”, the answer is
accompanied with a warm smile,
followed by the words, ‘the secret
lies in the winning spirit of our
people; we have an extraordinary
collection of expertise”
to the society. For instance, construction of
sand dams across the country by APA has
benefitted 10,000 initially needy families.
These families, now with beaming faces,
have clean water throughout the year from
the sand dams that stream water to their
doorsteps, putting an end to the drudgery
of a daily 5 to 6 hour’s walks to fetch
water.
APA continuously plant trees all over
the country, expanding the green cover
across the Kenya landscape, and contributing to the beauty and future of the
nation.

The Happiness Brand
In 2018, APA developed a new brand
campaign titled ‘Insuring Happiness.’ The
concept of ‘Insuring Happiness’ was about

living life without being bogged down by
the uncertainties of life. It’s about securing the health and financial future of the
people that matter to us, and protecting
property and businesses that have taken
a lifetime to build. The aim is to carry its
customers risks so that the customers live
happy lives un-inhibited by fear of loss of
life, earnings or business income.
Today, APA is leveraging enhanced
digital technology with Happiness App to
provide convenient access to services for
their customers and drive the firm’s processes and it implement socially responsible business practices that allow it to
give back to the community and minimize
human impact on the environment.
Other efforts in caring for the community and ensuring happiness, is a program
for the Youth. Towards this, APA helps the
youth become more self-reliant by providing full secondary education scholarships to children from slums and in some
instances, to the exceptional but needy
students, full scholarships for university
studies as well. A number of the children
who benefit from the scholarships get an
opportunity for internships and gainful
employment at APA and their agencies for
their first job after completing education.
That is the Brand that is ‘rescripting
insurance’, APA.
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#9

Davis & Shirtliff
PUTTING PURPOSE BEFORE PROFIT

O

ver the past decade, there has been a paradigm shift in what a successful brand
represents, the result of the cumulative
impact of both international and local,
external and internal forces. Consumers, employees and others are now attracted to brands that
resonate with their own values and look beyond
the bottom line to make a positive impact on the
societies in which they operate. There is no doubt
that Davis & Shirtliff is such a brand.
It is the leading water and energy solutions-provider in the Eastern African region and
beyond, and has for 75 years been improving lives
in the communities it serves. The firm is driven
by “putting purpose before profit”, and this lies
deep within its culture. It is real and meaningful
at every level of the company, from the board to
the youngest recruit, from head-office to the field
offices, from back-office to front office.
The company’s mission is to tackle one of
Africa’s biggest challenges – the lack of access to
water. And every solution it provides, from ones
for solar pumping that harness the power of the
sun, to water treatment ones that turn the murkiest of waters into clean, potable drinking water,
improves lives by increasing access to water and
clean affordable energy. In a continent where 66%
of its land is either arid or semi-arid, water is a
precious resource, in very short supply. Which is
why Stockholm Water Prize Laureate Rajendra
Singh proclaimed that the next world war will
very likely be fought over water if nothing is
done about this crisis. So, the activities of Davis
& Shirtliff also contribute to peace and security.
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Over the last four years, Davis & Shirtliff’s
“Improving Lives Initiative” has transformed the
lives of over 780,000 people in Kenya alone. This
is been through CSR projects that directly provide underserved communities and public schools
with access to water. During this time the firm
has undertaken over 350 water projects. 70% of
these are in rural Kenya and the other 30% are
in public schools and densely populated informal
settlements. Many of the projects are carried out
in partnership with partners, from those who
supply them with product, to NGOs and media
companies, to Rotary Clubs.
Noteworthy is how the company designs such
projects in ways that make them sustainable in
the long term, as a result of which they readily
align with two of the United Nation’s Sustainable
Development Goals: to ensure the availability and
sustainable management of water and sanitation
for all, SDG 6; and to ensure access to affordable,
reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all,
SDG 7.
Sustainability is at the core of Davis &
Shirtliff’s thinking – which is why it has survived
and thrived over the 75 years of its existence,
showing remarkably consistent growth in scale
and in its product and geographic spread. From
humble beginnings in Nairobi’s Westlands area, it
now has over 70 outlets in nine countries, including over 40 branches in Kenya. It has seen its
business revenues double in the last decade, and

Over the last four years, Davis
& Shirtliff’s “Improving Lives
Initiative” has transformed the
lives of over 780,000 people
in Kenya alone. This is been
through CSR projects that
directly provide underserved
communities and public
schools with access to water.
its growth potential remains substantive.
This successful track record is built around
how well everyone in the company lives its three
values (yes, only three, and all taken very seriously): Quality, Integrity and Altiora Peto – the
last of which is Latin for “seeking higher things”.
By “higher things” they mean such attributes as
excellence, innovation and continuous improvement, and it relates well to their purpose statement which they expressly state as, “Improving
people’s lives by providing water and energy
solutions across Africa”.
It is also reflected in how the company grows
its staff, with higher level positions typically
filled by promotion from within – now with
BUSINESS MONTHLY | SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 2021
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increasing gender balance. The
focus on personal and career development earns Davis & Shirtliff the
right to attract and retain excellent
people, ones who are proud of the
brand and continue to strengthen it
further. The good working environment is reflected in the above average service years served by staff and
at their headquarters in Nairobi is
a board with over a hundred staff
who have each served a minimum
of 25 years.
Here’s Davis & Shirtliff’s
“Guiding Principle”, an important
way to promote teamwork among
its staff and with all its partners:
“One person working alone is limited in their endeavours. Many people
working together have no limit to
their achievement.”
Among its recent innovations
a very significant one is iDayliff,
a remote monitoring facility that
allows clients to monitor the health
of their pumping systems from any
location in the world. Generally,
the company has applied technology in many ways that support its
brand and its values. In keeping
with the times, Davis & Shirtliff
has developed inhouse, free apps
like the D&S Flo App, Dayliff App,
PumpCalc App, SolarCalc App and
PoolDoctor App all of which make
it easier for customers and staff to
access very helpful information that
was previously not in the public
domain.
Davis & Shirtliff holds itself
to the highest standards in many
ways. Prime among these is treating
all key stakeholders fairly: offering
value for money to customers; providing an excellent work environment for its staff; feeling part of the
communities in which it operates;
developing and enjoying long-lasting relationships with suppliers
and other partners, ones based on
trust; contributing to influencing
the development and implementation of national policies that sup-
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geographic
spread.
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port the development of clean water
and energy; and being dedicated to
operating in compliance with government laws and regulations and to
paying the taxes it should in each of
the countries where it operates.
About 60% of the items sold by
Davis & Shirtliff are sourced internationally, from 15 different countries and about 35 different leading
manufacturers. Water pumps remain
Davis and Shirtliff’s main business
line, and it offers the widest range of
products in the region. For its pumps
and other products, the firm has
very successfully developed its own
brand, Dayliff, allowing it to benefit
from a wide variety of sources and
therefore to offer a large selection of
affordable quality products – all well
supported.
Consistency is part of the company’s brand statement too. All its
branches are designed and equipped
to the same high ISO 9001 certified standards, and in each of them
a dedicated and professional sales
and technical team is available. The
service in Davis & Shirtliff is driven
by well trained and highly qualified

engineers, and each staff member
attends at least one online training
session a week, with topics ranging
from technical to financial management and customer service issues.
Also, once a month an online staff
development session is led by a
member of the executive team.
Company Chairman Alec Davis
understands that “To be in service
for 75 years is not by sheer luck, as
there have been many things that
have been done right, including the
continuity and consistency of the
strategic direction that is made possible by the stable ownership and
an almost obsessive commitment to
our values. Davis & Shirtliff has
premised its business on embracing
continuous change, excellent supplier networks and building a large
loyal and committed customer base
throughout Africa”.
The Davis & Shirtliff Group is
a company that fully expects to be
“world class” in every aspect that
this entails, and not least in continuing to improve people’s lives by
providing clean water and energy
solutions across Africa.
BUSINESS MONTHLY | SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 2021
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#10 Amref
AMREF HEALTH AFRICA

A

mref Health Africa, headquartered in Nairobi
Kenya, is the largest Africa-based International
Non-Governmental Organisation (INGO). With
a focus on increasing sustainable health access,
Amref runs programmes in over 35 countries in Africa,
with lessons learnt over 60 years of engagement with
governments, communities and partners. Amref Health
Africa also engages in programme development, fundraising, partnership, advocacy, monitoring and evaluation, and has offices in Europe and North America
as well as subsidiaries: Amref Flying Doctors, Amref
Enterprises and the Amref International University.
Amref Health Africa (formerly the African Medical
and Research Foundation – AMREF) was founded in
1957 by three surgeons as the Flying Doctors of East
Africa. Three doctors – Sir Michael Wood, Sir Archibald
McIndoe and Tom Rees – who drew up a plan to provide
medical care in East Africa, where they had all worked
for many years as reconstructive surgeons. Training for
local health care providers was gradually added, including the development of health learning materials and a
focus on community-based health care.
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During the 1980s, Amref Health Africa moved into
community health development, closer collaboration
with the ministries of health in the region, and cooperation with international aid agencies. This set the
organisation’s course for the 1980s and beyond. Greater
emphasis was given to strengthening health systems. The
organization has grown in leaps and bounds, to impacting over 10 million people annually through its three
strategic pillars on:
 Human Resources for Health-focused on developing
and sustaining human resources for health to catalyze
the attainment of Universal Health Coverage in Africa.
 Innovative Health Services and Solutions-focused on
developing and delivering sustainable health services
and solutions for improved access to and utilization
of quality preventive, curative and restorative health
services.
 Investments in Health-focused on contributing to
increased investments in health to achieve Universal
Health Coverage by 2030.
Its subsidiaries, Amref Flying Doctors (AFD) is the
leading provider of fixed – wing air ambulance services
in Africa. AFD has been in the aeromedical transport
industry for more than 60 years – operating from Wilson
Airport in Nairobi. Its fully owned fleet of aircraft ranging
from short field Pilatus PC 12 to long-range jet aircraft
including Citation Bravo and Citation XLS is available to
evacuate patients from remote bush airstrips as well as
to repatriate patients by jet air ambulance to other continents for specialized medical care. Additionally, its fully
equipped and dedicated air ambulance fleet operates several Advanced Life Support (ALS) Ground Ambulances
and a 24/7 Operations and Emergency Control Centre
(OECC). Amref Flying Doctors is internationally accredited by the European Aeromedical Institute (EURAMI)
for its high professional standards and has twice been a
recipient of the prestigious ITIJ Air Ambulance Provider
of the Year award. Any surplus revenue generated by
Amref Flying Doctors supports Amref Health Africa’s
humanitarian work and is crucial in helping the organisation to achieve its mission of lasting health change in
Africa.
Amref Health Innovations (AHI) is the social enterprise arm of Amref Health Africa that is responsible for
delivering sustainable social value through incubation
and commercialization of innovative solutions conceptualized and developed throughout the organization. Amref
Health Africa has embraced social entrepreneurship as
a mechanism that combines the efficiency of the entrepreneurial private sector with the welfare orientation
of public sector. AHI has positioned itself to strengthen
the primary health care system as part of an important
ingredient for the achievement of the Universal

Amref Flying Doctors is internationally
accredited by the European Aeromedical Institute
(EURAMI) for its high professional standards and
has twice been a recipient of the prestigious ITIJ
Air Ambulance Provider of the Year award
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Amref Health Africa
has embraced social
entrepreneurship as a
mechanism that combines
the efficiency of the
entrepreneurial private
sector with the welfare
orientation of public sector

THE AMREF
MEDICAL
CENTRE
Open: Monday to Friday | 8.00AM - 5.00PM

accredited institution of higher
learning focused on training in health sciences and is fully owned byAmref Health
Africa. AMIU is founded on the experience
and intellect of Amref Health Africa, which
is reputed with over 60 years of quality and
innovative public and community health
interventions, training and education.
AMIU has nurtured leaders and shaped the
future of public health practice in Africa for
over 40 years under its predecessor Amref
International Training Centre (AITC). The
University focuses primarily on health sciences with a commitment to progressively
develop innovative programmes catering
to the present and future needs of African
populations.
Since the World Health Organization
(WHO) declared the Covid-19 outbreak
a global pandemic, and with its vision to
creating lasting health change in Africa,
Amref Health Africa has been responding
to the pandemic in 10 countries across
East, West and Southern Africa. These

include Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Rwanda,
Ethiopia, Zambia, Malawi, South Africa,
Senegal and Guinea.
As a partner to the WHO African
Regional Office and Africa CDC, Amref
Health Africa was enlisted in the emergency response taskforces of the Ministries of
Health in Ethiopia, Guinea, Kenya, Malawi,
Senegal, South Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda
and Zambia. By sharing their technical
expertise and leveraging its strong relationships with communities, Amref Health
Africa contributed to shaping various
national strategies on Covid-19.
Amref Health Africa’s approach to
responding to the virus was multilateral,
taking on the crisis at all levels. While its
long-established, robust relationships at
global, regional and national level positioned it to advise on country policy, the
organization remained acutely aware that
without community buy-in, actions taken
to stop the pandemic would fail. This
is why Amref Health Africa’s response

was grounded in community engagement
and awareness-raising, delivered through
a network of Community Health Workers
(CHWs).
Guided by three principal objectives,
Amref Health Africa’s response focused on
preventing transmission, preventing death,
and preventing social harm. For Amref
Health Africa, it was important to address
both the immediate and the secondary
impact of the Covid-19 Pandemic, taking
into account the potential long-term effects
on other structural health system concerns,
as well as the wider social and psychological impacts, stifled youth opportunities,
and increased rates of gender-based violence (GBV). Amref Health Africa focused
on:
 Building Capacity for Health Workers
 Supporting Work Places to Ensure
Continuity of Economic Activities
 Supporting Flow of Goods and Continuity
of Trade between Countries
 Water, Sanitation, Hygiene-Infection
Prevention and Control (WASH-IPC)
 Service Delivery including Covid-19
Testing
 Water, Sanitation, Hygiene-Infection
Prevention and Control (WASH-IPC)
 Procurement and distribution of PPEs
to health workers
 Covid-19
Disease
Surveillance,
Partnerships and Business Development
for Covid Programming among other areas.
Amref Health Africa continues to grow,
positively impacting the lives of many
communities in Africa and strategically
positioning itself as the leading health
development organization in Africa.

Established in 1984, the Amref
Medical Centre is an outpatient
clinic offering quality primary health
care including disease prevention
and

screenings;

treatment

of

diagnosis

various

types
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of

illnesses. The Centre also offers
education about disease prevention
and/or treatment; has a wellness
clinic and also provides travel and
routine vaccinations. We want to
enable you to stay healthy and live
your best life.

General Consultation: Our general consultation service, will enable us to work
with you to identify your health needs, track your progress if you are already
receiving care, and improve your general health.
Laboratory Services: Our in-house laboratory is ISO15189:2012 accredited
with a team of capable and available technicians working with the patient care
team to provide reliable test results, which support clinical decision making,
ensuring your treatment and management is embarked on, without delay. Our
diagnostic laboratory services include molecular tests like the PCR COVID-19
test.
Vaccination Services: We have a robust vaccines program - including all
routine (including well baby) and travel vaccines - provided in line with the
National Immunization Program.

30,000 travelers have
chosen us as their
COVID-19 testing facility.

Medical Examinations: We provide corporate and individual medical
examination to determine overall physical health including new employee
onboarding, occupational health & safety, employment, fitness assessment to
return to work after prolonged absence due to illness or accidents, among

Book an appointment
today on: www.amc.
amref.org/appointment

others.
Corporate Wellness Programme: Our corporate wellness programs are
uniquely tailored to meet the needs of your teams and orgaisation.
Pharmacy Services: We have a fully stocked pharmacy with a pharmacist

Lang’ata Road, Opposite
Lang’ata Road Primary
School

+254 (0)20 699 4646
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and

OUR SERVICES

available to support evidence-based medical treatment and who can guide you
through your treatment journey from when your medicine is prescribed and
during its use.

www.amc.amref.org

medical.centre@amref.org
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#11

Family Bank
INVESTING IN BUSINESSES TO SUPPORT
THE COMMUNITY DURING THE
PANDEMIC

T

o confirm its place among the banks
that are rapidly growing and transforming lives of both businesses and
citizens, inspite of the adverse effects
unleashed on the economy by the effects of
the Covid-19 Pandemic, the Family Bank
closed the 2019-2020 riding a wave. The
Bank posted a 63.6 per cent increase
in its profit before tax through the first
six months of 2020 to Ksh852.1 million,
up from Ksh 520.9 million registered in
a similar period of 2019. This growth is
attributed to an increase in net interest
income hugely from loans and advances
and income from government securities.
In the same period under review, the
total operating income grew by 17.6 per
cent to Ksh4.2 billion compared to Ksh3.6
billion the previus year. Non-funded income
slightly decreased by 1.4 per cent to Ksh1.3
billion.
Under a new CEO, Rebecca Mbithi, the
Family Bank has seen an expansion of its
balance sheet in the same period as its loan
book grew by 17.5 per cent to Ksh 54.9
billion while customer deposits increased
by 23.5 per cent to Ksh66.7 billion. Net
interest income in the period rose by 28.5
per cent to Ksh2.9 billion from Ksh2.3
billion the previus year.
As the most rapidly growing bank,
Family Bank’s Total assets grew by 19.7
per cent to Ksh86.9 billion compared to
Ksh72.7 billion during the same period
the previus year. Total operating expenses
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marginally rose by 9.8 per cent to Ksh3.4
billion, highlighting the cost containment
measures being implemented by the Bank.
“The Bank’s impressive performance
is a testament of the resilience of our
business in light of our current tough operating environment amidst the Covid-19
Pandemic. Going forward, for our business
outlook, we remain focused on driving a
differentiated customer experience driven
by a deeper understanding of our customers, automation and digitization of
our processes, of which 80 per cent of our
transactions are on the digital platform
anchored on simplicity and personalized
service as we continue to cushion businesses, especially the MSMEs, through the
emerging pressures,” adds MD and CEO,
Rebecca Mbithi.
During the Covid-19 Pandemic, Family
Bank offered relief and extension of loans
to customers at no extra cost in order
to cushion them from the adverse effects
that has resulted in a downturn in both
economic and social activities. In this
area alone, Family Bank has restructured
loans worth Ksh15Billion and provisioned
Ksh464M for bad debt due to Covid-19
during the first half of the year. It has also
waived all charges for account balance
inquiries and money transfers between
account and mobile money wallets, in
collaboration with the Central Bank of
Kenya.
“We recognize that the Covid-19
Pandemic has resulted in difficult operating environments. As a result, as part of
our strategy to build a sustainable business, Family Bank also continues to work
with the County Governments to assist
vulnerable groups affected by the Covid19 Pandemic. So far, we have contributed
in-kind support in the form of ICU beds,
ventilators, personal protective equipment
like face masks, and foodbaskets, among
others,” adds the Family Bank CEO.
Rebecca was appointed in mid-2018
and immediately shook the banking industry with her sterling performance. For
instance, hardly a year into the job, Family
Bank registered an historic and mind-boggling growth in profitability of 300 per
cent in the first three quarters of 2019,

“Our aggression in deposit taking
was targeted at institutions, county governments, NGO’s, corporate and MSME
customers as we arrived at an optimum
deposit mix,” Rebecca Mbithi says in a corporate newsletter available on the bank’s
website. In the same report, ‘Family Bank’s
net interest income rose by 16.1 percent
to Ksh3.6 billion anchored on a flat
Ksh1.2 billion interest expense to depositing customers and a fall in other interest
expenses.
Investments in digital continued to
strengthen the bank’s balance sheet by
weeding off costs to see operating expenses
retained at a flat Ksh4.7 billion from a
similar period in 2018,’ the report adds.
The CEO further states that, ‘Adoption
of digital channels saw 70 per cent of

transactions conducted online including requesting for loan advances. The
enhanced efficiency has seen the lender
improve on its asset quality in the slashing
of its net non-performing loans portfolio
by 15.5 percent to Ksh4.6 billion.’
Going into 2022 as a rapidly growing
and modernising bank, Family Bank’s
most important tool is the Bank’s 20202024 Strategic Plan, dubbed ‘take-off’ that
is aligned to 13 of the 17 United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG).
The bank will be scanning this strategic
plan and aligning the same, to ensure that
Family Bank provides loans and avails
credit lines to meet the country’s focus on
the Big 4 Agenda, as it has in the last three
years, in order to continue.
Not any time in the recent past has

Under a new CEO, Rebecca Mbithi, the Family
Bank has seen an expansion of its balance sheet in
the same period as its loan book grew by 17.5 per
cent to Ksh 54.9 billion while customer deposits
increased by 23.5 per cent to Ksh 66.7 billion.
reflecting a huge jump from similar period
in 2018.
The bank’s notable growth in the period is attributed to aggressive deposit taking
and on-lending to micro, small and medium
enterprises (MSMEs) that was against the
weighted risk of a rate cap environment.
Customer deposits grew by a substantive
26 percent to Ksh60.2 billion as net loans
and advances kept pace at 11 percent to
grow to Ksh49.3 billion.

the business community and the populace at large needed support than during
the Covid-19 Pandemic. From the time
the first Covid-19 case was reported in
Kenya in March 2020, ‘normal life’ was
altered. As part of the globe, we have
become accustormed to the new normal.
Businesses open and close, with normal
hours interupted, schools open and shut,
religious places are redefined as lockdowns
and curfews have taken centerstage.
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The government, working hand in
hand with the banking community, had to
take targeted measures to not only support
businesses but also cushion families during
the difficult period. Family Bank was at
the forefront and went the extra mile to
support businesses, county governments
and the health sector in ensuring continuity
despite the hardships brought about by the
pandemic and its negative impact on the
economy.
Going a step further in creating business opportinities during the tough period, Family Bank signed partnerships with
several organisations that saw businesses receive asset financing at competitive
rates. The partnership included with Simba
Corporation, enabling SME customers in
the trade, logistics and agribusiness receive
100 per cent financing to purchase Fuso
trucks, Mitsubishi and Mahindra vehicles
to enable them grow their business. The one
signed with Toyota Kenya offers business
entreprises 95 per ent financing for Toyota
Hilux pick-ups, Hino trucks and other
double cab pick ups with the loan payable in 60 months. The Isuzu East Africa
partnership grants the customers a 90-day
repayment holiday on commercial vehicles
purchases.
The support for businesses extended to
other sectors including in education where
Family Bank signed a partnership with
Kenya Private School Association (KPSA)
that offered a stimulus package to support
learning institutions when the government
began phased re-opening of schools.
Players in the dairy business have
also benefitted from a deal where 100,000
dairy farmers in cooperatives access credit
to finance fodder production thanks to a
partnership with Performeter Agribusiness
Limited.
Following a partnership with Wellwise
Healthcare Solutions, players in the health
sector can also access tailor-made financing
from Family Bank with flexible repayments
to expand the provision of primary healthcare.
“We also purposed to build the capacity
of our business customers offering them
trainings in an erray of areas including
financial management, book keeping and
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During the Covid-19 Pandemic, Family Bank offered
relief and extension of loans to customers at no extra
cost in order to cushion them from the adverse effects
that has resulted in a downturn in both economic and
social activities.
human resource trainings. This was through
our Business Club and in partnership with
the European Investment Bank,” reveals the
CEO, Rebecca Mbithi.
For the customers who have to visit any
of the 92 branches countrywide, Family
Bank also invested in modification of the
branches to adhere to the Covid-19 containment protocols as stipulated by the
Ministry of Health.
In addition, the Bank has been deliberate in building a sustainable and responsible business. Through the philanthropic
arm, Family Group Foundation, the Bank
is focused on the implementation of a
Shared Value Initiatives approach through
multi-stakeholder partnerships as outlined
in SDG 17 for long-term sustainability
through a just, equitable and resilient
society. For instance, in Education, the
Foundation has invested over KES. 150
million in the sector. So far over 600 students have been offered scholarships for
their high school and tertiary education
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and also offered mentorship and counselling through mentorship workshops for a
wholistic growth. The Foundation has also
been championing inclusive education for
children living with autism.
In Agriculture, the foundation is purposed to transform lives by promoting
technical training and skills development
on new farming technologies such as how
to grow food crops using climate-resilient hydroponics farming technology for
increased productivity as well as optimal
utilization of water, land and labour for
food production.
The ICT and Construction area is set to
provide technical training, access to labour
markets, financing and linkages to other
strategic partners. The Entrepreneurship
Development and Business Management
area will offer capacity building of MSMEs
through access to financing for working
capital and tools of trade, positioning them
for attracting investors to support scalability of their business enterprises.

THE NEW LAND ROVER DEFENDER
STARTING FROM $136 000*
The new Land Rover Defender doesn’t just have the strength, it has the
intelligence. Inside that muscular body is an incredible brain. With technology
built around a smartphone-like interface, it’s completely intuitive. Always on,
ready for work immediately. And the all-new infotainment system, Pivi Pro,
provides a seamless, streamlined experience. This is 21st century technology
for 21st century adventurers. Defender. An icon in a category of one.
Book your test drive today
Inchcape Kenya
Land Rover Center, Ground Floor, Oracle Tower, Westlands
enquirieske@inchcape.co.ke | 254 0 730 191 000
landrover-kenya.com

*Ts and Cs apply.
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#12 Microsoft
EMPOWERING EVERY PERSON AND
ORGANIZATION TO ACHIEVE MORE

M

icrosoft set up operations in Kenya 22
years ago. Initially, the team was primarily
from its global sales and marketing functions before the operation quickly evolving
to include additional investments such as the 4Afrika
initiative, the Africa Development Center (ADC) and
the Microsoft Africa Research Institute (MARI).
In 2013, the 4Afrika initiative was launched continent wide to formalize Microsoft’s investment in
access, skills and innovation. The access pillar focuses on accelerating affordable access to internet and
technology while the skills pillar would be about
developing the digital talent pipeline and improving
employability through a blended learning approach.
With the need to encourage innovation in Africa, the
innovation pillar invests in locally relevant initiatives
for economic growth and societal impact. The seriousness of Microsoft’s focus in the country would best be
seen by the choice by the organization to launch its
latest windows product (windows 2010) in Nanyuki in
July 2015. This was a global launch streamed live from
Kenya for the world to appreciate the global firm’s
focus in Kenya and Africa as a whole.
In 2017, Microsoft launched the policy innovation
center (PIC) , in collaboration with the Strathmore
University. PIC was a first-for-Africa platform that
would bring together academia, the public and the
private sector to engage in policy discussions around
the use of technology in key sectors, including Justice,
Health, Education, Financial Services, Data Protection
and Privacy. The purpose of the PIC was and is to
incubate and fast-track the development of enabling
policies. The outcomes of the engagements here, have
proven valuable in the data rich era even as the country
with its key industry players continue to adopt technology for daily use.

NOTABLE INVESTMENTS
Airband
Africa has unique infrastructure needs that data centers, fiber and mobile wireless networks have struggled
to address in providing internet connectivity at a reasonable cost. The international commitment to Airband
was formalized in October 2019 when Microsoft
announced it would partner to bring access to 40
million unserved people in Africa and Latin America
by 2022.
Through the Airband initiative, Microsoft is partnering to incentivize and develop infrastructure that is
uniquely needed in Africa, which in turn drives cloud
and edge solutions. Airband partnerships typically
result in the deployment of hybrid fixed wireless networks that leverage technologies and spectrum including TV white spaces (TVWS) that are more cost-effective than fiber and mobile wireless for delivering broadband to unserved rural communities. Cloud and edge
solutions built on top of Airband infrastructure include
Mkopa, SunCulture, New Sun Road and ColdHubs.
These are Kenyan homegrown start-ups that have benefited from Microsoft’s investments and that serve the
bottom of the pyramid to drive inclusivity.

Africa Development Centre (ADC)
Microsoft launched its first (ADC) on the continent
in May 2019, with an initial site in Nairobi, Kenya
and another in Lagos, Nigeria. The center, which is
Microsoft’s 7th globally, has recruited and continues to
recruit world-class African engineering talent to develop innovative solutions that span the intelligent cloud
and intelligent edge and whose skills apply to programs
utilized by Microsoft customers globally.
Through the ADC, Microsoft plays an active

The seriousness of Microsoft’s
focus in the country would best
be seen by the choice by the
organization to launch its latest
windows product (windows 2010)
in Nanyuki in July 2015. This was
a global launch streamed live from
Kenya for the world to appreciate
the global firm’s focus in Kenya
and Africa as a whole.
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to achieve more. For Kenya in particular, the organization focused on
various initiatives that include:

Remote Work

Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella (centre) during his visit to Nanyuki. Photo courtesy of Microsoft
MARI in 2020 with its base in
Kenya. MARI’s mission is to underAfrica has unique infrastructure
stand, build and deploy innovative
needs that data centers, fiber
cloud and AI technologies (to power
globally relevant innovations) in the
and mobile wireless networks
areas of work, society and health.
have struggled to address in
With the center based in Kenya, it
providing internet connectivity at
creates another avenue for employment for researchers and engineers
a reasonable cost
in Kenya as well as an opportunity
for the country to contribute to
role in developing the tech eco- Africa’s research backed tech landsystem by engaging with students with scape.
the goal of contributing towards skills
development within the region. This Microsoft impact during Covidthen forms the pipeline of recruitment, 19
giving local talent an opportunity to With the foundation for Microsoft
thrive and plug into the organization. to operate in the country already
Currently, ADC has employed over 300 set and in motion, the unpredicted
engineers to date.
pandemic formed a right space for
Microsoft to expand its investment
in the country. As Covid-19 conThe Microsoft Africa Research
Institute (MARI)
tinued to impact people and counWhile naturally other organizations tries around the world, Microsoft
were slowing down on their invest- understood the need to live up to its
ments post Covid-19-Pandemic, mission of empowering every person
Microsoft took the decision to launch and every organization in the planet
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Given how abruptly the pandemic
hit, various players of the economy were forced to work remotely or adopt a hybrid work model.
Microsoft moved to provide free
access to its collaboration platforms
so that businesses, the government
and various organizations could
transition to the remote working
scenario. All with the aim of helping
keep the economy running in as
much as was viable. Over a year
later, organizations and individuals
have learnt to co-exist with the pandemic, and a new way of working
remotely has been adopted as the
new normal. As such, for many individuals and organizations, Microsoft
Teams videoconferencing, chat and
collaboration continue to play an
important role in helping people
continue to work and collaborate.
As teams of people everywhere are
adopting to hybrid work, Microsoft
is committed to helping businesses,
schools and communities navigate
these challenging times.

Supporting Health sector
Health is key sector where Microsoft
collaboratively deployed a chatbot
Solution for citizen engagement built
and hosted on Azure. This was integrated into the National Covid-19
communication plan with key digital
connections Government channels
and is accessible via all social media
platforms including USSD code integration.

Access to Justice
The firm provided Microsoft Teams
to the Judiciary to facilitate Online
Trials/Hearings/Meetings. This was
after conducting training for all the
Court of Appeal Judges and the
Judiciary ICT team to enable them
to support the court operations. The

Court Management solution modernizes
justice systems, moving courts away from
legacy IT and paper-based procedures
for criminal, civil, and traffic cases. The
approach continues to be used to date.

Enabling Remote Learning
Microsoft’s support for both the public
and private education sector has been
pegged on fostering use of modern tools
in the classroom, developing 21st century
digital content and providing capacity
building for teachers to enable hybrid
learning.
To this effect, Microsoft equipped over
200,000 teachers in Kenya with Microsoft
Office 365 tools to support hybrid learning
and collaboration through MS Teams in
partnership with the Ministry of Education,
Teachers Service Commission and Kenya
Private School Alliance. This collaboration extends to the Kenya Institute of
Curriculum Development to enable all students access digital learning content online
through Kenya Education Cloud.
In addition, Microsoft is working with
KENET and several private and public
Universities to provide anytime everywhere access to secure productivity and
collaboration tools as well as the ability
to cost effectively leverage efficient and
reliable infrastructure from anywhere in
the country. This has greatly boosted the
accelerated transformation of the higher
education programmes to ensure continuity of learning and improved learning experiences. Additionally, Microsoft is
working closely with the Academic studies
departments to provide for free Microsoft
Learn. Microsoft Learn platform is available to all institutions of higher learning
as part of Microsoft’s contribution to
ensure all the students are 21st Century
ready at the completion of their academic
studies. Microsoft’s goal is to continuously
empower a minimum of 1 million higher
education students each year.

Skilling
Around the world, 2020 to date has
emerged as one of the most challenging
years in many of lifetimes. In one year, the
world has endured multiple challenges,

including a pandemic that has spurred a
global economic crisis. As societies reopen,
it’s apparent that the economy will never
be the same again. Increasingly, one of
the key steps needed to foster a safe and
successful economic recovery, is expanded
access to the digital skills needed to fill
new jobs.
To help address this need, Microsoft
launched a global skills initiative aimed at
bringing more digital skills to 25 million
people worldwide by the end of 2020. The
initiative brought together every part of
Microsoft, combining existing and new

countries and territories gain access to
digital skills, topping its initial goal of
25 million last June, and is extending the
company’s commitment to help 250,000
companies make a skills-based hire by the
end of 2021.
In Kenya, Microsoft is working with
the likes of Tech4Dev and the Women
Techsters Initiative to train 5 million
girls and women across Africa in coding
and deep tech skills by 2030. In February,
Microsoft also partnered with the Stanbic
Bank Foundation in Kenya – signing a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)

In Kenya, Microsoft is working with the likes of Tech4Dev and the Women
Techsters Initiative to train 5 million girls and women across Africa in
coding and deep tech skills by 2030.
resources from LinkedIn, GitHub, and
Microsoft. It was grounded in three areas
of activity:
 The use of data to identify in-demand
jobs and the skills needed to fill them;
 Free access to learning paths and content to help people develop the skills these
positions require;
 Low-cost certifications and free
job-seeking tools to help people who develop these skills pursue new jobs.
 By March 2021 the program had
helped over 30 million people in 249

with the Ministry of Industrialization,
Trade, and Enterprise Development to
enhance the employability of citizens
through digital upskilling to over 50,000
entrepreneurs.
This is in addition to ongoing programs aimed at different groups such as
 DigiGirlz Home (microsoft.com)
 AI Business School Artificial Intelligence
Courses - Microsoft AI
 Microsoft Cloud Society | Official Home
Page
 DigiGirlz Home (microsoft.com).
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of the top African banks is expected to be
accelerated by a focus on scaling up retail
banking; deepening its strength in corporate banking and asset finance; propelling
digital transformation and becoming a
distinguished brand known for excellent
customer experience.
Young and ambitious, NCBA Bank
Kenya Plc has begun expanding its retail
network in Kenya with the opening of five
additional branches in 2021, with 10 more
branches in the pipeline in the immediate
future.

#13

NCBA Bank
THE GO FOR IT BANK

S

eptember 30, 2019, is the effective
date announced by the Central
Bank of Kenya for the merger of
Commercial Bank of Africa (CBA)
and NIC Bank to become the NCBA Bank
Kenya Plc. One year down the line, the
NCBA Bank Group had serviced an estimated 40 million customers as of October
2019, in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Rwanda
and Ivory Coast.
What do you get when you bring
together a bank with a strong asset finance
franchise and superior retail banking capability with a bank with a strong corporate
banking and unparalleled leadership in the
digital banking space? After a successful
10 months of painstaking negotiations, the
merged entity, NCBA Group PLC was finally launched on 1st October 2019 following
the integration of NIC and CBA.
Breaking new ground as the country’s
first merger of equals in the banking sector,
the consolidation of the two banks was
sealed with an unwavering promise to
deliver a complete and seamless range of
financial services to its customers, underpinned by a strong relationship management and a culture of customer service
excellence.
The Group’s bold ambition to become
a large Pan African banking player saw it
expand its offering to provide a full range
of financial products and services to corporate, institutional, SME as well as consumer
banking customers.
NCBA is today a recognizable brand
in Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania Uganda and
Ivory Coast. The Bank’s race to become one
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Numbers That Matter

2019
The year NCBA Group PLC was finally launched
_following
the integration of NIC and CBA.
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NCBA Bank has
helped shape
societies by creating
opportunities and by
helping individuals
and businesses
to realize their
ambitions as well
as by helping to
build and innovate
the financial
infrastructure.

In bringing this insight to life, in January
this year, NCBA Bank unveiled a ‘Numbers
That Matter’, campaign echoing the bank’s
focus on creating a more wholesome,
rewarding banking experience for its customers.
The campaign brings the customer’s
story of real life meaning behind the financial services solutions they have received.
The campaign underscores NCBA Bank’s
commitment to its customers, allowing
customers to tell of the authentic and real
moments that matter to them.
The campaign mirrors NCBA Bank’s
purpose, ‘Inspiring Greatness’, which is its
commitment to support customers to go
for those things that matter most to them.

In addition, NCBA Bank has signed
the Credit Guarantee Scheme (CGS) with
the Government of Kenya, which seeks to
improve and stimulate the national economy by encouraging additional lending
to Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises
(MSMEs), increasing investment opportunities for MSMEs as well as strengthening
skills and capacities of proprietors of
MSMEs.

Supporting engines of growth

A responsible corporate citizen

Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are
the real engines of growth and play a significant role in the economic development
of the country. The sector contributes an
estimated 80 percent of employment and
is crucial in reducing poverty, stimulating
entrepreneurship and promoting innovation for achieving the United Nations (UN)
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
Despite their critical role in national
development, research indicates that 50%
of new businesses fail within the first
two years of operation. It is with this in
mind that NCBA Bank has partnered
with Strathmore Enterprise Development
Centre (SEDC) under the Strathmore
School of Management and Commerce
(SMC), to contribute to empowering SMEs
for business competitiveness.

NCBA Bank has helped shape societies
by creating opportunities and by helping
individuals and businesses to realize their
ambitions as well as by helping to build
and innovate the financial infrastructure.
The strength and sustainability of NCBA
Bank business is earned daily by keeping its promises to customers, employees,
shareholders, and communities.
Under its 3 strategic pillars: People,
Planet and Profit, NCBA Bank supports a
number of initiatives including youth education and enterprise; financial innovation;
environment and natural resources and
preventative health and wellness.
Under education sub-pillar, NCBA
Bank supports bright students from disadvantaged homes and backgrounds, in
line with the global UN agenda, SDG 4,

that singles out education and training as
a vehicle that will drive the country into a
middle-income economy by 2030.
NCBA Bank has partnered with Junior
Achievement (JA) Kenya to run a financial
innovation boot camp for high school
and university students dubbed “Social
Innovation Relay (SIR)”. SIR is a global
initiative that brings together experienced
business mentors and students to advance
real world social problem solving in their
local communities and beyond. This program themed “Game Changers” aims to
encourage youth who are members of the
Junior Achievement Club to develop transformational innovative solutions that will
help solve everyday problems and have
create positive change.
NCBA Bank is also cognizant of SDG
3, which is to ensure healthy lives and
promote well-being for all at all ages.
Currently, the world is facing an unprecedented global health crisis, the Covid-19
Pandemic, that is spreading human suffering, destabilizing the global economy, and
upsetting the lives of billions of people
around the globe. In this regard, in April
2020, NCBA Bank committed Ksh100
million to help the fight against the Covid19 Pandemic. The funds were donated
towards the government’s Covid-19
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at a subsidized cost, thanks to NCBA
Bank’s contribution.

Sports development

ers by helping them weather
the adverse effects caused by the
Covid-19 Pandemic. Among the key
mitigation actions taken by the bank
include: rolling -out loan moratorium programs to offer short-term
financial relief during the Covid-19
Pandemic; restructured corporate
and retail loans repayments, extended loan repayment periods by up to
12 months and absorption of the
associated transactional fees.
On the environmental front,
as Kenya continues to lose about
12,000 hectares of forest land cover
each year due to demand for fuelwood, charcoal, wood products,
population pressure for settlements,
infrastructure development, and
conversion of forests to farmlands,
NCBA Bank is active in this area. To
avert a crisis, the Government has
adopted a coordinated approach to
manage, conserve, and expand forests sustainably to attain a minimum
10 per cent forest cover nationally
by 2022. To achieve this target, the
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country requires 1.8 billion seedlings. Through the bank’s Change the
Story campaign, NCBA Bank kicked
off development of Indigenous Tree
Seedling Nursery project in Karura
Forest, in partnership with Kenya
Forest Service (KFS).
This started in July 2020 and the
bank’s target is to eventually grow
1 million seedlings and currently,
percentage of work done is estimated
at over 90 per cent. The seedlings
are projected to be ready by the end
of 2021. All individuals, groups and
organizations can buy the seedlings

NCBA Bank has initiated various
sporting programs across the
country. As part of its support
of sports development, the bank
has introduced an all -year-round
amateur competition across various
golf clubs, dubbed the NCBA
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NCBA Bank has initiated various sporting programs across the
country. As part of its support of
sports development, the bank has
introduced an all -year-round amateur competition across various golf
clubs, dubbed the NCBA Golf Series.
It will also have the NCBA Junior
Golf Series as complementary competition to the NCBA Golf Series.
The junior tournament is expected
to cater for the budding golf talent
in Kenya for children aged between
6 and 18 years and will include
2-day golf clinics and the junior
competition.
As NCBA Bank celebrates its
second anniversary of the merger
during the shelf life of this issue,
October 2021, it is clear that the
vision of the board of directors of
building a truly transformational
pan African bank is on track.
John Gachora is currently leading the team at NCBA Bank, providing vision and strategic direction
as the employees and customers ‘Go
For It’.
According to LinkedIn, John
Gachora is driven by self-improvement, integrity, hard work and an
ability to absorb, John has differentiated himself by often starting
with the end in mind, placed against
a strong belief that he can model
anything. This, John has done with
the successful merger that led to the
formation of NCBA Bank.
Going by the smooth transitioning to the new bank, NCBA, John’s
experience on Wall Street, coupled
with international exposure in the
US and South Africa, working for
reputable international banks are
serving him well, as he responds to
the potential of a huge unbanked
population, through innovative
banking products on offer by the
NCBA Bank.
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its approach, ICDC remains an important
partner for enterprises looking to build
scale and grow profitably without incurring significant capital costs.
Although many DFIs, including ICDC,
were created several decades ago when
financial markets were less accessible and
innovative as they are today, data from
World Bank shows that many governments around the world still see them as
a relevant instrument to pursue economic
and development goals. World Bank notes
that in the aftermath of the 2008 global
financial crisis, the loan portfolio of more
than two thirds of DFIs around the world
has continued to expand at double digits
growth rates.

Expanded mandate

#14 ICDC
TURNING IDEAS INTO WEALTH

T

he role of development finance
institutions (DFIs) in advancing the
economic and social development
of young and growing economies
around the world is well documented.
Backed by the State, these institutions
typically provide financial and technical
support enterprises whose needs are not
sufficiently served by private banks or local
capital markets, both small, medium and
large.
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In Kenya, the pioneer DFI is the
Industrial and Commercial Development
Corporation (ICDC). Established in 1954,
ICDC has successfully executed its mandate throughout the decades, creating an
indelible footprint in many diverse sectors
and impacting thousands of lives through
direct and indirect job creation. Some
notable enterprises that have benefited
from financing and technical support from
ICDC include Centum, which is a leading
publicly listed investment firm; Kenya Wine
Agencies Limited (KWAL), one of the leading alcohol distillers in the country; AON
Minet Insurance Brokers, an insurance
industry titan; and Almasi Beverages, a
leading beverage bottling franchise for Coca
Cola Company.
ICDC supports enterprises by advancing credit on favorable terms, buying up
shares and hence providing equity financing to fund growth, and providing technical support to management teams. The
technical support ranges from training and
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capacity building of management teams to
helping firms develop their business plans
and execute their organizational objectives.

Long-term partner
ICDC focuses on projects in sectors that have
the potential for job and wealth creation,
with a strong emphasis on the manufacturing, agro-processing, energy, ICT, infrastructure, financial services, and education
sectors. It also has a long-term bias, meaning
investee companies benefit from having a
committed partner that is aligned to shareholders’ and management’s objectives.
“They look at what you do for the longterm. Its not short-term lending as you’d find
with a traditional financial institution. They
don’t necessarily ask for collateral, like your
typical bank. The idea behind the business
and the fact that it is a Kenyan enterprise
are key things that they look for,” said Alan
Murega, Founder and CEO of Global Supply
Solutions, a logistics firm that is one of
many the beneficiaries of ICDC. Because of

In recognition of the important function
that DFIs still play in economic development today, Kenya has taken renewed
steps to bolster the role of ICDC in driving
the national economy. President Uhuru
Kenyatta in 2020 expanded the mandate
of ICDC to include the management of
strategic national infrastructure, including ports, rail, and energy infrastructure.
This move, which aligns the organization’s
mandate with the national development
agenda, led to a major reorganization and
streamlining of various state entities.
By way of Executive Order, the Head
of State created the Kenya Transport and
Logistics Network (KTLN) last year. The
state agencies under KTLN are the Kenya
Railways Corporation (KRC), Kenya
Pipeline Company (KPC) and the Kenya
Ports Authority (KPA), all of which have
been brought under the coordination of
ICDC as a holding company. Of note, ICDC
now sits under the National Treasury, from
Industrialization. Prior to the Executive
Order, KRC and KPA were under the
Ministry of Transport, Infrastructure,
Housing and Urban Development while
Kenya Pipeline Company was under the
Ministry of Petroleum and Mining.
This realignment not only introduces
new efficiencies and synergies in how the
State manages critical national infrastructure and essential public services, but also
puts ICDC at the center of some of Kenya’s
most strategic projects and entities. KRC,

ICDC supports enterprises by
advancing credit on favorable
terms, buying up shares and hence
providing equity financing to fund
growth, and providing technical
support to management teams.
KPC and KPA collectively generate tens of
billions of shillings in revenue each year,
have an immense asset base and influence
virtually every household and enterprise
in the country, given the importance of
the services they offer. This makes ICDC
among the most influential state bodies
today and one of the top leading corporate
brands transforming the lives of Kenyans.

Strong leadership
Given its expanded mandate, ICDC needs
enhanced leadership and management
capacity to properly monitor its activities,
assess its social and economic impact,
and compare its interventions versus public policy objectives. Fortunately for the
organization, it has tapped the unrivalled
experience of one of corporate Kenya’s
most accomplished leaders, John Ngumi
as the Chairman of the Board of Directors.
Ngumi, who chairs the board, is the
immediate former Chairman of Kenya
Pipeline Corporation (KPC) and brings
a wealth of experience in leadership and
management. He cut his teeth in investment banking and is widely considered as
one the pioneering names in East Africa’s
investment banking space, having led some

of the largest and most significant financial transactions in diverse sectors, including telecommunications, energy, manufacturing, aviation and infrastructure. He
holds a degree in Philosophy, Politics
and Economics from St. Peter’s College,
Oxford University, United Kingdom.
ICDC’s management team, on the
other hand, is led by a knowledgeable
insider who has studiously worked his
way up the ranks. Haggai William, who
serves as the Executive Director, previously held the role of the Strategy and
Risk Manager. He has vast knowledge
in Information Systems Management,
Enterprise Risk Management, Strategic
Planning, Operations Management, and
Performance Monitoring and Evaluation
drawn from close to 23 years of diligent. Haggai holds an MBA in Operations
Management and a Bachelor of Commerce
degree in Management Science from the
University of Nairobi (UoN). He is a
member of the Computer Society of Kenya
(CSK), and the Institute of Directors
Kenya.
These high-caliber leaders provide
ICDC with the edge it needs to maintain its
distinction as the foremost DFI in Kenya.
The organization has built a well-earned
reputation as a reliable and well-administered development financial institution
with a well-defined mandate and sound
governance framework and will continue
to be an important vehicle to accelerate
Kenya’s economic and social development.
Under the current reorganization,
ICDC’s DFI mandate and functions have
been taken over by a new entity, The
Kenya Development Corporation Limited
that was incorporated via Legal Notice
No 113 in a Kenya Gazette Supplement
No. 138.
In essence, all the assets, contracts,
customers, properties, liabilities, rights,
securities, subsidiaries, undertakings of
ICDC are vested in the new entity with
effect from July 2, 2021. ICDC, remains as
the operating arm of the Kenya Transport
and Logistics Network (KTLN). The SOEs
currently under KTLN are the Kenya
Railways Corporation (KRC), Kenya
Pipeline Company (KPC) and the Kenya
Ports Authority (KPA).
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#15

Kenya Airports
Authority (KAA)
REVAMPING AVIATION INFRASTRUCTURE TO
ENHANCE PASSENGER EXPERIENCE AND SAFETY

T

he airline industry is an important contributor
towards economic development. It not only
supports thousands of highly skilled jobs,
but also facilitates international trade and
tourism. The International Air Transport Association
(IATA), the global trade association for the airline
industry, estimates that aviation accounts for 4.6 per
cent of Kenya’s GDP and supports 410,000 jobs. The
industry, however, requires sustained investments in
infrastructure and other support services to thrive,
bringing the role of the Kenya Airports Authority
(KAA) into sharp focus.
KAA provides facilitative infrastructure for aviation services between Kenya and the outside world
and manages the country’s international and domestic airports, including many of the local airstrips

spread across the country. The government agency
has been the driving force behind the modernization of the country’s international airports, helping
cement Kenya’s place as Eastern Africa’s preferred
aviation hub.

Renovations of JKIA
Jomo Kenyatta International Airport (JKIA) is
unquestionably the crown jewel of Kenya’s aviation
industry, serving as an important hub for passengers
connecting to Europe, the U.S., and the Middle East
as well as the region’s leading cargo hub. KAA has
over the past decade invested billions in overhauling
operations at the JKIA, improving safety standards
and bringing world-class customer service at the
facility.

The projects include refurbishment
at Jomo Kenyatta International Airport
(JKIA) Terminal 1B and Terminal 1C in
Nairobi, Kenya’s largest aviation facility
and the busiest airport in East Africa. The
refurbishment and facelift of the Terminal
1B and Terminal 1C aims to align the
passenger experience in these terminals
to match what is offered at Terminal
1A, explains Kenya Airports Authority
MD/CEO Alex Gitari. “The remodeling
project is an integral part of the ongoing
JKIA Customer Service Improvement Plan
which was formulated from feedback from
our shareholders and customers.”
The scope of works includes among
others: Introduction of central security
screening points at T1B and T1C ground
levels, redesigning existing check-in and
immigration counters, advancing the
immigration counters forward so as to create space for the security machines, redesigning of the floor and ceiling at terminal
1B and C and redesigning the retail shops
and converting availed space for more food
and beverage outlets.
The new facility will also guarantee efficiency through open and spacious
departure gates and free flowing movement of passengers in a spacious environment with clear signage to ensure all
passengers get to where they need to be
with minimum delay.

“Once completed, the newly renovated
light-filled departure terminals will deliver
modern concessions and amenities that
will give travelers a friendly and memorable experience. It will also ease passenger
flow and increase efficiency due to the
centralization of security screening procedures and the reallocation of available
floor spaces to international departure
gates,” says KAA in a recent statement.
This refurbishment builds on previous initiatives aimed at improving the
international profile of JKIA, including
getting clearance for direct flights between
Kenya and the U.S. – an achievement that
took close to a decade of sustained efforts
to attain, requiring specific infrastructure
and security improvements.

JKIA met all international safety
standards in 2017, gaining the Category 1 status needed to provide
direct flights to the United States.
As part of the project, a modern
terminal separating arriving and
departing passengers was constructed. This has not only improved
security, but also improved the
capacity of JKIA

JKIA met all international safety standards in 2017, gaining the Category 1
status needed to provide direct flights to
the United States. As part of the project,
a modern terminal separating arriving
and departing passengers was constructed.
This has not only improved security, but
also improved the capacity of JKIA. Today,
the airport can handle up to 7.5 million
passengers annually, up threefold from 2.5
million before the expansion.
The transformative initiatives at JKIA
have not gone unnoticed. The airport has
bagged several prestigious international
accolades through the years, underlining
the culture of excellence that KAA is promoting in Kenya’s aviation sector. In 2018,
JKIA was recognized by Airport Council
International (ACI) as the Best Improved
Airport in the African Continent in customer service. The Council also awarded
JKIA the 2020 Best Airport by Size and
Region in the 5 -15 million passengers per
year in Africa category.
“I congratulate KAA on the success in
the Airport Service Quality Awards which
represent the highest possible accolade
for airport operators around the world
on customer experience,” said ACI World
Director General, Luis Felipe de Oliveira
during the award.
Besides its hub, Jomo Kenyatta
International Airport, KAA is also in the
process of expanding and rehabilitating
major Airports and Airstrips to enhance
passenger experience, to be able to accommodate larger aircrafts and promote tourism. The following are some of the projects
the Authority is undertaking alongside
JKIA.

Northern Region Airports
In Nyaribo Airstrip in Nyeri County,
Kenya Airports Authority is constructing
an ultra-modern VIP lounge which will
double up as a clearance area for passengers.
Rehabilitation of Nanyuki Airstrip
in Laikipia County is also in top gear.
The works involve construction of a new
1.5-kilometer runway, a taxiway that
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Western Region Airports

can accommodate 52-seater planes,
and a bigger apron where the aircraft
would be parked once they land. Once
completed, Nanyuki Airstrip will connect
passengers from Nanyuki to Maasai Mara,
Serengeti in Tanzania and other regions.
At Isiolo, KAA, is currently expanding
the current 1.4km runway to 2.5km to
accommodate larger aircrafts, especially
cargo freighters. In addition, the agency
has also put up a cargo shed, a facility that
eyes, miraa traders and meat exporters
to other destinations. So far five airlines
have already expressed interest in using
the airport.

and all approach lighting masts from steel
to fiberglass; upgrade of pavements to help
in sustainable maintenance regime to keep
the runway and aprons in good condition
throughout the 20 years design life, and
also ensure the airport land is neither
undermined, nor destroyed due to unstable
ground. It will also enhance airport’s green
rating through rainwater harvesting.

Coastal Region Airports
Moi International Airport (MIA) rehabilitation works are at an advanced stage of completion. The project, which is being funded
by the French Development Agency will see
the rehabilitation of the Airfield Ground
Lighting (AGL) system and aircraft pavement. The rehabilitation works will ensure
that all pavements offer safe operations to
aircraft and avoidance of operational delays
and disruptions occasioned by poor airfield ground lighting at Moi International
Airport.
The project entails replacement of
existing airfield ground lighting systems
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With the completion of these
works, KAA will have increased
the lifespan of the runway for
another 20 to 25 years and
ensured the safety and passenger
comfort of all travelers to Moi
International Airport.
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The works are divided into three parts
namely civil works which comprises of
rehabilitation of the entire runway pavements, reconstruction of some sections of
the taxiways and aprons and removal and
replacement of pre-cast concrete slabs.
Airfield Ground Lighting (AGL) comprises of: Change all AGL lighting fittings,
including runway, threshold/end, taxiway
(LED), approach and apron end; Replace
taxiways primary and secondary cables and
transformers among other rehabilitation
works such as drainage works improvement, Slope and ground stabilization.
With the completion of these works,
KAA will have increased the lifespan of
the runway for another 20 to 25 years and
ensured the safety and passenger comfort
of all travelers to Moi International Airport.
Plans are also underway to expand
the Ukunda and Lamu Airstrips to enable
them handle larger aircraft. In Lamu, the
upgrade involves civil works on the apron
and the expansion of the runway from
two kilometers to 2.4 kilometers. Works in
Ukunda on the other hand involves construction of a security fence for securing
the airstrip and a patrol road for security
patrols. Ukunda Airport has in recent past
seen growth in passenger numbers, necessitating introduction of larger planes.

At the Kisumu International Airport,
KAA is set to build a transit cargo
shed that is expected to unlock
the facility’s cargo handling potential and increase revenue and to
boost freight services in the Western
Region. The KAA has also expanded the runway accommodate larger
aircrafts.
In Kitale Airstrip, KAA is carrying out full reconstruction of the runway which will be 1.45km long and
23m wide as well as re-construction
and extension of the apron that will
be 336m long and 39m wide. The
facility will come in handy in transportation of perishable horticultural
produce from one of the country’s
breadbaskets.
KAA is targeting tourists from
Tanzania to use the Migori Airstrip in
visiting the region. The facility is also
expected to improve air transport in
the area as passengers travelling to
South Nyanza have for long relied
on Kisumu International Airport,
which is miles apart. The rehabilitation works at Migori Airstrip involve
full reconstruction of the runway,
construction of a new apron, security
fence and patrol road.
The Kakamega Airstrip is being
upgraded to accommodate Code 1C
Aircraft in line with the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
standards. The project will involve
development of the airstrip pavements to bituminous standard to
accommodate larger aircrafts. The
construction work, which started in
June last year will cost Kshs 174
million with the contractor expected
to complete the project by the time
of our going to press.
Alex Gitari is the Managing
Director (MD) and Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) of KAA, having earlier
provided effective leadership at KAA
in an acting capacity. Before his
elevation to the position of Acting
MD, Alex was the KAA’s General
Manager for Finance. Alex emerged

Kisumu International Airport
the best candidate after a rigorous
interview process which was conducted as per the KAA Act and the
Public Service Commission (PSC) of
Kenya guidelines.
Alex takes over as the recovery
of the aviation sector begins to take
momentum and is expected to drive
growth by embracing new innova-

At the Kisumu
International Airport,
KAA is set to build a
transit cargo shed that
is expected to unlock
the facility’s cargo
handling potential and
increase revenue and to
boost freight services in
the Western Region.

tions, creativity that will deliver key
infrastructure projects and further
ensure that the country’s flagship
airport, JKIA remains positioned as
the preferred hub in Africa.
Gitari holds a Masters of
Business Administration (MBA)
degree in Finance from the University
of Nairobi (UoN), an Advanced
Management Program from the
Harvard Business School (HBS), and
a Bachelor of Commerce (B. Com)
in Accounting (UoN). Before joining
KAA, Alex’s experience and exposure
include a broad range in business
development and marketing, project appraisal, strategy formulation
and execution, policy formulation,
risk management, resource mobilization and financial management.
Over the years, Alex has built an
extensive network of contacts within
the international financial services,
including a stint as the Director,
Finance at the PTA Bank and as a
Senior Management Consultant at
Price Waterhouse Coopers (PWC).
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#16

Kenya Railways
Corporation
PROVIDING AN EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE
RAIL AND INLAND WATERWAYS TRANSPORT

W

hen the British colonial administration started construction
of the meter gauge railway that
links the Port of Mombasa to
Kisumu (at the time named Port Florence)
in 1896, they were following a tried and
tested development model.
Anywhere in the world where railroads
have been constructed in the preceding
century, economic transformation in towns
and communities in surrounding areas
have swiftly followed. This was the case in
the U.S. and Europe (where the world’s first
public railroad was launched in England in
1825). Kenya, though smaller by comparison, would be no exception.
The completion of Kenya’s meter gauge
railway line at the turn of the 20th century
not only led to the establishment of several
important urban centers, including Nairobi
the capital, but also dramatically lowered
the cost of transporting many kinds of
goods, giving the country a head start in
industrialization relative to many African
peers.
More than a century later, the meter
gauge railway still stands strong, despite
periods of embarrassing neglect and mismanagement in post-independence Kenya.
While the more recently constructed
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Standard Gauge Railway (SGR) has redefined rail transport between Mombasa and
Nairobi, the old meter gauge still occupies
an important place in the country’s transport network. It provides crucial linkages
between Nairobi and Kisumu, as well as
Nairobi and other inland markets, including towns such as Nakuru, Eldoret and
Nanyuki, just to name a few.
Kenya Railways Corporation (KRC),
the state corporation that manages rail
infrastructure and transport services in the
country, has been intentional about preserving the old meter gauge and leveraging
on it to unlock economic potential. Overall,
KRC has revived over 566 kilometers of
dead meter gauge railway over the past
few years.

Nairobi - Nanyuki line
Under the leadership of Managing Director,
Phillip Mainga, KRC has already registered
one notable success in its mission of reviving the old meter gauge. The state corporation has completed the rehabilitation of
the Nairobi - Nanyuki line, leading to the
resumption of cargo and passenger train
services along the route after an absence
of almost 20 years, thanks to funding from
the Kenya Pipeline Company (then under
the chairmanship of John Ngumi) and the
National Treasury (under CS Yakur Yatani).
For passengers, KRC currently offers
one round trip per week, with the frequency
set to increase in line with demand. The
Nairobi - Nanyuki service operates on
Fridays, and the Nanyuki - Nairobi service
runs on Sundays. Each train has a capacity
of 1600 passengers, the equivalent of 120
matatus – signaling the positive ripple
effect that resumption of rail transport
along the route will have on public trans-

Kenya Railways Corporation (KRC), the state
corporation that manages rail infrastructure and
transport services in the country, has been intentional
about preserving the old meter gauge and leveraging on
it to unlock economic potential.
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port efficiency. Tickets start at Sh200, a
saving of as much as 60% compared with
matatu fares of around Sh500.
The rehabilitated railway line is also
a boon for traders in the agricultural
towns along the line. It allows coffee
and tea farmers to move their produce
at greatly reduced costs, improving their
margins and livelihoods. KRC has also
reintroduced livestock transport, mean-

ing livestock farmers can transport their
cattle from Nanyuki Railway Station to
Nairobi’s Kenya Meat Commission Deport
safely and at reduced costs.
Besides Nanyuki, some of the towns
lying on the 178-kilometre line are Marua,
Karatina, Chaka, Naro Moru, Sagana,
Maragua, Makuyu, Thika and Ruiru. A
number of these towns have suffered low
economic activity since the collapse of the

railway, but the recent refurbishment of
the line is expected to help them regain
their lost glory, revitalize trade, and boost
the region’s economic and social activities.
In total, the line is benefitting eight
counties–Laikipia, Nyandarua, Nyeri,
Kiambu, Murang’a, Kirinyaga and Isiolo,
and also connect the region to the Lamu
Port South Sudan-Ethiopia Transport
(Lapsset) corridor.
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The Ksh3 billion rehabilitation
of the Nairobi–Nanyuki line was carried
out over six months, with KRC contributing Ksh1.2 billion to the project and
the remaining Ksh1.8 billion being provided by the state-owned Kenya Pipeline
Corporation.
The work included site clearance of
the entire corridor and the removal of
encroachments, the rehabilitation of infrastructure and rolling stock, and the leasing
of locomotives, as well as the construction
of an extension to the Vivo Energy depot in
Nanyuki and a new station at Chaka. The
respected members of our armed forces also
contributed in human resource and security
components.

Nakuru- Kisumu
Another important project KRC has
brought to successful completion is the
rehabilitation of the Nakuru - Kisumu
line. The 217-kilometer Nakuru-Kisumu
MGR line is fully connected. The Ksh3.8
billion project, which started mid last year,
is expected to unlock tremendous economic and social value for communities in
Nakuru, Njoro, Molo, Londiani, Kericho
and Kisumu, among others.
The Nakuru-Kisumu line had been
dormant for 25 years, making this rehabilitation a game changer in every sense of the
word. There is a total of 18 stations along
the line, all of which have been renovated
and expected to be operational. They are
expected to stimulate trade and revitalize
dozens of local economies. Passengers will
also get to enjoy the scenic Rift Valley
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KRC has been able to move with
speed and precision thanks to
recent reorganizations that have
given the state corporation a new
lease of life. Besides the focused
leadership of Managing Director,
Phillip Mainga, who ascended to the
position in 2020 after working up
the ranks, KRC is now a major cog
and part of the recently launched
Kenya Transport and Logistics
Network (KTLN).
during travel, unlocking the untapped
domestic tourism potential of the region.
KRC Managing Director Phillip Mainga
is upbeat that the passenger train services
on the meter-gauge line to Kisumu from
Naivasha (Nakuru County) will be up and
running before Christmas. “We are looking
forward to having a Christmas gift to the
people of this region by moving the first
passenger train between November and
December,” says Mainga. He maintains that
the revival of the railway line will reduce
accidents on the road and lead to cost savings in view of the millions of shillings used
to repair roads damaged by trucks ferrying
cargo, especially petroleum products from
Mombasa to the shores of Lake Victoria.

New lease of life
KRC has been able to move with speed and
precision thanks to recent reorganizations
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that have given the state corporation a new
lease of life. Besides the focused leadership
of Managing Director, Phillip Mainga, who
ascended to the position in 2020 after
working up the ranks, KRC is now a major
cog and part of the recently launched
Kenya Transport and Logistics Network
(KTLN).
Created by Executive Order, the state
agencies under KTLN are KRC, Kenya
Pipeline Company (KPC) and the Kenya
Ports Authority (KPA), all of which have
been brought under the coordination of
the new look Industrial and Commercial
Development Corporation (ICDC) as a
holding company. Of note, ICDC now sits
under the National Treasury. The synergies
and efficiencies that have been unlocked
by this realignment will provide a strong
footing for KRC to continue implementing
its transformative agenda.
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Besides offering direct
support to farmers, EABL
is also investing in the
natural environment in
farming communities and
other areas across EA in
need of environmental
conservation efforts.

#17

EABL
CELEBRATING LIFE EVERYDAY,
EVERYWHERE

W

illiam Ford Jr, Executive
Chairman of Ford Motor
Company, and great grandson of the company’s legendary founder Henry Ford made a prescient
observation about what separates great
companies from good companies in the
modern age. He said: “a good company
delivers excellent products and services,
and a great company does all that and
strives to make the world a better place.”
Ford’s sentiments represent the new
way of thinking among modern business
leaders. The operating principle in corporate boardrooms and senior management
teams today is that businesses exist not
only to make profits for shareholders, but
also to improve the wellbeing of employees,
customers, partners, and society at large.
This thinking has made business sustainability–the idea that business must do well
for shareholders while doing good for the
environment and the society in which it
operates–a business imperative for both
large and small enterprises around the
world.
Kenya has not been left behind in
this global revolution. Sustainability in
business is now top on the agenda for
many corporates in the country. It is fitting
that one of the firms leading the charge is
East African Breweries Limited (EABL),
a leading alcohol beverage company that
enjoys the unique distinction of being one
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of Kenya’s longest running businesses.
Founded in 1922, EABL has built an
extensive network of breweries, distilleries
and distribution facilities across East Africa
and has a rich portfolio of more than 40
brands that range from beer, spirits, and
adult non-alcoholic drinks.
EABL has been intentional about integrating sustainability into its business.
Rather than make sustainability a nice-tohave–as some firms sadly do, reducing sustainability to choreographed photo opportunities that boast of one-off donations–EABL
has made sustainability a core part of its
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strategy and operations. From the sourcing of raw materials such as barley and
sorghum, to the processing of these materials into final goods for distribution, the
business has redesigned its value chain at
every level to ensure it creates shared value
for itself and its stakeholders while also
protecting the natural environment.

Redesigning the value chain
EABL has been able to build positive trust
with farmers through the Grain-to-Glass
sustainability strategy that directly supports more than 60,000 farmers in East
Africa. This support has seen EABL play
an instrumental role in alleviating poverty
in rural farming communities. There is evidence that agricultural growth has a high
poverty reduction payoff. The World Bank
notes that investment in agriculture is 2.5
to 3.0 times more effective in increasing
the income of the poor than is nonagricultural investment.
Besides offering direct support to
farmers, EABL is also investing in the
natural environment in farming communities and other areas across East Africa in
need of environmental conservation efforts.
For example, the company surpassed its
2020 water replenishment Kenya target to

deliver 176,438 cubic metres against a target of 171,000 cubic metres. Three significant projects in Manyara and Mara regions
of Tanzania also helped the business hit
its 2020 target of 102,000 cubic meters
in the country. In Uganda, it successfully
launched its Running Out of Trees (ROOT)
campaign to drive awareness and private
sector partnership in the national reforestation agenda to plant 40 million trees.
EABL in 2019 further announced environmental investments in biomass and
solar in three key East African brewing
sites. The investments have reduced carbon
emissions by 42,000 tonnes a year and

helped create over 900 jobs, including
among farming communities that supply
the biomass fuel. The company is also
committed to maintaining zero waste to
landfill and has done so by substantially
reducing waste generation and managing
chemicals and waste in an environmentally friendly manner.
“As a responsible corporate citizen,
we have an important role to play in
helping the communities where we live
and work to thrive. Therefore, we are
focused on the issues we believe matter
most in the communities where we source
our raw materials and where we make
and sell our products. We take great care
to build sustainable supply chains and
work hard to protect the environment
and the natural resources on which we
rely,” states Dr. Martin Oduor-Otieno, the
Group Board Chairman, in a statement
published in EABL’s Annual Report for
2020.
EABL’s commitment to sustainability has received global acclaim.
Kenya Breweries Limited, one of the

EABL continues to invest heavily in research in an effort to offer production solutions to barley growers
through its subsidiary East African Malting

Group’s subsidiaries, was named Private
Sector Winner of the 2020 SDGs Kenya
Awards and recognized by the Sustainable
Development Goals Forum in Kenya
(2020) for mainstreaming the SDGs in
its business model. This is an important
accolade given the centrality of the SDGs
in global development discourse today–a
trend that is set to grow as we draw closer
to the 2030 deadline for the attainment of
the goals.

Responsible drinking
To promote responsible drinking, EABL
has rolled out several initiatives to educate
consumers on alcohol misuse and the
importance of moderation. Some of these
programmes include Heshima, Join The
Pact, DrinkIQ and Under 18 Asipewe. This
is responsibility at the highest level.
Launched in 2017, Project Heshima
has been particularly impactful and is
worth highlighting. It is an entrepreneurship and vocational training programme
targeting youth and women who are at
risk of falling prey to illicit brew consumption and production by equipping them
with practical skills to enable them to earn
a decent living through productive and
dignified work. This is transforming the
lives of people.
Given the pervasive problem of illicit
brews in low-income neighborhoods and
the huge technical skills gap in Kenya,
Project Heshima has proven to be highly
impactful in solving two serious problems
in our society–alcoholism and unemployment. Over1,400 women and youth across
10 counties have received training in the
last two years and benefitted from this
project.
EABL continues to invest hundreds
of millions of shillings every year behind
its different sustainability projects, even
while delivering impressive returns for its
shareholders and keeping its consumers
satisfied.
The company’s remarkable achievements in mainstreaming business sustainability in corporate Kenya continue to be
the subject of numerous case studies in
leading local and global universities and
are certainly worth toasting to, pun fully
intended!
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#18

Kenya Power
TRANSFORMING LIVES OF KENYANS

K

enya Power has been powering economic growth in Kenya for close
to 100 years; with a legacy spanning 99 years. The history of Kenya
Power is intricately interwoven with Kenya’s
own rich history, as a country.
Today, our network covers a total of
248,834 kilometres across the country with
over 8.2 million account holders; as a consequence, more than 70 per cent of Kenyans
have access to electricity.
We span the length and breadth of this
country, using ingenuity to bring our services
to even the remotest and most difficult to
access parts of the country through vehicles, boats, helicopters, donkeys and even
mkokoteni to transport building materials
and staff to site.
In the just released, ‘The Energy Progress
Report for 2021’ Kenya has been ranked as
the top country in the world for its increased
pace of electrification, which is reducing
the electricity access gap, especially in the
rural areas. The report says, ‘Kenya has been
ranked as the top country in the world in
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reducing the population with no access to
electricity, pointing to the impact to the
impact of the state’s focus on rural areas
for nearly a decade.
The Energy Progress Report for
2021, a product of a partnership between
the World Bank and bodies such as the
International Energy Agency, says Kenya’s
electrification pace is now ahead of population growth.
Kenya’s annualised increase in electricity access between 2010 and 2019 was
at 5.6 percent-the largest among the top
20 countries in the world with the biggest
electricity access gap. The increased pace
of electrification, also supported by offgrid solutions such as solar, points to the
fruits of the State’s last-mile connectivity
programme, which was launched in 2014
mainly targeting rural areas.
Since 2013, our connectivity pace has
accelerated to an additional 6 million
households, over an eight-year period,
catapulting the country’s electricity access
rate from 27 per cent to over 70 per cent.
This pace has mainly been driven by the
Last Mile connectivity programme, which
was kicked off by the government in 2015.
Under the programme, we have connected a total of 850,651 customers mainly in the country’s rural and peri-urban
communities, thus connecting them to
growth opportunities.
The Last Mile programme is, unequivocally, an investment in Kenya’s future
and as a Company, we are proud of the
work that we are doing to drive universal
electricity access. Electricity guarantees
people a life of dignity, and catalyses social
economic growth. It is an enabler for every
sector of the economy, be it manufacturing, agriculture, health, education, mining,
tourism or technology and is therefore a
core driver of the government’s Big Four
Agenda.

Customer Experience
For any business to register sustainable
growth, the customer must be at the front
and centre of all its operations. As a consequence, we are constantly reviewing our
offering based on market developments,
and customer feedback in order to meet

our customers at their point of need.
Some of the issues, facing our customers,
that we must address and focus more on,
include billing, outages, and connectivity.
In response, we have introduced solutions
to enhance their experience.

To enable more Kenyans connect
to the grid, and therefore enjoy
the benefits attendant to having
electricity, we are reviewing our
connectivity process, to make
the process faster, and more
accessible.

To ensure that the network operates optimally, in order to minimise
power interruptions, we have rolled out
a two-year programme to reinforce the
network. This is a proactive approach
to enhance network efficiency which
involves the upgrading, uprating and
replacement of transformers, trace maintenance to prune trees near our power
lines, and line reinforcement to enhance
the network’s robustness.
Additionally, we have introduced
the Live-Line maintenance technology,
which allows us to safely conduct maintenance and upgrade work on sections of
our distribution network without switching off supply.
We are also leveraging mobile
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telephony technology to bring
our services closer to our customers.
To this end, we have introduced
the *977# USSD platform and the
MyPower mobile application which
allow customers to quickly, conveniently and affordably enjoy a number of our services through their
mobile devices.
Through *977#, customers can
report an outage and instantaneously generate a reference number
which is then picked up by our
team for action. In addition, postpaid customers can register for the
self-reading service to get their actual monthly bills based on the meter
readings they provide. On their part,
pre-paid customers can access their
last three tokens using *977# should
the need arise.
To enable more Kenyans connect
to the grid, and therefore enjoy the
benefits attendant to having electricity, we are reviewing our connectivity
process, to make the process faster,
and more accessible. As a result, we
have introduced the online application through which customers can
conveniently apply for electricity
remotely. We have also introduced
an SMS tracking service to appraise
customers whenever their applications progress to the next stage. In
addition, the business is currently
digitising its entire network and once
complete, this will reduce the design
stage of the application process, further reducing the connectivity turnaround time.
For our business customers,
taking cognisance of the important
role that businesses play to drive
economic development, and job creation, we have introduced the Time
of Use tariff, which offers power at
a discounted rate during off-peak
hours, to spur the 24/7 economy.
So far, over 1,160 industrial and
commercial users per month have
benefitted, making savings of over
KShs.4.3 billion.
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To 100 years and beyond

Kenya Power
will continue
to play our
rightful role
to stimulate
economic
growth by
striving to offer
impeccable
service, and
quality, reliable
and affordable
power.”
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As Kenya Power celebrates 100
years of powering our nation and
transforming the lives of our people, our homes, our businesses, our
academia, and our health sector, we
appreciate the great strides that we
have made and are determined to see
a country that can proudly boast of
universal access to electricity. Kenya
Power will continue to walk hand in
hand with our customers to improve
the service we offer them at every
touch point of our business.
Kenya Power will continue to
play our rightful role to stimulate
economic growth by striving to offer
impeccable service, and quality, reliable and affordable power. As a busi-

ness, Kenya Power is re-engineering
our processes so as to embed customer-centricity service and culture,
inculcate a culture of innovation, as
well as enhance our efficiency and
agility so as to become the energy
sector, and business thought leader
within the region and beyond.
KPLC is owned by the government of Kenya, with 50.1per cent
shares, with the rest owned by private investors through the NSE. The
Board of Directors is chaired by
Vivienne Yeda, a globally respected
and award winning scholar, business attorney and career banker and
Director General (DG) of the East
Africa Development Bank (EADB).

WELCOME HOME TO
INCHCAPE KENYA
MOTORRAD
BMW INCHCAPE KENYA MOTORRAD
Ground Floor, One Africa, Westlands
Tel: +254 704 320 520 / +254 719 320 520
Email: enquirieske@inchcape.co.ke
www.bmw.co.ke
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#19

Inchcape

LOOKING AFTER PREMIER AUTOMOTIVE
PRODUCTS

K

enya’s attractiveness to international luxury
brands seeking to establish a foothold in
the African market has grown significantly
in recent years, owing to the emergence
of a sizeable affluent class with refined tastes and
preferences.
The country had 3323 High Net Worth
Individuals (those with a net worth exceeding US$ 1
million excluding their primary residence) in 2020,
and that number is projected to expand significantly
by 46% over the next five years, according to the
Knight Frank Wealth Report 2021.
This cash-laden class of dollar millionaires comprises of wealthy business magnates, top executives,
politicians, doctors, lawyers, and other high earning
professionals. Together with other up-and-coming
achievers, such as young entrepreneurs and mid-level
managers in well-paying corporate jobs, this affluent
class is driving strong demand for luxury brands in
fashion, property, travel, hospitality, and automobiles.
One international company that is aggressively
capitalizing on the growing demand for luxury automobiles in Kenya is Inchcape Kenya, a subsidiary of
Inchcape Plc, an independent, multi-brand automotive distributor and retailer with operations in 34
countries across five continents, with employees in
excess of 15,000 people. Headquartered in London,
U.K., and listed on the London Stock Exchange
(LSE), the group has longstanding relationships with
some of the world’s leading manufacturers of luxury
and premium automobiles, including Jaguar Land
Rover, BMW, Mercedes-Benz, Audi, Lexus and Rolls
Royce, among dozens of other prestigious names.
The firm provides a route-to-market for both
sales and after-sales services for new and pre-owned
cars and parts and, according to its Annual Report
2020, reported total turnover of £6.8 billion (approx.
Sh1 trillion) last year, despite the debilitating impact
of Covid-19 on the performance of the global automotive sector during the period.
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One international company that is aggressively
capitalizing on the growing demand for luxury
automobiles in Kenya is Inchcape Kenya, a subsidiary
of Inchcape Plc
Kenya operations
In Kenya, its subsidiary, Inchcape Kenya,
operates as the official distributor for
Jaguar Land Rover, BMW, and BMW
Motorrad. The firm operates a state-ofthe-art BMW showroom at One Africa in
Westlands in Nairobi as well as a state of
the art service workshop at Delta Tower
Annex, offering customers one convenient
physical point of contact for sales and
aftersales service. Inchcape Kenya also
acts as a hub for 7 other Eastern Central
African countries.
With long-term investments in stateof-the-art facilities, expert technicians
and first-class customer care, Inchcape’s
objective is to create life-long Inchcape
customers and service all their aftersales
needs - from routine servicing to accident
repair. This is a key point of differentiation
that not only helps retain customers, but
also drive topline and bottom-line growth
through service revenue and the sale of
accessories and parts.
Led by automotive engineer and seasoned business leader, Hussein Ibrahim,
Inchcape Kenya has already registered
early successes, despite taking over the
BMW franchise and Jaguar Land Rover
franchise only three years ago. Inchcape
Kenya recorded the highest sales of acces-

sories in sub-Saharan Africa in 2020.
Inchcape Kenya won the ‘Best Customer
Service’ in the region by Jaguar Land
Rover.
Inchcape Kenya was also lauded the
best outfit in sub-Saharan Africa following a breathtaking relaunch of the
legendary Land Rover Defender in 2020,
amid the Covid-19 pandemic, underlying
the resolve of Inchcape and the new management and marketing team in charge.
Inchcape Kenya team won the coveted, ‘Best Launch Concept in sub-Sahara
Africa (SSA) award.
The relaunched Land Rover Defender
has been voted as the ‘Best Design’ during
the 2021 Car Design of the Year award.
“With the premium products that we
sell at Inchcape Kenya, customer service
is of utmost importance to ensure excellent experiences at the dealerships and
with their cars,” says Ibrahim, who was
headhunted as the Managing Director of
Inchcape Kenya after successful stints in
senior roles at Toyotsu Automart (a Toyota
Subsidiary) and Subaru Kenya. Hussein
Ibrahim, as the MD of Inchcape Kenya,
is also in charge of the Inchcape hub that
comprises 7 other East African countries,
for Jaguar Land Rover, BMW and BMW
Motorrad.
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One of the important shifts
in the luxury automotive market in
Kenya is that majority of customers
today no longer rely on informal
networks to source parts, accessories
or get repair and service. Customers
understand the frustration that
comes after buying parts or getting
upgrades and repair from unknown
and unauthorized sources only to
end up paying more, given the complexity of technology in some of the
newer models and the expertise and
precision required.
“The importance of servicing at
a dealer is a major safety and cost
advantage. We cannot over-emphasize enough on the importance of
using only genuine parts on our
cars, in addition to the availability
of highly trained technicians at the
dealerships, who are up to date with
technical skills and deep knowledge
of the emerging technologies used in
automobiles,” opines Ibrahim.

present another growth opportunity
and an additional revenue stream.
There is a fledgling biker community
in Kenya and the BMW Motorrad
brand is proving to be a popular
choice, going by the growing number
of Motorrad F 750 GS, and F 850
GS, not forgetting the R 1250 GS/A,

Growth opportunities
Inchcape Kenya’s growth prospects
seem favorable, given the projected
increase in high-net-worth individuals as well as the younger generation’s growing affinity for luxury brands. Fflur Roberts, Head
of Global Luxury Goods at market intelligence firm, Euromonitor
International, says that the typical
African luxury consumer is significantly younger than the typical luxury consumer in mature markets such
as Western Europe, where consumers tend to be in their 50s and 60s.
“They (African luxury consumers)
are in their late twenties or and
early thirties, so it’s very much new
wealth. These HNWI are looking for
luxury brands, especially automobiles, as a means of showing off their
newly gained status and success,”
adds Roberts.
Besides the ongoing shifts in
preferences and tastes among younger consumers, Inchcape Kenya’s
foray into motorbikes is likely to
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Inchcape Kenya’s growth prospects
seem favorable, given the projected
increase in high-net-worth
individuals as well as the younger
generation’s growing affinity for
luxury brands.
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the big boy of them all.
Inchcape also stocks the smaller
G 310 R and the C 400 X. Maybe
the Police Service could get these
in large numbers to earn them the
needed presence and respect needed
on the roads.
Inchcape Kenya is also serving the enterprise market segment
through Lease and Rental, enabling
businesses such as hotels and tour
companies to lease luxury brands for
their clients. Asset leasing is not only
more affordable in the long run when
compared to acquisition, but it also
frees up the cash flow of a business,
allowing the business to deploy its
resources towards its core activities.
There is no overstating how important this is, especially in the wake of
the Covid-19 Pandemic when firms
in tour and travels are keen to
re-engineer recovery and embark
on the path of growth, by attract
high value clients while simultaneously maintaining a healthy balance
sheet following last year’s disruptive
impact on their financial resources.
Inchcape Kenya seems well poised
to continue on its impressive run.
BUSINESS MONTHLY | SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 2021
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#20

Novartis
NOVARTIS EAST AFRICA CLUSTER EMBRACES
AWARENESS ROLE BEYOND COVID-19

T

he Covid-19 Pandemic has wreaked havoc on
lives and livelihoods. More so, it has enhanced the
understanding of the gaps in Kenya’s healthcare
systems due to the immense pressure the Covid19 disease that is caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus.
The Pandemic has exerted on the healthcare workforce,
hospitals, and accessibility of treatment options. The
pharmaceutical industry has continuously played an
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integral role in the fight against the coronavirus, with
unprecedented collaborations to develop a vaccine as
well as ensuring regular production of other medicines to
ensure treatments for other conditions are not impacted
as well through the concerted efforts towards the Covid19 disease.
“Other key trends we have seen locally include
the increase of allocation towards health to combat
the Covid-19 and heightened awareness about general
hygiene and sanitation which are critical to disease prevention,” said Anthony Mwangi, Head of Novartis East
Africa Cluster (EAC). “The scale-up of digitization in
healthcare has also been remarkable.”
At the height of the Covid-19 pandemic, healthcare professionals (HCPs) who are used to face-to-face
training and development sessions, have had to swiftly
transition to virtual learning. Towards this, in July of
2020, Novartis partnered with MedShr, a platform
that provides free, interactive case-based learning and
disease-specific discussion groups available through a
smartphone app. One of the critical components was
developing a Covid-19 education program to support and
educate HCPs across Africa and the Middle East, out of
which over 29,000 HCPs were drawn from East Africa.

Data from the app showed that 80 per cent
of the participants expressed confidence in
managing patients with Covid-19.
According to Anthony, capacity building is a crucial pillar for Novartis EAC
to train, upskill, and retool HCPs as
part of healthcare system strengthening
and improvement. For instance, despite
heart disease being a growing problem in
Kenya, many people remain undiagnosed
due to a lack of doctors with relevant
expertise and inadequate health care infrastructure. Through a partnership with the
University of Nairobi dubbed “Echo for
Life”, Novartis sponsored the training of
healthcare professionals to diagnose and
treat cardiovascular disease. As part of the
partnership, 150 healthcare professionals
have been trained in cardiac diagnosis and
echocardiogram across the country.
Before the “Echo for Life” program,
there were only 20 doctors who could
administer echocardiograms in the country.
“Once we empowered the doctors, we
realized that there was a gap in diagnosis due to lack of access to essential
ultrasound equipment,” says Anthony. “We
went a step further to donate 30 handheld
portable ultrasound devices that were distributed to the select trained doctors under
the partnership spread across the country
at no cost, hence extending the patients’
benefit particularly for rural and low-income communities.”
The handheld portable ultrasound
devices connected to a mobile phone
enable imaging of body organs and tissues
at the patient’s convenience, moving away
from the traditionally bulky and expensive echocardiograms equipment. Anthony
added that the “Echo for Life” program
was a great testament to the power of partnerships, an emerging trend he expected to
continue to post Covid-19 Pandemic.
In yet another instance demonstrating
how leveraging the power of partnerships can strengthen healthcare systems,
Novartis has played a critical role in
shaping the kidney transplant landscape
in Kenya. Interlife is a Public-Private
Partnership (PPP) between Kenyatta
National Hospital (KNH) and Novartis

The pharmaceutical
industry has continuously
played an integral role
in the fight against
the coronavirus,
with unprecedented
collaborations to develop a
vaccine as well as ensuring
regular production of other
medicines.
that was established 10 years ago to
address the gap in kidney transplants in
Kenya. This was an exchange training program between KNH and Hospital Clinic
De Barcelona in Spain and supported by
the Spanish Association of Transplantation
that helped KNH become a Centre of
Excellence for kidney transplants. Through
the Interlife program, 220 transplants
have been conducted to date in Kenya,
prior to which, many patients had to seek
kidney transplants in other countries such
as India. This was a substantial financial burden for many families. Through
this partnership, Interlife has significantly
reduced the overall cost of transplants.
According to the Africa Development

Bank, 62 per cent of the population live
below $2 a day, with many patients paying
out-of-pocket, making healthcare expensive and therefore beyond the reach of
many people. Medical fundraisings are a
common and frequent feature in the social
fabric that is Kenya. This kind of charity
is unfortunately unsustainable, making a
case for accelerated Universal HealthCare
(UHC). Besides UHC, increased investment
into healthcare is critical to encourage
local research and development. Clinical
trials are the cornerstone for medical
innovation and groundbreaking therapies
to address current and emerging diseases.
“We are a pharma company in the
business of healthcare,” said Anthony.
“That means we cannot have a patient-focused strategy without critically accessing
the patient journey since medicine dispensing is always at the tail-end of that
spectrum while financing plays a critical
role across the patient journey.”
Critical foundational aspects of the
patient journey include screening to
ensure proper diagnosis, which directly
correlates to treatment outcomes. In this
regard, Novartis EAC donated two crucial
machines in the fight against Sickle Cell
Disease (SCD) to the Children Sickle Cell
Foundation (CSCF) and Baraka Medical
Centre in Mathare, which has registered
more than 700 SCD patients. Hemoglobin
electrophoresis machine is vital for screening and evaluating the quantity of normal and abnormal hemoglobins that may
result in blood disorders such as SCD
while the Biochemistry Analyser calculates
the concentration of specific substances in
the blood and other body fluids to accurately diagnose disease. However, diagnosis cannot be looked at in isolation.
According to the World Health
Organization (WHO), healthcare professional training is essential, particularly to
address the widening chasm of doctor-patient ratios, which in extreme cases range
from one doctor to over 35,000 patients
depending on specialists. WHO recommends one doctor for every 1,000 patients.
Tied to diagnosis is the evidence-based
management through lab investigations,
followed by treatment options avail-
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able to the patient. Depending on
finances, patients at this stage can opt to
seek medical help or self-medicate, which
has resulted in a ticking time bomb due to
drug resistance.
Besides the misuse of antibiotics, the
veterinary and agricultural sectors have
also contributed to the rise of antimicrobial
resistance (AMR). In addition, substandard
and falsified medicines increase the risk
of drug resistance and public distrust of
medicines. For instance, over 60 per cent of
anti-malarials circulating in sub-Saharan
Africa are estimated to be fake, resulting in
over 110,000 deaths every year.
To continue consistent production and
delivery of medicines, Novartis continues to
play their role towards supporting governments in the disseminating information on
the risks of self-medication.
“We play a role in public awareness to
educate patients on the risks of self-medication and encourage them to seek professional help to mitigate antimicrobial
resistance, which has emerged as a major
threat to public health,” posits Anthony.
“Regarding the impact of Covid-19, we
remain resilient in our operations ensuring
that our supplies remain uninterrupted and
patients continue to access Novartis medicine in a timely manner and by so doing,
we believe that we are extending, improving
and transforming people’s lives.”
Novartis in East Africa is organized
as one cluster that covers nine countries,
namely, Kenya, which is the head office for
East Africa as well as the HQ for Novartis
sub-Sahara Africa, Uganda, Tanzania,
Rwanda, Burundi, Ethiopia, Djibouti,
Eritrea and Sudan. Novartis is over 20
years old in Kenya, with the cluster having
in excess of 122 employees.
Novartis as a corporation, supports a
flexible work culture and channeled $ 500
to each employee to help them set up functional home offices, when Covid-19 hit the
world. Due to this good employee-centered
practice, Top Employers Institute has certified Novartis in Kenya as Top Employer of
the Year for three consecutive years (20182020).
Novartis East Africa cluster focuses on
five key therapeutic areas namely, Cardio-
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Maisha

AIR AND GROUND
AMBULANCE PLAN
Maisha, the flagship medical evacuation product
from AMREF Flying Doctors, is the region’s first and
only professional direct air and ground ambulance
subscription.
Maisha (meaning, life, in Kiswahili language) offers
different levels of cover - targeting individuals, families,
small groups and corporates - determined by the area
of coverage.
Above: Dr. Juliet Akoth Ooko uses the ultrasound portable device Butterfly IQ with her patient Sylvia Mbithe
during a home visit at Sylvia’s family house on November 15, 2020 in Mbitini, Kitui County, Kenya. Photo | Luis
Tato | Getty Images for Novartis

Regarding the impact of Covid-19,
we remain resilient in our operations
ensuring that our supplies remain
uninterrupted and patients continue
to access Novartis medicine in a
timely manner and by so doing,
we believe that we are extending,
improving and transforming
people’s lives.”
- Anthony Mwangi, Head of Novartis East Africa
Cluster
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Renal-Metabolic, Oncology/ Immunology,
Hepatology and Dermatology (IHD),
Neuroscience, Communicable Diseases and
Ophthalmology.
Currently, there are four malaria clinical trials running across the East Africa
Cluster at different phases of execution,
underpinning Novartis as a top pharmaceutical brand transforming lives in East
Africa, out of Nairobi, Kenya.
Globally, at Novartis, reimagining medicine is core to everything we do. The CEO,
Vas Narasimhan shared some key moments
from Q2 2021 on innovation and access to
medicine recently that included:
At Novartis, the work to develop innovative medicines across the spectrum of disease enables them see promising readouts
in areas of high unmet need, including for
medicines across new technology platforms.
In reaching a major milestone in Novartis
efforts to tackle the global health access
challenge, Novartis has now delivered over
1 billion courses of antimalarial treatment
as part of Novartis’s effort to tackle malaria
head-on.
Among other efforts, Novartis performance is driven by momentum of the firm’s
innovative medicines across cardiology,
dermatology, oncology and other areas.

BENEFITS INCLUDE:
WHO WE ARE
AMREF Flying Doctors is the only provider of Air and
Ground ambulance services in Eastern Africa:
•

with over 60 years of experience

•

that is internationally accredited and has twice won
the prestigious ITIJ Air Ambulance Provider of the Year
Award

•

operates a fleet of fully owned and dedicated aircraft
with a 24/7 Operations & Emergency Control Centre

•

evacuating close to 1000 patients every year

OUR SERVICES

Access to our 24hr Medical Helpline anytime from
anywhere for medical advice.
Unlimited evacuation flights per year for medical
emergencies.
Unlimited
Kenya.

ground

ambulance

transfers

within

Direct contact with AMREF Flying Doctors and the
medical professionals - no third party.
LEVEL

Maisha Bronze

REGION(S) COVERED

RATES KES

Kenya
(Air and Ground Evacuation)

2,500

AIR AMBULANCE SERVICES from remote airstrips,
as well as international patient repatriation to Europe,
Asia, the Middle East, the Far East, and beyond.

Maisha Silver

Kenya, Tanzania, Zanzibar

4,900

Maisha Gold

Kenya, Tanzania, Zanzibar,
Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi

5,500

•

GROUND TRANSPORT using Advanced Life Support
ground ambulances to transport patients between
hospitals or from the hospital to the airport.

Maisha Platinum

Kenya, Tanzania, Zanzibar,
Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi,
South Sudan & Ethiopia

11,000

•

EMERGENCY LIFE SUPPORT SKILLS TRAINING
COURSES offered by highly specialized medical
personnel.

•

MEDICAL ESCORT provided by experienced doctors
and nurses to accompany patients on commercial
airlines worldwide.

•

MEDICAL STANDBY services using ground ambulance,
helicopter or fixed wing aircraft for special events.

•

A company owned by Amref Health Africa

OVER

280

COVID-19 PATIENT
TRANSFERS SINCE MAY 2020

OVER

600

PERSONNEL TRAINED ON
COVID-19 PREPAREDNESS
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#21

M-Tiba
CONVENIENT WAY OF MANAGING
MEDICAL COVER ON YOUR MOBILE

M

-TIBA, owned and powered by
CarePay, is a Kenyan innovation that is transforming the
healthcare ecosystem, to drive
healthcare inclusion in Africa. It helps
insurers, donors and governments distribute health benefits and payments efficiently
and transparently. It facilitates faster payments to healthcare providers and gives
users greater control over their healthcare
benefits through mobile phones.

M-TIBA, built and managed by
Care Pay, is creating new ways
to access and finance healthcare
through mobile phones. The
platform administers healthcare
payments between insurers,
patients, and healthcare
providers.

How we do this
Mobile phones have transformed the way
we bank, move, transfer money, shop and
interact in Africa. However, the healthcare
sector lags far behind - despite its greatest
potential.
M-TIBA, built and managed by Care
Pay, is creating new ways to access and
finance healthcare through mobile phones.
The platform administers healthcare payments between insurers, patients, and
healthcare providers.
M-TIBA combines digital payments
with real time medical and financial data
collection, to help make healthcare safer
and more transparent for patients and
healthcare providers. The M-TIBA platform is a powerful tool to build the key
elements of trust: predictability, accountability, transparency, partnerships.

two out of five people who need care do not
seek treatment from hospitals because they
lack the money.
We are partnering with industry players
to drive down the number of out-of-pocket payments through our digital health
platform. M-TIBA helps payers including
insurance companies, governments and
donors to efficiently disburse funds, providers such as hospitals and clinics to get paid
quicker, and citizens to access healthcare
more easily.

Why we do this
It is estimated that about 1.5 million people
in Kenya will be pushed into poverty each
year due to illness-related expenses. And
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Why we’re different
M-TIBA is transforming the integration
between the three major stakeholders in
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the healthcare value chain. In a market like
Kenya, there are multiple payers, including
insurers, NHIF, brokers, donors, and thousands of healthcare providers. So, linking
these parties together has traditionally been
complex, cumbersome, and expensive.
M-TIBA’s digital and mobile platform
enables them to work with numerous partners to innovate how healthcare can be
accessed and afforded at scale.
For example, growing micro healthcare
insurance is something that has been talked about for many years. But it has been
challenging to do at scale and at low cost.
M-TIBA’s platform is helping the insurance companies totally rethink how they

2018
The year
_M-TIBA
partnered
with the
Government and
NHIF to digitally
enroll over 2.6
million residents
on to the
Government of
Kenya’s UHC pilot
scheme Afyacare
in Kisumu, Nyeri
and Machakos
Counties.

can approach underserved customers. M-TIBA
is enabling a new wave of innovation around
mobile-first digital policies that are easier to
access and cheaper to administer.
There are innovative and unique benefits that
is brought to platform users. M-TIBA reduces
the physical handling of cash and cards, which
offers health convenience in today’s Covid-19
Pandemic. In addition, M-TIBA puts the individual in control by providing real time treatment
initiation and insights on policy coverage.

Our impact
Over 4.7 million people registered on M-TIBA
can now use their mobiles to send, save or spend
on healthcare. M-TIBA has recorded over 425,
682 visits to medical providers—paid for using
M-TIBA and presides over Ksh2.6 billion in
medical payouts every year. In 2020, M-TIBA

passed the milestone of processing over 721,000
digital treatment claims on the platform. This is
improving claims processing and payment times,
down to as low as 48 hours–and boosting clinics
and hospitals, whose incomes have been badly
affected by the Covid-19 Pandemic.
M-TIBA has over 3,216 healthcare providers
registered on the platform. In 2018, M-TIBA
partnered with the Government and NHIF to
digitally enroll over 2.6 million residents on to
the Government of Kenya’s UHC pilot scheme
Afyacare in Kisumu, Nyeri and Machakos
Counties
In the last 12 months, M-TIBA has signed
three major Kenyan insurers on the platform–
AAR, Britam and Jubilee with the aim of growing
health insurance coverage to majority of Kenyans
who are currently underserved. M-TIBA is witnessing a growing recognition from insurers that
mobiles offer a potent and attractive channel to
reach new, underserved, customers.

Brand Promise
M-TIBA’s vision is a world in which health is
both a universal human right and a universal
human reality. M-TIBA is driven to give everyone
the power to care. M-TIBA meets this promise in
several important ways:
M-TIBA gives patients control over their
healthcare journey. They can access benefits,
limits and balances real time on their mobile
phone. In a recent survey, M-TIBA found that
93 per cent of Kenyans witness an improved
BUSINESS MONTHLY | SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 2021
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experience when using their mobile to
access healthcare.
The platform enables insurers to simplify enrolments and payments. Through
mobiles, insurers gain a continuous and
interactive customer relationship. This
delivers a better experience and enables
behaviour change and vitality enhancement programmes—with marginal operational costs. Further, this reduces fraud and
speeds up the payment cycles to healthcare
providers.
M-TIBA combines digital payments
with real time medial and financial data
collection to help hospitals and clinics
improve quality, transparency, and sustainability.
M-TIBA removes market inefficiencies
and increases trust by connecting providers, payers and participants into a digitally
integrated healthcare ecosystem, thereby
lowering cost of care and driving health
inclusion.

Pandemic era
M-TIBA gives scheme administrators a
detailed view of how healthcare is being
consumed and paid for, thereby informing
better decision making on health investments, epidemic responses and quality of
care.
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In 2020, officials in Kisumu and Nyeri
counties, in partnership with PharmAccess
Foundation, tapped M-TIBA to send a
series of targeted Covid-19 health information messages. Over 627,000 families have
already been sent these messages about
managing their health and safety.

Global recognition
In 2020, M-TIBA was recognized through
founding partner, Safaricom, by Fortune
Magazine as one of the top ten companies
changing the world. Other companies in
the top 10 included Alibaba, PayPal, Zoom
and Walmart.
CarePay and M-TIBA won the SwissRe
Entrepreneurs for Resilience Award 2019.
This award focused on innovative solu-

M-TIBA has over 3,216 healthcare
providers registered on the platform.
In 2018, M-TIBA partnered with the
Government and NHIF to digitally
enroll over 2.6 million residents on
to the Government of Kenya’s UHC
pilot scheme Afyacare in Kisumu,
Nyeri and Machakos Counties.
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tions that offer more and better access to
healthcare for households in low-income
communities.
In 2018, CarePay and M-TIBA were
recognized by the World Economic Forum
(WEF) as a Technology Pioneer, following
in the footsteps of a long line of successful
companies, such as Google (2001), Twitter
(2009) and Airbnb (2013).
In 2017, CarePay and M-TIBA were
awarded the FT/IFC Transformational
Business Award for their achievement in
Sustainable Development, with a focus on
Health, Wellness and Disease Prevention.
Youthful and articulate, Moses Kuria is
the managing director at Carepay. He joined
CarePay from Deloitte EA. Previously,
Moses worked at General Motors, now
Isuzu EA.
Moses holds a Master of Business
Administration (MBA) degree from
Strathmore University (2017-2019) an ACA
Advanced Level 92013-2015) ICAEW and
a CISA-ISACA, that he successfully pursued at the Vision Institute of Professionals
between 2010 and 2011.
According to LinkedIn, Moses is professionally well cultured, a man of few words
yet firm and curious to learn and grow in
career. This, he is doing at CarePay and
with M-TIBA.

Recognition is our
reward for aiming high
Triple winner at the Asian Banker Transaction
Awards, Middle East and Africa 2020.

absabank.co.ke
Terms and conditions apply. Absa Bank Kenya PLC is regulated by the Central Bank of Kenya.
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H
#22

HF

A PREMIER MORTGAGE FINANCE
INSTITUTION IN KENYA

F is the rebrand from Housing Finance.
Few financial institutions have had a
more profound impact on the growth
and development of Kenya’s residential and commercial real estate sector than
HF Group. Founded in 1965, the mortgage
financier holds the distinction of being one of
the most potent catalysts behind the country’s
rapid urbanization. HF Group helped fund the
construction of iconic estates in Nairobi such as
Buru Buru and Komarock in the 70s and has
been instrumental in increasing home ownership in the decades that followed through the
provision of reasonably priced mortgages and
construction loans to thousands of Kenyans,
including civil servants.
Thanks to its rich heritage and solid financial backing, the firm has appealed to both
prospective homeowners and professional
investors, who have either partnered with it
to fund residential and commercial real estate
developments or invested in its growth through
the purchase of its shares and corporate bonds
in the financial markets. The firm’s 1992 debut
on the Nairobi Securities Exchange (then the
Nairobi Stock Exchange) was oversubscribed
by more than three times. Similarly, its corporate bond issue in 2010 raised Ksh7 billion, a
41 per cent oversubscription from the original
target of Ksh5 billion. Today the firm has an
asset base of more than Ksh50 billion, underscoring the transformative growth it has been

able to achieve since its founding.
Despite its strong legacy, the past decade
has been anything but easy for HF Group. A
steady slowdown in the real estate sector, which
worsened during the Covid-19 Pandemic, has
led to a downturn in the Group’s performance.
The group’s bottom-line stood at negative
Ksh1.7 billion in 2020, reflecting the poor
performance in the real estate sector during the
Pandemic.
It is telling those defaults on mortgages
across the overall banking industry jumped 48
per cent to Ksh70.5 billion in the year to March
2021, according to CBK data, highlighting the
widespread distress in real estate in the wake
of the Pandemic. No other sector recorded a
bigger jump in non-performing loans.

Turnaround CEO
Against the backdrop of this difficult operating
environment, HF Group tapped the leadership
and experience of seasoned banker, Robert
Kibaara, to turnaround the ship. Kibaara, who
assumed the position of CEO in December
2018, has over 26 years’ experience and an
excellent record of accomplishment in successfully driving change, revenue mobilization
and delivering outstanding business results in
leading banks. He previously held the position of Retail Banking Director at NCBA
Bank Kenya Plc and has held other executive
positions at National Bank of Kenya,

Like any turnaround CEO, Robert Kibaara’s first order of business was stabilizing
the ship and instilling a renewed sense of purpose and corporate culture change
within the organization – something he has done exceptionally well.
86
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Standard Chartered Bank and Absa
Bank Kenya Plc. (formerly Barclays Bank
of Kenya).
Like any turnaround CEO, Robert
Kibaara’s first order of business was stabilizing the ship and instilling a renewed
sense of purpose and corporate culture
change within the organization – something
he has done exceptionally well.
“We accelerated our digital banking
strategy and investment in technology to
leverage emerging opportunities. We have
revamped the HF Whizz digital banking
channels: mobile banking, online banking
and WhatsApp banking, to provide an
enhanced self-service experience including
enabling customers to view all their deposit
and loan balances on the app as well as
instant access of deposit statements,” says
Kibaara in a statement.
The digital-first approach has not only
improved efficiencies, but also enriched the
customer experience, in line with the turnaround CEO’s strategy of making customer
experience a point of differentiation for the
lender. It is worth noting that in 2020,
transactions on HF Group’s digital platforms grew by 17.9 percent to 1.24million
up from 1.05million transactions in 2019.
The firm’s continued recovery has not
gone unnoticed among its key investors.
Britam Holdings Plc, which owns a significant stake in HF Group, early this year
advanced the lender Ksh1 billion loan to
help fund the next phase of its turnaround,
which is transitioning into a full-service
bank.

Full-service Bank
HF Group’s overreliance on mortgages and
real estate development has left it exposed
to the downturn in the real estate sector. To
mitigate this, it is now consolidating into a
full-service bank.
“We have decided that since the bank is
solely dependent on a single sector, we need
to diversify into a full-service bank. We are
not pulling out of mortgages but we are
diversifying our business to make the company more sustainable,” says Robert, clarifying that the bank would not get directly
involved in any new real estate projects but
focus its attention on high growth areas like
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HF chief executive Robert Kibaara (left) with Britam group managing director Benson Wairegi during the signing
of a Ksh1 billion capital deal at Britam Towers, Nairobi.

HF Group’s Board and
management have put in
place a turnaround strategy
aimed at improving the
liquidity position, capital,
and loan asset quality.
short-term lending to MSMEs and retail
customers.
The bank’s shift to retail banking is
already exhibiting early signs of success. Its
Annual Report indicates that deposits grew
by Ksh3 billion from Ksh38 billion in 2019
to Ksh41 billion in 2020 thanks to aggressive retail deposit mobilization. This came
at a time when many banks were struggling
to grow deposits owing to the effects of the
Covid-19 Pandemic on businesses, employment and savings.
HF Group’s Board and management
have put in place a turnaround strategy
aimed at improving the liquidity position,
capital, and loan asset quality. Towards this
end, the Group’s business segments, namely Retail, SME, Treasury (as a business) and
Institutional Banking, have been revamped
and have become key strategic pillars in
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improving deposit mobilization and generation of revenue. The Bank has also
introduced new business segments including Diaspora Banking and Public Sector
banking. The new reorganized full-service
proposition of the Bank is profitable at
an operating profit level before provisions,
underlining the progress Robert Kibaara
and his management team have made in
restoring the bank’s glory and scaling it
to new heights, within a span of only two
years, since taking over.
Robert Kibaara is a career banker and
business leader with a track record of supporting, inspiring and motivating a team
to deliver outstanding performance. The
HF Brand is leveraging the unique combination of banking, finance and marketing
background of Robert to transition into a
full-service bank. Robert is an Associate
of the Chartered Institute of Marketing
and holds the Professional Post Graduate
Diploma in Marketing, in Marketing from
the Chartered Institute of Marketing in the
United Kingdom (UK) and a Bachelor’s
Degree in Banking and Finance from the
University of Sunderland.
Robert Kibaara is the Group CEO, HF
Group.

NEED A

BUSINESS LOAN?
We are here to partner with you.

If your project has been in existence for a
period of two years and above, ICDC Corporate
loan is what you need to grow your business.
Loan period is between 3 to 10 years with
competitive interest rates
Loan amount range from Kes 10m to Kes 250m.
*Terms and Conditions apply

For more information
contact us on:
customerservice@icdc.co.ke
info@icdc.co.ke

Or call us on:

Cellphone: +254 727 534572,
+254 736 229213
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wider mandate and a leaner membership
of 9 down from 17 members under the
previous Commission.
A leaner and more focused PSC, with
commissioners appointed based on merit
and not political connections, has helped
transform the public service in the years
following the promulgation of the new
Constitution. No Kenyan can dispute the
fact that Huduma Centers, for example,
have had a transformative impact on
the delivery of essential government services such as issuance of national identity
cards. Similarly, the successful roll out
of the e-citizen portal has revolutionized
how Kenyans access government services.
The e-citizen portal, which is integrated with leading digital payment services,
has allowed Kenyans to get government
services much faster at the comfort of
their homes while rooting out corruption
and inefficiencies associated with manual
systems. More examples abound demonstrating just how transformative the past
decade has been in terms of the quality of
public service in Kenya.

#23
PSC

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

T

homas Jefferson, the American
Statesman and Founding Father
who served as the nation’s third
President from 1801 to 1809, made
an incisive observation about the role of the
government that holds true more than two
centuries later: Governments exist for the
interest of the governed, not the governors.
Public service is the cornerstone of any
government. It is no surprise, therefore, that
the Public Service Commission of Kenya
(PSC) remains the oldest constitutional
commission in Kenya with a mandate that
pre-dates the country’s independence.
The role of the PSC includes the provision of competent human resources, promotion of good governance, and ensuring
efficiency and effectiveness in the provision
of quality services in the public service. The
Commission has the mandate of managing
the entry, tenure and exit of civil servants in
the public service, making it a key enabler
of the government’s development agenda.

Pivotal turning point
For most of its history, the PSC has had to
grapple with extended periods of steady
decline in the quality of service in the public sector owing to factors such as political
interference in public sector appointments
and the cancer of corruption, which continues to eat away at the country’s social
and moral fabric while costing tax payers
billions of shillings every year. Between
1970 and 2000, there were no less than
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Citizen-centric public service

four inquiries into the state of public service – the Ndegwa Commission Report in
the 70s, the Waruhiu Committee Report
in the 80s, and the Munene Committee
Report and Kipkulei Commission Report
in the late 90s. A consistent key finding
by these commissions and committees was
that the performance, productivity, and
service delivery of the civil service was low
and required improvement.
The turn of the new millennium, particularly after the Mwai Kibaki-led Narc
government ascended to power, marked a
pivotal turning point for the PSC. To drive
President Kibaki’s ambitious Economic
Recovery Program, which sought to
revive the economy and create employment opportunities following the stagnancy
and wanton theft that characterized the
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The Current Commission is
the second to be established
under the Constitution of
Kenya 2010. It was fully
constituted and sworn into
office on 17th January 2019.
Building on the successes
registered under the new
Constitutional dispensation,
the Commission has set the
vision of achieving a citizencentric public service.

final years of the Kanu regime, the PSC
introduced performance contracting in
ministries, departments, and ministerial
state agencies for the first time. Though
highly unpopular, the move proved effective in getting the civil service back on
track. Many important commercial State
Corporations registered profits in their
operations for the first time in decades.
Another key moment for the PSC was
the passing of the new Constitution. The
Constitution of Kenya 2010 brought a
high level of political awareness among
citizens and led to demand for high quality
services, efficiency, effectiveness, transparency, equity, and accountability in public service delivery. To respond to these
demands, the PSC underwent a major
overhaul and was reconstituted with a

The Current Commission is the second to
be established under the Constitution of
Kenya 2010. It was fully constituted and
sworn into office on 17th January 2019.
Building on the successes registered under
the new Constitutional dispensation, the
Commission has set the vision of achieving
a citizen-centric public service.
To achieve this, the Commission’s
Strategic Plan 2019 -2024 has zeroed
in on three strategic imperatives–efficient service delivery; ethical and value
based public service; and enhancing the
Commission’s capacity to deliver on its
mandate.
The Commission has also recognized
the integral role of ICT in driving its
agenda and is pushing for continued integration of ICT systems within the public
service for efficient service delivery and
sealing of loopholes that engender corruption.
Likewise, deeper integration of ICT
into public service is expected to play
an important role in onboarding young

people into the public service, considering
they are more tech savvy than older demographics. This should help the Commission
achieve its succession management goals
while addressing the challenges presented
by the youth bulge. 80 per cent of Kenya’s
population is under the age of 35 and
majority of this demographic are unemployed.
According to the Economic Survey
2020, the public service had 842,900
workers in 2019, more than double the
number in 1980. The public sector therefore represents one of the most attractive
employment opportunities given the continued growth in the public sector work
force, which will only accelerate as county
governments build more human resource
capacity to serve wananchi in the years
ahead. Pairing young Kenyans with jobs
in the public service will not only address
the youth unemployment challenge, but
also help instill values of patriotism and
service, countering the negative influences
that have led many youths into despondency, alcohol and substance abuse, and
crime.
The push by the PSC to build a more
citizen-centric public service is underpinned by its commitment to the national
development agenda. This includes the
Kenya Vision 2030, Medium Term Plan
III (MTP III) and the Big Four Agenda
on manufacturing, food security, universal
health care and affordable housing. It also
aligns to the Africa Agenda 2063 and
United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs).
Following his appointment to the high
office of chairman of the PSC in 2018,
the late Stephen Kirogo found himself
strategically positioned to influence a new
direction for the public service. He was
able to apply the public service ideals of
honour, trust and commitment that he
cherished dearly. He was passionate about
performance management and inculcated
a culture of performance in a bid to turn
around the long-held image of the public
service as a corrupt, inept and lethargic institution. His recipe for improving
productivity in the public service is the
implementation of a measurable per-
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The push by the PSC to build a more citizen-centric public service is
underpinned by its commitment to the national development agenda. This
includes the Kenya Vision 2030, Medium Term Plan III (MTP III) and the Big
Four Agenda on manufacturing, food security, universal health care and
affordable housing.
formance management framework
that is underpinned by values and ethical
conduct, performance culture and value
for money.
In the short period he was at the helm
of the PSC which is responsible for managing the human resource in the entire
public service, the late Chairman superintended over the introduction of far-reaching reforms in the public sector, guided
by a transformative Strategic Plan 20192024. Indeed, his priority assignment upon
replacing Prof Margaret Kobia who was
appointed cabinet secretary (CS) for Public
Service, was to rebrand and reposition
the Commission as the engine behind a
citizen-centric approach to service delivery
with public servants who are accountable
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to the citizens. The strategic plan gave
him the all-important pathway he needed
to drive the transformation agenda hence
his introduction of a new mantra Reform,
Perform, Transform Kenya as a rallying
call for public servants to rededicate and be
more accountable to the citizens.
The highlight of his transformation
agenda is the introduction of the highly successful Public Service Internship
Program, now in its second year. Through
the program, the Commission onboarded
young university graduates and deployed
them to Ministries, State Departments, and
Agencies for a one-year paid internship.
The Commission rolled out the program in
2019 with the support of Parliament which
provided the initial funding allocation of
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Ksh1 billion. The selection process ensured
that those recruited represent the face of
Kenya, based on considerations of merit,
ethnicity, gender, disability status, minorities and the marginalized.
The interns are deployed in areas of
their specialization and qualifications, and
mentored to acquire the relevant hands-on
training, competencies, practical skills and
experiences required for the job market and
entrepreneurship.
The first cohort of interns had 3,119
deployed in September 2019 in various
Ministries, Departments and Agencies followed by the second cohort with 2,400
deployed in January 2020. The third cohort
of 2,500 interns reported to their new
workstations on 25th January, 2021.
Pension reform is yet another of the
success stories of the PSC. The persistent
long delays in processing of pensions in
Kenya has been a major challenge for the
government over the years with serious
consequences for retirees and their families.
This has been blamed on factors ranging
from systemic inefficiencies, inadequate
manpower and frequent break-down of
the pensions system to low absorption of
exchequer allocations.
The PSC, in fulfilment of its
Constitutional mandate of ensuring efficiency and effectiveness in the public service, intervened by instituting radical measures to unlock the problem that had for
many years condemned retirees to endless
suffering. A Rapid Results Initiative (RRI)
conducted by the Commission in 2019
helped to clear the backlog of unpaid
pensions within 100-days and subsequently ensured timely processing of pensions
and a seamless transition from salary to
pension.
The transformed PSC brand is currently in the very capable hands of Simon
Rotich as the Secretary and CEO, while
Charity Kisotu is firmly on the PSC’s Chair.
The New-Look Public Service
Commission of Kenya (PSC) is the
Top Brand among the Constitutional
Commissions that is being recognized by
the BUSINESS MONTHLY magazine in
this issue, as transforming the lives of
Kenya.

MY AMIU EXPERIENCE

I speak for the entire class of 2019
when I say that our experience at
AMIU was an unforgettable one.
We will remember the serene
learning environment, the flexible
(and blended) study mode and
essential learning resources,
including well-equipped skills lab and competency-based
training and assessment methodology at AMIU.
This class of 2019 will remember the relationships we
built, the people we met and the entrepreneurial and
professional training we received through practical
sessions, which sharpened our technical, research,
managerial and leadership skills and prepared us for
successful professional careers.
Walter Owate (Kenya) | Valedictorian, 2019

WHO WE ARE
Amref International University (AMIU) is a premier pan African
university of health sciences fully owned by Amref Health Africa.
AMIU is founded on the experience and intellect of Amref Health
Africa, which is reputed with over 60 years of quality and innovative
public and community health interventions in over 35 countries in
Africa.
AMIU’s focus is on training, research and extension in health sciences
with emphasis on promotive, preventive, rehabilitative and palliative
health.
The University offers Postgraduate, Undergraduate, Higher Diploma,
Diploma, Certificate programmes as well as Continuing Professional
Development (CPD) courses that prepare human resource for health
to serve throughout the health system.
AMIU has two intakes every year, the April intake and the August
intake.

amrefuniversity

@amrefuniversity

www.amref.ac.ke

As an international student I felt
at home the moment I set foot at
AMIU, having been attracted by
the warm and compelling learning
environment at the University. The
interactive and flexible learning
mode has made it possible for
me to progress my studies remotely during the Covid19
pandemic. I will be graduating in 2021.
I relish my time at this great institution where I was granted
vast opportunities that have positively defined me: I served
in the Students Council, participated in the Work Study
Programme and most notably was a beneficiary of the Vice
Chancellor’s scholarship fund.
I have had impactful and life changing interactions that
have influenced and strengthened my resolve of Inspiring
Lasting Change wherever my profession leads me.
Tertioury Nyarugwe (Zimbabwe) | Health Systems
Management & Development Final Student, 2021
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#24 Hennessy
WHY IT RANKS TOP IN KENYA
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he story of Hennessy started in 1765,
and it has gone beyond a mere alcoholic drink. From the time it was
created by a Catholic army officer,
Richard Hennessy, he would never have
imagined that his Cognac would travel the
world, ignore borders, challenge traditions,
and find appreciation in more than 140
countries, including Kenya.
In Kenya, what most drinkers love
most is Hennessy VS, Hennessy VSOP, and
Hennessy XO. The difference between these
three expressions is how long the Cognac
is aged and blended. The VS (Very Special)
indicates that some of the Cognac in the
bottle has been aged for a minimum of three
years, VSOP (Very Superior Old Pale) a minimum of seven years, and XO (Extra Old) a
minimum of 15 to 30 years.
The sale of Hennessy drinks has been
growing year after year, thanks to the sophistication of the middle-class, who now desire
fine things in life. Kenya is now the number
three market in Africa, after South Africa
and Nigeria.
What has made Hennessy, the world’s
largest maker of Cognac, stand the test of
time is its obsession with lineage, obsession
with tradition, and obsession with preserving methods used to make the Cognac. Their
distillation process has remained unchanged
for centuries. The long, delicate distillation
keeps the soul of the Cognac. What you
drink today is what your great-grandchildren will drink in 100 years. Consistency is
critical for a luxury brand.
For instance, the Hennessy cellar reserve
has one of the largest collections of Eaux-devie {young alcohol that becomes Cognac once
aged}. It has over 350,000 barrels stored in
100 cellars. The inventory, Hennessy says,
“is the legacy of its predecessors, which they
have treasured for over 200 years.”
“Hennessy prides itself in perfection
and strives to make and bottle only the very
best. Hennessy has a committee of 7 master
blenders tasked with tasting and judging the
Eaux-de-vie based on its maturation and
taste before it is blended and bottled,” says
Alexandre Helaine, the Eastern Africa market manager for Moët Hennessy.
For two centuries now, the Tasting
Committee has met every day at 11 am.

They meticulously taste each Eaux-de-vie,
then select or reject it according to their
strict quality standards.
“This ensures that only the highest
quality Eaux-de-Vie is bottled. The members of the tasting committee are 7 to
minimize the margin of error. The process
is extremely rigorous. The masters are
also tasked with teaching their successors
about the rich Hennessy heritage to ensure
the brand quality remains intact for many
years to come. Consistency is key,” Mr.
Helaine adds.
Hennessy continues to be highly
embraced across Africa, thanks to its moving narrative thread that runs through
people’s daily lives, from music lovers,
basketballers, photographers to artists. The
cognac brand has had a significant influence on hip hop, such that the Hennessy
cognac is one of rap’s most popular liquors,
by the likes of Drake, Snoop Dogg, Lil
Wayne, and Tupac Shakur.
Some drinkers were introduced to it by
the legend Tupac Shakur who sang about
Hennessy. When Tupac said, ‘Hennessy,
that’s what we drink,’ that was it. It became
and has remained a distinguished Cognac
that separates them from the crowd. For
others, it is the desire to drink better quality liquor brewed with over 200 years of
craftsmanship and precision.
Hennessy is now appealing to a young-

er audience, once a preserve for the older,
wealthy generation or connoisseurs.
Passionate mixologists are crafting flavourful creations, shaking up Hennessy
with everything from ginger ale, apple,
orange, or guava juice to adding a pinch
of cinnamon and black pepper, making it
the drink of choice. The food and alcohol
pairings have also elevated the Cognac
on the dinner table.
Hennessy may be the first cognac
brand to be present on five continents,
with millions of people enjoying its distinct peppery flavour, intertwined with
a hint of chocolate and oak notes interlaced with vanilla, but its story goes
beyond the taste.
A look at the future, Hennessy, the
cognac maker, is keen on the environment and playing a crucial part in helping to preserve the ecosystem. Hennessy
aims to plant trees on 400 hectares of
land in Kenya, starting with Mount
Kenya, as part of a 50,000 hectares restoration plan globally.
To keep basketball alive and drive
the game forward, the cognac brand
recently became the first global spirit
to partner with the National Basketball
Association. Hennessy was also part
of the inaugural Basketball League of
Africa held in Rwanda at the end of
May.
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having a domain name
is the initial step in
creating a reputable
local online presence for
locally available brands.
It differentiates brick and
mortar businesses from
those that are adopting
the use of technology to
provide solutions to their
clients.

#25 Kenic
A KENYAN BRAND THAT IS CHANGING
THE DIGITAL LANDSCAPE

With the subsequent growth and improvement of local domain resources,
individuals, companies and institutions can tap into more online
opportunities to effectively present their services and products online.

W

hen
Kenya
Network
Information Centre (KeNIC)
came into existence in 2002,
over 90% of local and foreign
businesses were already heavily dependent
on top level domains of .com for an online
presence. To get a new domain name or
renew a pre-existing domain in Kenya, one
had to:
 Get foreign domain name approval,
including domain support
 Choose from a shrinking list of foreign
and local domain name extensions
 Settle for branding their local businesses
using foreign domains
 Manage all online challenges that include
online hacking, identity theft.
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Today, these challenges have been predominantly resolved. Internet penetration
coupled with the increased awareness of
KeNIC and .KE domain extension in the
market, has brought various changes suited
for online internet users, consumers, and
online businesses.

local domain via locally accredited .KE
registrars. KeNIC accredits various companies within the ICT industry referred to
as Registrars who do domain registration
for you. The companies offer additional
domain services such as web hosting and
SSL certificates to make your .KE domain
usable.

Domain Availability
Today, finding a domain name that is
short and includes your keyword is quite
difficult. This is especially the case when
searching for top level domains such as
.com. That is because their availability is
limited (1 out of 1000 chances of getting
your preferred .com domain name). A second level or third level .KE domain name,
on the other hand, has an 80% probability
of availability, meaning better local branding for your products and services.

Domain Approval and Support
In the past, domain registration and support for non- governmental organizations
(NGO) and individual websites in Kenya
was largely outsourced. That is because it
was considered better and enjoying basic
domain support.
Today, individuals and foreign businesses are seeing the need to register their
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Brand Credibility
The entrance of the .KE domain name into
the market has provided a platform for
businesses to not only brand themselves
well, but build their brand credibility as
well. This is the case especially for online
sellers who can now brand themselves
without using domain name extensions

that don’t resonate with their brand. This
ability has transcended down to better visibility for local businesses, as most online
users have a more local association with
their local brands.

Search Engine Optimization
This is very necessary for Your Website.
Providing product or service content to
your local clientele via a local domain
has made it easy for local clients to get
access to your products and services much
faster. That’s because local domain extensions such as CO.KE direct Google search
engines to your local content as long as
Google considers the content of your website relevant to your local audience.

Spend less on Advertising
Besides helping your website rank higher
on search engine results, having a local
SEO has made it easier for advertisers who
are looking to explore pay-per-click advertising. Pay-per-click is a digital marketing
tactic that charges advertisers in direct
relation to the number of times your ad
has reached your target audience.
How much you pay per ‘impression’
on your audience is determined by the
relevance and value of your ads to the
consumer it reaches. This metric is called a
Quality Score. A local domain can improve
your Quality Score and increase your ROI
(return on investment).

Uniquely Kenyan
Less Domain Hijacking
Having a secure domain is important in
ensuring customers have a good experience with your website. It’s actually what
prevents domain hackers or unscrupulous
domain registrars from hacking into your
website. This can be costly especially for
your brand and business. Most .KE registrars are registered, trained and certified
by KeNIC to ensure quality domain management. This ensures that there are less
domain hijacking issues.

The .KE domain is a distinct identity that
is uniquely identifiable and traceable to
Kenya on the internet. This means anyone
accessing your brand on the internet, will
have a clear association of your brand to
Kenya.
According to KeNIC CEO Joel Karubiu,
having a domain name is the initial step in
creating a reputable local online presence
for locally available brands. It differentiates brick and mortar businesses from
those that are adopting the use of technol-

ogy to provide solutions to their clients.
Use of digital technology has led to
disruption of how businesses operate and
do business today. Marketing being one
of the most critical aspects of a business,
has taken a new twist to digital, and
brands are investing heavily in having
a reliable digital footprints. This is due
to the high number of online users that
these brands are targeting with their
content.
In the midst of Covid-19, many businesses have been forced to close their
physical shops, as many customers are
now having to make purchasing decisions through shopping online. This
prompted entrepreneurs to ensure they
have an online presence, so as to stay in
business or get faced out.
This abrupt shift has led many entrepreneurs to invest in e-commerce platforms which in turn led to a spike in the
uptake of .KE domains, so as to ensure
they have an online presence.
However, e-commerce is not the only
trend marketers have to contend with.
Social shopping – where consumers
research products on social media before
making a purchase – is also becoming
increasingly popular, though most of
them are driving traffic from social to
e-commerc platforms, where one can easily access a wider range of products and
services. A .KE domain name is the first
step to ensuring your business is visible,
accessible, and credible online.
The Kenya Network Information
Centre (KeNIC) is a company, limited
by guarantee, licensed to manage and
administer the dot ke Country Code TopLevel Domain (.Ke ccTLD) name and
was established in the year 2002.
This was achieved through a consultative process and facilitation by the
Communication Authority of Kenya
(CA), which was necessitated by the
need to have a stable, reliable, and
secure domain namespace, giving brands
a competitive advantage online.
Ultimately, this has led to the .KE
domain extension becoming the most
sought-after domain extensions in
Kenya
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Nederburg
ONE OF THE MOST ADMIRED
WINE BRANDS IN THE WORLD

F

or the fifth time, Nederburg features on the esteemed
World’s Most Admired Wine Brands list this year,
in 34th position. It’s the highest placed of just
two South African wine brands to appear on the
list, voted for by an academy of over 200 global industry
experts. Known as the definitive list of the world’s best
wine brands, it’s compiled annually by UK-based trade
publication Drinks International.
Nederburg was included in the list in 2016 (49th
position), 2017 (36th position), 2018 (41st position) and
again in 2019 (47th position). According to the organisers,
to make it into the international line-up of the top 50 wine
brands, demands consistent or improving quality; a reflection of region or country of origin; a responsiveness to the
needs and tastes of target audiences; excellent marketing
and packaging; and a strong appeal to a wide demographic.
Our managing director, Niël Groenewald, says: “Such
continued high-level affirmation for Nederburg is a huge
boost as we build the brand’s global presence. We’ve
already taken the brand to a new level and continue to do
so, thanks to continued local and international demand for
our wines.”
Dating back to 1791, Nederburg has successfully
maintained its leadership through many of South Africa’s
economic peaks and valleys. “Obviously we are operating
in a vastly changed landscape, brought on not only by the
pandemic but also global economic turbulence, and we
have to be sure to hold our own,” he explains.
We are currently on a roll with a significant global
update and re-energised approach to communication that’s
more accessible, but also more intriguing. It covers a whole
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range of aspects, from a simplified brand architecture, pack
makeover and improvements in wine styling, to new look
and feel advertising and promotions, an ongoing line-up
of novel and appealing digital, influencer, in-store and
on-consumption activations, a renewed focus on e-commerce and customer relationship management (CRM), and
a revamped restaurant and tasting facility now called The
Manor, situated in our iconic 1800 manor house in Paarl.
“The overall brand update seeks to amplify the brand’s
pre-eminent position and pay tribute to its long-standing
history, while meeting changing buying and consumption
trends,” Niël continues.
The goal, he says, is to encourage wine lovers to taste,
learn and discover. “Our message is that Nederburg, a
household name in South African wine, remains relevant,
current and exciting. In terms of wines, we truly have a
treasure trove of options that people can explore as they
expand their repertoire across a spectrum of price points,
all representing exceptional value.”
These updates are also intended to reflect a refreshed
styling of the wines. “The wines, particularly those in the
core range, have been tweaked for greater freshness and
fruit concentration, better balance, a more appealing texture and improved weight on the palate.
“Take our well-loved Cabernet Sauvignon as an example. In the silky-smooth new version, you’ll find on the nose
and mouth, lingering layers of black and red fruits, some
spice, nuts and traces of leather and cigar box. In all these
core range wines the changes are nuanced but noticeable.
They’re also vegan-friendly. So far, wine lovers are relishing what they’ve encountered.” Niël emphasises that the
refreshed styling of the wines is the result of a continually
improving understanding of the vines and their location
that deepens with each succeeding vintage.
Moreover, firmly cementing our pedigree as one of
South Africa’s most consistently awarded wineries, we
have in the past few months been highlighted on a number
of local and international awards platforms. These include
Platter’s South African Wine Guide 2021, Winemag.co.za’s
10-Year-Old Wine Report 2021, Top Wine SA 2021, The
Drinks Business Global Sauvignon Blanc Masters 2020
and SAWi (South African Wine Index) 2020.
We also earned WWF Conservation Championship
status in 2020, as a result of our focused and far-reaching
water stewardship measures.
“Through everything we do, we want to show that
familiarity doesn’t have to breed contempt. On the contrary. As with any relationship, you have to remain invested to keep it vibrant and enticing. That way familiarity
becomes reassuring. It can also offer an often-needed safety
net for greater exploration. A great way to taste, learn and
discover,” Niël concludes.

Dating back to 1791,
Nederburg has successfully
maintained its leadership
through many of South
Africa’s economic peaks
and valleys.
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News Feature

South Africa in flames: spontaneous
outbreak or insurrection?
Poor and hungry people exist, and
the state should be ashamed. But
hungry people do not become
violent looters on behalf of betterknown looters who are in jail.

DAVID EVERATT
Professor of Urban Governance, University of
the Witwatersrand

S

outh Africans spent most of
mid-July glued to their news outlets, from established media outlets
to TikTok, from streaming news to
old-fashioned printed words, to see just one
thing: would Jacob Zuma blink? Would the
country finally get some taste of revenge
for the state capture, looting, destruction
of institutions and threats to the country’s democracy their former president had
enabled and championed? Would the rule
of law win?
Zuma blinked, with a few minutes to
spare, and handed himself over to police.
An hour or so later he was booked into
a rather comfy looking “state of the art
correctional facility” in Estcourt, which had
taken 17 years to refurbish.
The rule of law won. The institutions
that had been so assiduously hollowed
out under the nine years of his presidency
had flexed their new-found muscle. The
Constitutional Court had long held firm, the
police were rather more wobbly, but despite
much assegai-rattling by family members
and the Zuma Foundation, into prison he
went. No ANC leader expressed joy, only
sorrow that the man had fallen so low; for
people not in such elevated positions, it was
a rare moment of jubilation in the midst
of a global pandemic that has us locked
down, again.
Protests that had been low key since
he was arrested exploded into an orgy
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now safely in Dubai–and ran state and
party as both cash cow and defensive wall.
He met his match in Cyril Matamela
Ramaphosa, who succeeded him as ANC
and national president. Ramaphosa has
moved with the cold, calculating methodology that proves him to be the real chess
master (Zuma has a passion for the game).
Ramaphosa has outmanoeuvred Zuma
and many of his allies in the ANC (such
as secretary general Ace Magashule). He
has done this by trying to resuscitate the
organs of state, investigation and prosecution that had been severely damaged by
his predecessor.
The rule of law—which took a pummelling over the last decade—seems to
be out of rehab. Zuma may only be in
prison for a contempt charge—but the
notion that the first ANC leader in orange
overall would be Zuma was not a fantasy
that played out as realistic in most imaginations.

supporters perfectly: pity for the victimised former president unleashed patriotic
fervour that was unstoppable, proving
his popularity and victim status. Family,
the Zuma Foundation and others all
began pumping out the narrative—much
as Zuma’s daughter tweeted the video
of a gun firing bullets into a poster of
Ramaphosa. Subtlety did not play much
of a role.
But when the Minister of State Security
reported on the morning of Tuesday 13
July that her spies had managed to stop
attacks on substations, planned attacks
on ANC offices and in Durban-Westville
prison, things began to look different. How
did they know of the plans, and for how
long? Who was doing the planning? How
did they stop it?

democratic project. This too is premised
on the existence of a plan.
The danger with suggesting that this
was not at heart a set of random acts
by poor people who were overcome by
emotion at the thought of Zuma in prison
but rather a (more or less well) planned
and executed attempt to destabilise the
state is that rather than “joining the dots”
as Public Enterprises Minister Pravin
Gordhan advised, one may be constructing
a crazy conspiracy theory.
The definition of insurrection is to rise
against the power of the state, generally
using weaponry. Conspiracies exist. From
dark warnings of another massacre like
the one at Marikana in 2012 should Zuma
be touched, to planning sabotage against
municipal infrastructure, and fanning the

Why the violence

of looting, marching, xenophobic attacks,
arson, truck-burning, stabbing and shooting, and blockading of roads and freeways,
among others, by the weekend. It seemed–
and Zuma’s allies and adult children were
quick to preach the word–that he was so
popular and such an object of sympathy
that a spontaneous outbreak of bloody
violence and theft was unavoidable, and
a dark portent if Zuma was not immediately released. Prescience seemed to have
replaced profligacy.
The stakes were (and remain) exceptionally high. Thanks in part to the commission of inquiry into state capture and
corruption Zuma had both established and
later refused to attend, Zuma is now known
to have allowed the Gupta family, using
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organised crime money-laundering vehicles, to bankrupt the state. As has been
noted, fish rot from the head. From the
time that he was fired by former president
Thabo Mbeki (in 2005) to date, Zuma has
deployed his infamous Stalingrad legal
strategy. In effect, he has been fighting
every single item in court while adopting
the victim stance of a man more sinned
against than sinning.
Sadly, Zuma is not a Shakespearian
hero, but a man of decidedly clay feet. For
nine years as president, he outmanoeuvred
pretty much all and sundry–he reshuffled
cabinets to destabilise opponents; he forced
the Whip and faced down multiple votes of
no confidence; he allowed R50 billion to be
stolen by his friends, the Gupta family–all

Many reasons have been offered for the
violence, looting, racist bile and bloodshed
that erupted. These include:
• The pent-up frustration of hungry and
cold people facing few prospects for
socio-economic improvement;
• Inequality and the gulf between the
conspicuous consumption of the “made it”
compared to others;
• Ethnic tensions within the ANC, with the
president representing a “minority” tribe
and apparently lacking legitimacy;
• Good old stereotypical Zulu nationalist
violence was breaking out as it did in the
early 1990s;
• Internal ANC factional tensions were
spilling onto the streets; and more.
All of these have some truth. Yet none
provides a narrative thread that ties
together these disparate issues and scattered but clearly organised acts of violence.
Part of the gap in our understanding is
how a middle-of-the-night incarceration
of Zuma—albeit done in the blaze of TV
arc lights—led to such a widespread and
destructive but apparently spontaneous
outbreak.
This narrative suits Zuma and his

Zuma may only be in prison for a contempt charge—
but the notion that the first ANC leader in orange
overall would be Zuma was not a fantasy that played
out as realistic in most imaginations.
When “impeccable sources in the
intelligence service and law enforcement”
warned of arms caches at Zuma’s home,
Nkandla; when we recall that the police
admitted to “losing” some 20,000 weapons
in the 2000s, as had the State Security
Agency, we are permitted to ask uncomfortable questions. Suddenly the acts look
rather more organised and rather less
spontaneous.
Neeshan Balton, executive director of the not-for-profit lobby group, the
Kathrada Foundation, has suggested that
part of the strategy was a wildfire – strike
lots of matches and just let them burn
whatever is in their path to destabilise the

flames of xenophobic violence, it seems
very difficult to ignore the planned insurrection at hand.
Poor and hungry people exist, and
the state should be ashamed. But hungry
people do not become violent looters on
behalf of better-known looters who are in
jail. They may well be available for mobilisation (looting, violence, marching) behind
the organisers—but it is the organisers
that need to be brought to book, and who
must also face the rule of law.
Corruption thrives in a destabilised
state with weak institutions. South Africa
cannot be allowed back to that space
because there will be no turning back.
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Violence in South Africa:
An uprising of elites,
not of the people

But which elites? It will take a while
before we know exactly what happened.
But there are two elements in reports of
the violence which suggest that it was a
product of realities which have been evident to researchers for years.
First, although South Africa’s democracy is the product of a negotiated settlement, it followed armed conflict between
the minority government and the forces
fighting for majority rule. This makes the
country another example of what some
academics call “war transitions”: change
from one political system to another where
there are armed people on both sides of
the divide.
In these cases, the textbook idea that
only the state uses violence and does this
within rules which are clear to all does not
apply. Some people still have weapons and
armed networks, whether they are inside
or outside the government, and are not
necessarily bound by the rules.

The violence has been widely seen as an
expression of anger and frustration by
people living in poverty, which has been
much worsened in South Africa by the
impact of Covid-19.
STEVEN FRIEDMAN
Professor of Political Studies, University of
Johannesburg

F

rom time to time, South Africa
is rudely reminded that its past
continues to make its present and
future difficult. It does not always
recognise this reality when it sees it.
The latest–and most shocking–reminder is the violence which followed the imprisonment of former president Jacob Zuma.
The mayhem devastated KwaZulu-Natal,
the home of Zuma and his faction of
the governing African National Congress
(ANC), and damaged Gauteng, the economic heartland which also houses hostels
in which working migrants from KwaZuluNatal live.
The violence was seen as a new threat
to the democracy established in 1994. But,
while it was severe, it was a symptom of a
past the country has yet to face, not a future
it did not see coming. Even the one aspect
which was new–the scale of violence in
KwaZulu-Natal–was a product of realities
which have been evident for years.
Destructive violence is frightening. In
South Africa, it is even more alarming
because its middle class, which monopolises the debate, assumes that it is only a matter of time before the country is engulfed in
conflict. This makes it important to point
out that, as severe as the violence was, it
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does not mean that the country’s democracy is in deep danger.
The South African mainstream, which
expected democracy to usher in a perfect
country and is repeatedly angered that it
didn’t, ignores a core reality–those democracies are tested all the time. For people
who like power–who exist in all societies
and at all times–there is nothing natural or
necessary about democracy. It forces them
to obey rules they would rather ignore,
listen to voices they would rather not hear,
and allow others to take decisions they
would prefer to take.
This means that there is nothing fatal
about democracy being tested–it always is.
The question is whether it passes the test.
The violence did test democracy. Whether
President Cyril Ramaphosa is right that
it was a failed insurrection is open to
debate. But the violence was aimed at
ensuring that democracy did not work.
Democracy survived the assault. Whether
this test strengthens it depends on whether
the issues which caused the violence are
addressed. And that depends on understanding what the test was.
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Elite uprising
The violence has been widely seen as an
expression of anger and frustration by people living in poverty, which has been much
worsened in South Africa by the impact of
Covid-19. But there was no revolt of the
poor–it was an assault on democracy by
elites.
The KwaZulu-Natal violence was
frighteningly new because much of it did
not follow the familiar pattern of conflict
in South Africa and other countries. While
there was looting, a common response
to conflict by people living in poverty,
there was also an assault on infrastructure,
destruction of businesses and the “disappearance” of large stocks of bullets. None of
this square with what we might expect people fighting poverty to do during a conflict.
Nor was the violence a popular uprising. There were no large public demonstrations. The scale of the KwaZulu-Natal
violence was huge but you don’t need many
people to set fire to electricity installations
or factories. The damage could have been
done with minimal public support and
almost certainly was. This was an uprising

of elites, not of the people, although some
joined the looting as we would expect people in poverty to do.
Ironically, the claims that this was
about poverty or the Covid-19 lockdown
blame the people for something the elites
did.

Unsettling reality
This has been a South African reality since
1994. It shows in constant factional battles
between state intelligence operatives, in
divisions between ex-combatants in the
fight against apartheid, in security companies and criminal gangs whose members

bore arms before 1994.
Their political loyalties may lie with
members of the faction, not the governing
party, let alone the state. Their networks
may be devoted not only to a common
political goal but also to gaining wealth
and economic influence. This has made
keeping order far more difficult. It can also
make creating disorder easier.
The second is that local councillors
allegedly played an important role in
the violence. This too would reflect a
long-standing reality. Attention to corruption in South Africa focuses on national
government, but local and regional networks devoted to getting richer at public
expense are far more deep-rooted.
There is a clear link between them and
violence – KwaZulu-Natal in particular
has seen repeated killings of councillors
or local officials who tried to resist corruption.
Both the people under arms and the
local networks had ample reason to mobilise their power for harm–Zuma’s imprisonment may well have signalled that power
had shifted in ways which threatened the
survival of the networks. They may not
have been trying an insurrection, which
means they were trying to seize power. But
they were doing whatever they could to
ensure that their networks survived.

Unfinished business

Attention to corruption in South Africa focuses
on national government, but local and regional
networks devoted to getting richer at public expense
are far more deep-rooted.

So, while the scale of the violence may
have been new, its origins are not. They
are deeply embedded in South Africa’s
unfinished business, its inability to create
a single source of public order or to change
an economic balance of power which
ensures that ambitious people with the
means to destroy see their networks as the
only route to wealth.
The violence wreaked its damage
because South Africa’s journey to democracy remains incomplete. It sends a sharp
message that the country must look its
past far more squarely in the eye and find
ways to change it before it can be confident
about avoiding more of what happened in
KwaZulu-Natal.
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seem to have been sown in his younger
days. It’s just that political power provided
the nutrients for spectacular sprouting.

Jacob Zuma:
When did
erstwhile
South African
revolutionary
lose his
way?

A taste of Zuma

As president he was accused of
working with an Indian family,
the Guptas, in orchestrating
“state capture” (seizing control
of state organs for corrupt
purposes).

GAVIN EVANS
Lecturer, Culture and Media department, Birkbeck,
University of London

I

t’s the small crimes that bring you down. Al Capone
went merrily on his murdering way until the FBI
nailed him for tax evasion. Richard Nixon seemed
immune to the consequences of lying about Vietnam,
Cambodia and Chile but his lies over the silly crime of
burgling the Democratic Party’s headquarters did for
him.
So, it is with Jacob Zuma South Africa’s former president. He faced multiple charges of corruption, but, so
far, has avoided his day in court. He was tried for rape
and acquitted. As president he was accused of working
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and a domestic worker. He received scant
formal education but emerged as a lad
with a sharp mind and steely resolve. At
17 he joined the ANC and three years on
was arrested as part of a group of military
recruits, leading to a 10-year spell on
Robben Island. He went into exile in 1975.
His ambition, prodigious memory and
avuncular personality all helped him along
and he became the ANC’s chief representative in Mozambique, a member of
its political and military committee and
its intelligence chief in 1987. Those who
backed him tended to overlook his darker
side, including his sexual promiscuity.
When Zuma returned to South Africa
in 1990 KwaZulu-Natal was in the midst
of a territorial war between the ANC and
Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi’s Zulu nationalist Inkatha movement. He emerged as
ANC leader there after seeing off the ANC
warlord Harry Gwala, using his charm
and Zulu credentials to secure the peace.
But this came at a cost. The ANC drew
some of Inkatha’s most notorious killers
into its fold and a new form of violence
broke out.
This time it had nothing to do with
ideology. Instead, it was all about money—
as so much was when Zuma was around.

with an Indian family, the Guptas, in orchestrating “state
capture” (seizing control of state organs for corrupt
purposes). He is refusing to cooperate with the judicial
commission investigating the allegations.
In the end it is his contempt of the Constitutional
Court’s order that he cooperates with the commission
that may send him to jail for 15 months. He’s appealed
for a rescission of the order.
A question that invariably gets asked is whether
power changed him. The country’s former foreign intelligence chief Moe Shaik seemed to think so, writing
glowingly of the capable “struggle” version of Zuma,
suggesting it was only as president that things went
awry, although he noted that we will never know when
“precisely Jacob Zuma lost his way”.
Perhaps it came rather earlier than Shaik thinks. As
with so many fallen revolutionaries, the seeds of venality

My first taste of Zuma came in 1989.
The ANC’s Operation Vula was under
way. It involved building an underground
insurrectionary network and I belonged to
one of its regional leadership structures.
We received an instruction to investigate
whether Peter Mokaba, the leader of the
African National Congress Youth League
(ANCYL), was a spy.
Our damning report was presented to
Zuma and the ANC’s security chief Joe
Nhlanhla who informed us that Mokaba,
who died in 2002, was an informer whose
relationship with the security police went
deeper than we’d suspected. Other ANC
leaders got on board to spread this message but we were told that Oliver Tambo,
who then led the exiled ANC, decided it
would be better to rehabilitate Mokaba,
which duly happened.
Soon after that I was visited by a senior
leader of the South African Communist
Party, which was in an alliance with the
ANC. He pleaded with me to do a journalistic hatchet job on Zuma. He said his own
home in Lusaka, the capital of Zambia,
was bugged by ANC intelligence and that
Zuma was corrupt.
I ignored the request. But it was one
of several signs I’d seen that Zuma was
despised within the Communist Party.
Zuma had briefly been on the party’s politburo but fell from favour partly
because of conflicts between ANC intelligence and its armed wing Umkhonto we
Sizwe. One conflict involved commander
Thami Zulu, who was branded by Zuma’s
allies as an enemy agent, detained for 14
months by the ANC in Lusaka and died of
poisoning a week after his release. Those
who knew Zulu insisted he was innocent.
His death contributed to the hatred for
Zuma. It was by no means the only crime
attributed to ANC intelligence.

Steely resolve
Zuma started life in Nkandla, KwaZuluNatal, in 1942, the son of a policeman

Corruption and legal jeopardy

Thabo Mbeki had dumped
Zuma as his deputy in
2005 and the long-time
allies became enemies. The
paranoid Mbeki lacked the
common touch and was
oddly devoid of his former
gracious charm, while
Zuma was the opposite:
friendly and humorous.

In 2004, when Zuma was deputy president, his financial advisor Schabir Shaik
was arrested for his role in arms deal
and sentenced to 15 years’ imprisonment
(but released after 28 months on spurious health grounds). He was found to
have solicited bribes of R500,000 a year
for Zuma, who was later charged with
corruption. This was followed by further
charges relating to another arms deal. But
procedural irregularities and allegations of
political interference meant none of these
went to trial.
He faced legal jeopardy from a different source in 2006, tried for allegedly
raping a 31-year-old Aids activist whom
he knew to be HIV-positive (he said he
believed a shower after sex would be adequate protection). Zuma claimed it was
his duty as a Zulu man to have sex with
a woman if she wore a short kanga
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(African wrap), and that he
could not leave her “unfulfilled”.
He argued Zulu men have sexual
primacy over women and he could
therefore not be guilty. To deny her
sex, that would have been tantamount to rape.
Zuma was acquitted while the
alleged victim was vilified, with
Zuma and his supporters singing his
favourite song, Lethu Mshini Wami
(Bring me my machine gun) during
and after the trial. The woman,
later named as Fezekile Ntsukela
Kuzwayo, fled into exile for safety.
She returned after a decade and died
in 2016.
Thabo Mbeki had dumped Zuma
as his deputy in 2005 and the longtime allies became enemies. The
paranoid Mbeki lacked the common touch and was oddly devoid
of his former gracious charm, while
Zuma was the opposite: friendly and
humorous. By playing on popular
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Zuma defeated Mbeki for the ANC
leadership in 2007 and became president
in 2009, remaining in office for nine years.
The left hoped he’d curb his excesses, but
the opposite happened. The Guptas fed his
greed in return for state contracts, to the
point that they offered cabinet positions to
obedient hopefuls.
concerns about service provision,
crime, and Aids, and being chummy
with the unions, the youth and the
left, he won the backing of people
who should have been more wary.
Zuma defeated Mbeki for the
ANC leadership in 2007 and became
president in 2009, remaining in
office for nine years. The left hoped
he’d curb his excesses, but the opposite happened. The Guptas fed his
greed in return for state contracts,
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to the point that they offered cabinet
positions to obedient hopefuls.
Eventually, Zuma over-reached.
He dipped into state coffers to
upgrade his house in Nkandla. Then
he fired two finance ministers who
would not do his bidding.
Cyril Ramaphosa won the ANC
leadership race in December 2017.
Two months later Zuma stepped
down as president of the country.
The Guptas promptly fled to Dubai.
Zuma faces jail for contempt,
the revival of the original fraud,
racketeering and money laundering charges, and possibly further
charges, depending on the findings of the Zondo Commission into
state capture, whose subpoenas he
ignored.
There will be more posturing
and more singing of Lethu Mshini
Wami by followers who stand to lose
from his demise. But at the age of 78
Zuma’s long day in the sun is over.
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How social media and fake news are
battering traditional media in Kenya
In 2017 elections, the mudslinging migrated online and become much more
nuanced and sophisticated. Stories that featured fake opinion polls and others
that directly attacked the characters of both Kenyatta and Odinga were widely
circulated online and in print.
GEORGE OGOLA
Senior Lecturer in Journalism, University of
Central Lancashire

T

he last Kenyan elections firmly
demonstrated the incursion and
perhaps even gradual institutionalisation of fake news as an actor in
modern politics, particularly during elections. Although the term fake news is now
so liberally used to the extent it eludes
precise definition, many agree it’s the deliberate dissemination of false information
expressly intended to misinform.
The presidential election, which pitted
the incumbent Uhuru Kenyatta against
his then political nemesis (and now ally)
opposition leader Raila Odinga, was fiercely fought on many fronts. One of these
fronts, arguably the most significant, was
the unprecedented investment in political
messaging.
Kenyatta’s Jubilee Party and Odinga’s
National Super Alliance (NASA) invested heavily in media and public relations
consultants, communication experts and
political advertising. The Jubilee Party
even enlisted the services of Cambridge
Analytica, the data mining and analysis
company credited with playing an influential role in the election of former US
President Donald Trump. The company
also had a hand in the UK’s Brexit campaign.
Added to this heady mix was clandestine messaging through fake news on
social media sites such as Twitter, Facebook,
Instagram and WhatsApp. Numerous fake
news stories were widely circulated on
social media as unsubstantiated allegations
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were posted against both parties, some even
through paid adverts on Google.
This was a step up from previous elections where politicians would pay backstreet
newspaper publishers to tarnish the names
of their opponents. Kenya has always had
publishers for hire, a particularly thriving
industry at election time. These publishers
quite often have no known addresses, are
defined by their impermanence and therefore impossible to sue even when one is
legitimately aggrieved by their publications.
In 2017, the mudslinging migrated
online and become much more nuanced
and sophisticated. Stories that featured
fake opinion polls and others that directly
attacked the characters of both Kenyatta
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and Odinga were widely circulated online
and in print. Some of these were slickly
produced videos that were passed off as
originating from CNN and the BBC.
In one fake CNN video Kenyatta’s popularity rating was shown to be well ahead
of Odinga’s. Another fake video, this time
purportedly an outtake from the BBC’s
Focus on Africa programme, also featured
an opinion poll showing Kenyatta beating
Odinga.
And fake newspapers bearing the plagiarised mastheads of widely circulating
dailies including the Daily Nation and The
Star were sold to unsuspecting readers.
This proliferation of fake news in Kenya
can be explained on two grounds. The first

relates to the history of the country’s
media, and the second to the increasing
importance of online platforms in shaping
the African news agenda.

The Kenyan media
The Kenyan media has become a prisoner
of its history. It remains shackled to the
consequences of its role in the country’s
2007 disputed presidential elections. A
section of the press was accused of actively
promoting the violence that engulfed the
country in the aftermath of the polls. At
least 1,000 people died and more than
500,000 thousand were displaced.
This legacy has turned the media into
a bystander in the political process, especially at election time. In 2013 it hardly
raised any objections to electoral malpractices that led to the disputed presidential
election. Instead, media houses promoted
“peace” to pre-empt a repeat of the 20072008 post-election violence.
It was a decision that was supported financially by a number of local and
international agencies who spent months
training the local press in “peace journalism”. This peace narrative has now
become normalised in election coverage in

This proliferation of fake news in
Kenya can be explained on two
grounds. The first relates to the
history of the country’s media,
and the second to the increasing
importance of online platforms in
shaping the African news agenda.
the country. The consequence has been the
creation of an information vacuum which
has now been filled by fake news.

Rise of social media
The circulation of fake news also seems to
have benefited from the changing profile of

the Kenyan voter. Nearly half of about 20
million registered voters in Kenya are aged
between 18 and 35. A significant number
source their news from social media where
fake news circulates the most.
According to a recent consumer survey
only 28% of young Kenyans read newspapers regularly. Social media is slowly but
surely becoming their platform of choice
for news.
And the audience for fake news is
growing given that two out of three young
Kenyans now either own a mobile device
or have access to one, and Internet connectivity costs go down annually.
This election revealed the fact that fake
news has not only become commonplace,
it’s become mainstream and is evolving
into a distinct news genre.
Fake news thrives on the modern news
consumer’s insatiable appetite for speedy
information. We are living in a news ecosystem where urgency trumps the core
values of journalism such as accuracy, fact
checking and objectivity.
Traditional news media, with brands
built on the back of their ability to fact
check or investigate stories before publication, are struggling to do so when they are
simultaneously expected to publish with
speed. While gate keeping is key to ensure
that news outlets remain trustworthy, the
speed at which audiences now expect
information has seen media houses haemorrhage audiences.
That lag in providing speedy information has created a vacuum which fake
news producers are exploiting. They don’t
have brands or reputations to protect. Fake
news is positively sustained by an online
economy which prioritises sensationalism
over quality. Sensational ‘news’ very quickly goes viral and this is its most effective
weapon.
Fake news is slowly intruding on virtually every aspect of life. We must first
understand its appeal and then make
every effort to counter it. This is especially
the case because it is now a genre sustained by a much larger social, economic
and political infrastructure that the news
media alone is incapable of
dealing
with.
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How African
countries can reform
education to get
ahead after pandemic
school closures
While Covid-19 has held back learning, bold
reform is possible and the pandemic presents a
historic opportunity to revamp education systems.
It could be a time to institute practices and
policies that have been needed to address the
underlying learning crisis for decades.

NOAM ANGRIST
Executive Director, Young 1ove, Fellow, University of Oxford

T

he Covid-19 pandemic has resulted in a historic shock to
education, shuttering schools for over 1.6 billion children
worldwide. This shock will worsen a pre-existing “learning
crisis” in which many students in school were learning very
little. The World Bank estimates that the percentage of children
who are unable to read a simple sentence by age 10 could rise from
53% before the pandemic to 63% as a result of school closures.
These learning losses could stem from a combination of things:
forgetting what was previously known, and missing what would
have been learned if schools hadn’t been closed. These learning
losses can accumulate in the long run. Students who re-enter school
far behind the curriculum expectations might be too far behind to
learn anything from daily instruction and fall even further behind.
In a new paper, we looked at how much learning loss might
be experienced in Ethiopia, Kenya, Liberia, Tanzania and Uganda
as a result of school closures in the pandemic. We used data from
early grade reading assessments in these countries. Our model
suggests there could be up to a year’s worth of learning loss in the
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short run. Our estimates suggest learning losses will be distributed
unequally, with students who started at lower learning levels falling
the farthest behind.
We estimate that these short-term learning deficits could
accumulate to 2.8 years of lost learning in the long run. This is if
the curriculum—often overambitious and not aligned to students’
learning levels—is not adjusted to allow students to catch up.
While Covid-19 has held back learning, bold reform is possible
and the pandemic presents a historic opportunity to revamp education systems. It could be a time to institute practices and policies
that have been needed to address the underlying learning crisis for
decades.
Our review of the literature identified two strategies which
could help to mitigate learning losses and improve learning even
beyond pre-Covid-19 levels. This review builds on a growing evidence base of interventions that have worked at scale in low- and
middle-income countries to improve basic numeracy and literacy
skills.
The first strategy is to target instruction to a child’s learning
level. This can be achieved at little cost by testing the child’s knowledge during the learning process—known as formative assess-

ment—and a menu of activities
tailored to each child’s level. This
has more potential than teaching
prescriptive one-size-fits-all syllabi.
The second strategy is to introduce structured pedagogy programmes, which combine structured
lesson plans, teacher coaching and
instructional support. Many teachers
in the status quo are often left to
fend for themselves and write their
own daily lesson plans. By providing
some structure and ongoing support,
big learning gains are possible.
Both approaches in past reviews
have been found to improve learning by three years of high-quality
schooling gained per US$100. These
learning gains are nearly equivalent
to the system-level education gap
between Zambia, one of the lowest
performers in sub-Saharan Africa,
and Kenya, one of the highest performers.
Our model suggests that shortterm remediation through these
strategies can make a sizeable dent
on learning losses. More strikingly,
ambitious reforms linked to these
strategies, such as aligning instruction with children’s learning levels
on a long-term basis, can not only
mitigate all learning losses, but also
improve on pre-Covid-19 learning
levels.

held with support from one of the
largest youth-serving NGOs in the
country, Young 1ove, in partnership
with USAID and UNICEF. The ministry expected frequent reporting on
progress, and the regional director
visited schools directly to monitor
implementation. Although no causal
evidence is available yet, early data
suggest learning levels are improving
faster than in other regions.

Signs of progress
In our study we describe a few examples of countries which are starting to enact such reforms, including Botswana and Madagascar. In
Botswana’s second largest region,
the North-East, the Ministry of Basic
Education’s regional director called
for all schools to conduct simple formative assessments and implement
targeted instruction immediately as
schools reopened in June 2020 following the first wave of Covid-19
induced school closures.
The region updated staff’s roles
and responsibilities to formalise this
expectation. Training sessions were

In our study we describe a
few examples of countries
which are starting to enact
such reforms, including
Botswana and Madagascar

Madagascar provides another example. The government has
strengthened the national catch-up
programme, called CRAN, which
prior to the pandemic had been providing a two-month intensive learning period to children targeted to
their level. By the end of 2018,
CRAN had been implemented with
UNICEF support in seven out of
22 regions of Madagascar. In late
2020, in response to Covid-19 school
closures, this approach was accelerated. Although the government and
UNICEF are in the early stages of
this work, it shows how governments
can strengthen existing programmes
to shift teaching and learning practices.
These reform efforts are promising. Yet, too few countries have taken
bold steps to date. Without urgent
action, short-term learning losses
could stunt the next generation of
students for a lifetime, with potential inter-generational consequences. Covid-19 presents a need to act
urgently and an opportunity to think
differently. Perhaps some education
systems will reform to achieve the
long sought-after goal of learning
for all.
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Covid-19 will always be a very
different disease to the flu. We
should aim to stamp it out like
measles, not let it spread.
ZOË HYDE
Epidemiologist, The University of Western
Australia

E

No, we can’t treat Covid19 like the flu. We have to
consider the lasting health
problems it causes

It will take time to achieve
herd immunity. So, we’ll
need to keep a strong
quarantine system in place
until we’ve got the job done.

arlier this month, the Australian
government announced a fourphase plan to return us to something resembling normality. Under
this plan, Prime Minister Scott Morrison
said, we will eventually treat Covid-19 “like
the flu”.
The hope is vaccines will allow us to
live with some transmission without many
people getting seriously ill or dying.
But death and hospitalisation aren’t
the only outcomes of Covid-19 we need to
prevent. New research shows even young
people can be left with chronic health problems after infection.
Covid-19 will always be a very different
disease to the flu. We should aim to stamp
it out like measles, not let it spread.

offer vaccination to children and adolescents,
who also need protection from long Covid.
Some have suggested vaccinating adults
may be sufficient to reach herd immunity, but
Israel has shown us this isn’t the case. New
outbreaks linked to schools have forced the
country to bring back a mask mandate and
step-up vaccination in adolescents. To reach
herd immunity, we’ll need to vaccinate children and adolescents against Covid-19.

What else do we need to do?

A common misconception
Many people think only the elderly are at
risk from Covid-19. Looking at the statistics, it’s easy to see why that misconception
came about.
A study of people who tested positive
for Covid-19 during the second wave in the
United Kingdom found only around 1%
of children and 2-3% of young adults had
to be hospitalised. In contrast, more than
10% of those aged over 60 needed to go to
hospital.
The risk of dying from Covid-19 follows
a similar pattern. Only one in 20,000 children who become infected are likely to die,
compared to more than one in 100 adults
over 60.
But these figures don’t tell the whole
story. Many people who have had Covid19 and survived haven’t returned to their
previous state of health.

Covid-19 can cause lasting health
problems
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A study of people who were hospitalised for
Covid-19 during the first wave in the UK
found these patients were four times more
likely to be readmitted to hospital and eight
times more likely to die than a matched
control group over an average follow-up
period of four to five months.
The researchers found these people
were particularly likely to develop diabetes,
heart disease and kidney disease.
People can also experience complications after having the flu, but we’re seeing
this more frequently with Covid-19, and the
complications are more serious.
Even people who aren’t unwell enough
to go to hospital with Covid-19 can experience complications.
A Sydney study found one-third of peo-
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ple with mild-to-moderate Covid-19 were
left with persistent symptoms lasting at
least two months, including fatigue and
shortness of breath. More than 10% had
impaired lung function. This potentially
life-altering condition has a name: long
Covid.

Long Covid affects young people too
The UK’s Office for National Statistics
has calculated about one in seven people
who contract Covid-19 will experience persistent symptoms lasting at least 12 weeks.
They estimate nearly one million people
are currently living with long Covid in the
UK, and 40% of them have been living with
the condition for over one year. Two-thirds
report being adversely affected in their day-

to-day activities as a result of long Covid,
and 18% report they are limited a lot.
While children are very unlikely to
die from Covid-19, the Office for National
Statistics estimate 7-8% of children and
adolescents who get infected will develop
long Covid. They estimate 10,000 children
and 16,000 adolescents in the UK have
been living with long Covid for at least
12 weeks.
The condition is so common that the
UK’s National Health Service is opening
15 long Covid clinics for children.

What does this mean?
Covid-19 is a very different disease to
influenza, and our reopening plan should

ensure it doesn’t get a foothold in
Australia. The alternative would have
huge economic and social costs, owing
to the large number of people likely to
be left with chronic health problems.
We can work towards reopening
safely by first reaching herd immunity
through vaccination.
With the emergence of more transmissible variants such as the Delta variant, we’ll likely need to vaccinate more
than 90% of the population to achieve
herd immunity. This is an ambitious
goal, but we already achieve it as part
of routine vaccination for measles in
childhood.
To reach that target, we’ll need to

It will take time to achieve herd immunity. So,
we’ll need to keep a strong quarantine system
in place until we’ve got the job done.
We’ll also need to closely watch the situation overseas and be prepared to roll out
a third booster dose in response to emerging
variants.
We should also be prepared to give people
who have received the AstraZeneca vaccine
a third booster dose of the Pfizer vaccine,
when supplies are available. While both the
AstraZeneca and Pfizer vaccines are more
than 90% effective at preventing severe disease, the AstraZeneca vaccine is slightly less
effective at preventing infection overall.
We don’t know how well either vaccine
prevents long Covid, but again, the best
defence will be to have a high level of vaccination in the community. We may never achieve
long-term global herd immunity for Covid.
But if we’re all vaccinated, we’ll be safe from
the worst
Inevitably, Australia will experience future
outbreaks of Covid-19, just as we sometimes
do with measles. But we should have a very
low tolerance for the degree of transmission
we’re prepared to accept. The coronavirus is
an airborne virus that’s more transmissible
than influenza, and causes more severe disease. It’s not a flu-like illness and never will
be.
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Lots of IMF programmes are never completed

– because they’re unworkable
adverse financial market reactions. When
investors lose confidence in a country’s
ability to undertake market-liberalising
reform, they require higher interest rates
on their loans.
Borrowing countries that failed to
implement IMF programmes therefore
faced the risk of more volatile capital flows
and higher refinancing costs. Ultimately,
higher financing costs made them even
more dependent on the Fund, entrapping
them in a cycle of dependency.

Given the detrimental effects of IMF programme interruptions
for developing countries, it is puzzling that the reform of IMF
conditionality is lagging.
BERNHARD REINSBERG
Lecturer in International Relations, University
of Glasgow
THOMAS STUBBS
Senior Lecturer in International Relations,
Royal Holloway University of London

T

he International Monetary Fund
(IMF) gives loans to countries in economic trouble. In exchange, countries must implement a programme
of painful policy reforms. Countries rarely
complete these programmes. We set out to
uncover why.
IMF programmes usually last one to
three years. Countries must meet policy conditions in regular reviews–typically
every three to six months–to gain access to
tranches of funding. Failure to implement
them interrupts the programme.
Of 763 programmes between 1980 and
2015, 512 were interrupted, of which 291
did not resume–as our data from the IMF
Monitor Database shows. This is a very
high failure rate given that the IMF enters
into every agreement on the basis that it
wants to see it completed.
We argue that reform programmes may
be unimplementable by design. We show
that they simply entail too many policy
conditions. Even reform-minded governments struggle to implement them.
Our research also investigated financial
market responses to programme interruptions. We found that programme failure has
serious repercussions for economic development. Failure sends a negative signal to
markets, causing them to lose confidence
in the ability of governments to stabilise
the economy and undertake reforms. The
result very often is a rise in inflation and
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increases in capital flight that deprive countries of much-needed capital for investment
in public goods and services.

Behind the failure rate
Some scholars have blamed the failure
rate on a lack of motivation by borrowing
governments. Facing pressures from special
interest groups, such as labour unions and
business groups, governments often backpedal from previous commitments.
In addition, scholars have found that
countries that are friends with powerful donors like the US also experience
more implementation failure. They receive
favourable treatment, such as regaining
access to IMF loans much faster than other
countries, creating a moral hazard problem.
In other words, encouraging bad behaviour.
Our paper breaks new ground in trying
to understand why so many programmes
fail by looking at their actual design.
We looked at whether the programmes
themselves were in fact unimplementable.
To do this we collected detailed compliance
data for all 763 IMF programmes between
1980 and 2015. Our aim was to test if the
number of conditions was related to programme interruption.
We found that each additional condition increases the likelihood of a pro-

gramme interruption by at least 1.1%—a
moderate effect given the average failure
rate of 58.6%, but programmes typically
include 22 such conditions, which boosts
the failure probability accordingly.
Conditions to privatise state-owned
enterprises, liberalise prices and overhaul
Programme interruptions
the public sector were especially prone
lead to adverse financial
to cause implementation failure. This is
because these conditions mobilise domesmarket reactions. When
opposition that can thwart programme
investors lose confidence in a tic
implementation.
country’s ability to undertake Our research also ruled out that implemarket-liberalising reform, mentation failure was driven by the occurof a financial crisis, macroeconomic
they require higher interest rence
instability, domestic opposition to policy
rates on their loans.
reform, or geopolitical factors.
Our explanation for our findings was
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What to do about it

that that over-ambitious programme
designs were the result of intra-organisational bargaining within the IMF bureaucracy. While an area department within the
IMF drafted the initial reform programme,
functional departments used their amendment power to include policy conditions
that they cared about, without due consideration of local circumstances, which led to
overambitious programmes.
We are not the first to voice such concerns about the complexity of the IMF’s
programmes. The fund’s own Independent
Evaluation Office noted in relation to the
1994 programme of the Philippines:
The IMF was simultaneously pushing
for reforms to the oil pricing system and
to tax policy, each of which required con-

gressional approval … In the view of some
staff, this may have been overambitious,
exceeding the capacity of the political
system to digest several major reforms at
the same time.

The dependency traps
Our research also investigated financial
market responses to programme interruptions. Using annual data for all developing
countries, we found that investors rate
a country lower when it had a permanent interruption of an IMF programme.
Monthly data from 30 emerging market
economies showed that a permanent interruption increased the cost of borrowing by
governments by about 3%.
Programme interruptions lead to

Our findings have important implications
for theories of compliance as well as for
policymaking in international organisations.
Given the detrimental effects of IMF
programme interruptions for developing
countries, it is puzzling that the reform of
IMF conditionality is lagging.
The IMF has often blamed weak capacity and lack of “political will” for poor
implementation. This predominant view
was challenged by Horst Köhler, a former
IMF managing director, who launched a
“streamlining initiative”. Its goal was to
reduce the number of conditions.
But the number of conditions remained
high. This is partly because of the rigid
process by which new IMF programmes
come about. When a country requests a
programme, the draft agreement must be
approved by all nine of the IMF’s sector
departments. This empowers departments
to include their “pet issues”, which results
in overambitious programmes.
An implication of our findings is a
need for greater leadership to ensure policy coherence in IMF programmes. This
is even more important right now with
a record-high number of 80 new IMF
lending arrangements due to the Covid-19
crisis in developing countries.
Under the dual Covid-19 health and
economic crises, these programmes run the
risk of having too many conditions. This
may drive countries into financial disaster
… and back to the IMF again.
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Delta variant makes it
even more important
to get a Covid-19 vaccine,
even if you’ve already
had the coronavirus
Covid-19 vaccines offer a safe and reliable path to immunity
against both the older strains of coronavirus and against
emerging strains, especially the new delta variant.
JENNIFER T. GRIER
Clinical Assistant Professor of Immunology, University
of South Carolina

A

s someone who studies immune responses to
respiratory infections, I’ve watched news of the
emerging coronavirus variants with concern.
I wondered whether vaccination or previous
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infection would provide protection against SARSCoV-2 strains, especially the new, highly transmissible
delta variant, which has rapidly spread to at least 70
countries.
A person can develop immunity—the ability to
resist infection—in two ways: either after being infected with a virus or by getting vaccinated. However,
immune protection isn’t always equal. Vaccine immunity and natural immunity for SARS–CoV–2 can differ
in terms of the strength of the immune response or the
length of time that the protection lasts. Additionally,
not everyone will get the same level of immunity from
infection, while immune responses to the vaccines are
very consistent.
The difference in immune response between vaccination and infection seems to be even greater when
dealing with new variants. In early July, two new
studies were published that show Covid-19 vaccines,
though slightly less effective than they are against
the older strains of the virus, still seem to provide
excellent immune response against the new variants.
Researchers looked at how antibodies bind to new
variants of the coronavirus and found that people who
were previously infected with coronavirus might be
susceptible to the new strains, while people who were
vaccinated were more likely to be protected.

Covid-19 vaccines offer a safe and
reliable path to immunity against both the
older strains of coronavirus and against
emerging strains, especially the new delta
variant.
Immunity comes from the immune
system’s ability to remember an infection.
Using this immune memory, the body will
know how to fight off an infection if it
encounters the pathogen again. Antibodies
are proteins that can bind to a virus and
prevent infection. T cells direct the removal
of infected cells and viruses already bound
by antibodies. These two are some of the
main players that contribute to immunity.
After a SARS-CoV-2 infection, a
person’s antibody and T cell responses
can provide protection against reinfection. Roughly 84% to 91% of people who
developed antibodies against the original
strains of coronavirus were unlikely to be
infected again for six months, even after a
mild infection. People who had no symptoms during the infection are also likely
to develop immunity, though they tend to
make fewer antibodies than those who felt

still had antibodies that could block infection of cultured cells with by the original
coronavirus variant – but fewer than 50%
had antibodies that could block the delta
variant.
To top this all off, a person who is
infected may also be able to transmit the
coronavirus, even without feeling sick. The
new variants are especially problematic in
this case, as they are more easily transmitted than the original strains.

Covid-19 vaccines offer
a safe and reliable path
to immunity against
both the older strains
of coronavirus and
against emerging strains,
especially the new delta
variant.
ill. So for some people, natural immunity
may be strong and long-lasting.
One big problem is that not everyone
will develop immunity after a SARS-CoV-2
infection. As many as 9% of infected people do not have detectable antibodies, and
up to 7% don’t have T cells that recognize
the virus 30 days after infection.
For people who do develop immunity,
the strength and duration of the protection can vary a lot. Up to 5% of people
may lose their immune protection within
a few months. Without a strong immune
defence, these people are susceptible to
reinfection by the coronavirus. Some have
had second bouts of COVID-19 as soon as
one month after their first infection; and,
though it occurs rarely, some people have
been hospitalized or have even died after
reinfection.
A growing problem is that people
who were previously infected by strains
present earlier in the pandemic may be
more susceptible to reinfection from the
delta variant. One recent study found that
12 months after infection, 88% of people

Vaccination leads to reliable
protection
Covid-19 vaccines generate both antibody
and T cell responses—and these responses
are much stronger and more consistent
than immunity after natural infection. One
study found that six months after receiving
their first dose of the Moderna vaccine,
100% of people tested had antibodies
against SARS-CoV-2. This is the longest
period that has been reported in published
studies so far. In a study looking at the
Pfizer and Moderna vaccines, antibody
levels were also much higher in vaccinated
people than in those who had recovered
from infection.
Even better, a study in Israel showed
that the Pfizer vaccine blocked 90% of
infections after both doses—even with
new variants present in the population.
And a decrease in infections means people
are less likely to transmit the virus to the
people around them.
For those who have already been
infected with the coronavirus, there is still
a big benefit to getting vaccinated. A study
with the original Covid-19 virus showed
that vaccination after infection produces
roughly 100 times more antibodies than
infection alone, and 100% of people who
were vaccinated after infection had protective antibodies against the delta variant.
The Covid-19 vaccines aren’t perfect,
but they produce strong antibody and T
cell responses that offer a safer and more
reliable means of protection than natural
immunity – especially with new variants
on the loose.
This is an updated version of an article
originally published on May 25, 2021.
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The fight against
economic fraud: How
African countries are
tackling the challenge
Anti-fraud measures are mostly initiated and shaped
by powerful actors. This includes big business,
particularly transnational companies, rather than
grassroots or activist organisations.

NATALIYA MYKHALCHENKO
Research Associate, University of Leeds
JÖRG WIEGRATZ
Lecturer in Political Economy of Global Development,
University of Leeds

T

he Covid-19 pandemic has stifled many
sectors of the global economy. But it has
apparently boosted the business of fraudsters.
Experts note that some fraudsters have taken
advantage of the new opportunities of the pandemic
economy and that they seem to become ever more
sophisticated in their methods.
At the same time anti-fraud measures are
becoming more sophisticated too, with technology
playing a big part, and more increasingly artificial
intelligence.
In recent years many initiatives have been put
forward in the name of fighting and reducing various
forms of fraud and other crimes in the economy. But
have these measures actually been effective in containing fraud? Will the typical package of anti-fraud
measures stop the fraud pandemic?
We did research into major characteristics of
anti-fraud measures in several African countries. In
the south we looked at Malawi, Botswana, South
Africa and Zambia. In the east we covered Kenya,
Rwanda, Tanzania and Madagascar and in the west
Ghana, Nigeria and Sierra Leone.
We looked at the various fraud responses to
identify major dynamics and themes. We used online
data from news outlets and reports on websites of
private companies and governmental agencies to
analyse the characteristics of anti-fraud measures
across 11 countries.
We found a diverse set of measures had been
introduced. We were able to identify 10 particular
characteristics.

The landscape
The first notable feature was a remarkable proliferation of anti-fraud agencies and cross-agency alliances and cooperation. This was between government
agencies, the government and the private sector,
and at times civil society actors such as consumer
protection agencies too.
Agreements, memorandums of understanding
and partnerships had been signed to encourage data
collection and sharing and knowledge exchange
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within and across borders as different
actors were brought together to fight the
“common enemy”.
At the state level, new anti-fraud
agencies, taskforces, squads and networks were set up regularly. One example
was the Kenya Police Insurance Fraud
Investigations Unit. We also found that a
number of regulatory agencies had been
established. These included competition
and consumer protection authorities at
national and regional level.
Second, outreach, engagement and
“empowerment” of consumers played a
major role. Here, education, sensitisation and awareness raising–also among
business actors–emerged strongly as a
way to popularise the anti-fraud fight.
This was promoted by a range of actors.
Among them were banks, insurance providers, private consultancies, international
organisations such as the International
Monetary Fund and aid agencies, as well
as NGOs. Regional organisations such
as the Common Market for Eastern and
Southern Africa were also included.
Third, large-scale technology was used
extensively in anti-fraud measures. This
was particularly the case in financial services and banking.
Anti-fraud software in various forms
featured strongly. One example was detect-

ing fraudulent transactions. Additional
technological solutions included PIN protection techniques, enhanced chip technology for payment cards and authentication
technology.
Technology was also used to uncover
counterfeit or substandard products.
Fourth, anti-fraud measures regularly
came with rhetoric and language that
was strong in giving a sense of alarm and
urgency. The vices of fraud (and corruption) were presented as “weeds” needing to
be “rooted out”. They were also referred to
as a virus or a disease that needed “eradication”.
At times, warfare-type language was
used, that is, fraud needed to be “combat-

Currently, anti-fraud
measures seem largely
an affair between state
and corporates (including
business associations), and
consumers. Consumers are
mostly on the “receiving”
end of anti-fraud
measures.

ed” like an enemy.
Fifth, anti-fraud measures were regularly political in nature. Pledges to counter
fraud featured in election campaigns. The
rising or falling of fraud was used as a
metric to determine whether politicians
and public servants were effective in their
roles. At times, political or business opponents of the government were allegedly
targeted by the measures. And some powerful business actors reportedly got around
regulations.
Sixth, corruption, as well as in-fights,
conflicts, tensions and power struggles
within and between state agencies charged
with anti-fraud measures, featured too. One
example was Kenya Bureau of Standards.
In recent years, several managing directors
of the bureau were accused of graft.
The seventh feature was that many
anti-fraud measures were carried out by
specialised for-profit private actors. They
were therefore arguably shaped by business interests, competition for anti-fraud
measure contracts, and the dynamics of
industries and markets.
We also found that international companies specialising in regulations and standards often played a role. Such commercially oriented actors were particularly
active in promoting the proliferation of
anti-fraud measures.
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Eight, arrests, confiscation and
destruction of items were widespread in
reports about anti-fraud activity.
Ninth, we noticed a prevalence of antifraud measures in efforts to increase tax
revenue and inhibit illicit financial flows.
Various initiatives emphasised the need to
increase compliance. At times we detected
tensions in moves to create an “enabling”
business environment to attract foreign
investment—such as low taxes—and calls
to protect the national tax bases.
We found there was international cooperation and the involvement of civil society
actors in efforts to address tax evasion
and transnational money laundering. One
example was the Tax Justice Network.
Tenth, civil society actors seemed to
have a limited role – or no role at all – in
various anti-fraud measure coalitions. In
some cases, however, they seemed to play
a larger role. One example was consumer
protection agencies.

Challenges
A challenge we identified was that antifraud measures could be launched and
sustained for reasons that went beyond
an interest in simply fighting fraud. This
included commercial interests of specialised anti-fraud firms. These were often
companies that operated globally. Other
interests at play included governments that
used anti-fraud platforms to seek legitimacy or state agencies that sought government
funding as well as new areas of operations
and streams of revenues.
We also came across criticisms in some
cases of the measures’ design, costs, bureaucracy and impracticality. There were also
concerns about the heavy-handed way in
which some measures were implemented.
There were allegations about:
• Bias for example, against small-scale
actors such as traders and against poor
sections of costumers in favour of foreign,
large scale multinationals;
• Opaqueness and irregularities;
• Effectiveness problems.
Currently, anti-fraud measures seem
largely an affair between state and corporates (including business associations),
and consumers. Consumers are mostly on
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the “receiving” end of anti-fraud measures.
They are regularly encouraged to play their
role by, for example, calling an anti-fraud
hotline, verifying the goods they buy and
not contributing to the facilitation of fraud.
Aid agencies played a decisive role in some
anti-fraud measure cases too.
Anti-fraud measures are mostly initiated and shaped by powerful actors. This
includes big business, particularly trans-

Currently, anti-fraud
measures seem largely
an affair between state
and corporates (including
business associations), and
consumers. Consumers are
mostly on the “receiving”
end of anti-fraud measures.
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national companies, rather than grassroots
or activist organisations. They are uneven
across sectors (for example, the financial
sector gets significant attention), and they
seem to have become a business and revenue generation vehicle in itself.
It is important to acknowledge that
some measures certainly make a positive impact and that efforts are made by
various agencies to address internal and
other shortcomings, thereby improving the
effectiveness of measures. But the question
remains: how can countries substantially
contain “irregularities” in situations where
the irregular has become widespread, routine and institutionalised? And the dominant agendas and pressures of the day
– such as economic growth, profit and
commercialisation – are highly conducive
to fraud.
Nataliya Mykhalchenko is serving as an intern
at the United Nations Population Fund. The
views expressed in the article are her own.
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Kenyan universities face big challenges
going digital. But it can be done
An entire year of learning was lost due to government closure and universities were forced
to quickly transition to e-learning, for which they weren’t prepared.

management systems.
The government should provide tax
incentives to allow universities and students to access subsidised data bundles
and provide more funds for infrastructure
development. This includes good electricity connections.
Universities need to provide effective
and efficient digital platforms that support
virtual learning. In addition, online modules should be easy enough for students
to follow, provide learning guides, offer
assignments and give feedback to users.
Finally, the use of basic technology, software and applications–such as
WhatsApp, e-mail, Zoom, FaceTime and
Blackboard–that allow asynchronous
participation and teleconference facilities
must be used to improve the e-learning
experience.

Government austerity measures,
staff layoffs, a freeze on employment and
increased student enrolment will further
strain the universities’ finances. Private
universities are equally struggling with
lower student numbers.
Universities have to adapt and explore
alternative ways of raising funds and cutting costs.

Way forward
The good news is that, though it’ll initially
be an investment to get the online ecosystem up to scratch, the adoption of online
teaching can reduce costs and increase
financial resources. For instance, more
students can enrol for programmes, thus
increasing income for universities.
In developing programmes, it’s also
important to remember that a one-sizefits-all approach in e-learning will not

work, has implemented a blended learning approach–where traditional classroom
training is complemented by online learning. This involved the customisation of the
university digital platform with Moodle,
an online learning management system.
Lecturers and students were then trained
on how to use it. I found that it was very
beneficial to the faculty and students are
performing well.
For online examinations and
assessments, software–like Respondus
LockDown Browser – should be used
to secure the exam environment. This
identifies candidates, detects voices, stops
printing, copying, visiting another URL
and accessing other applications, and prevents the user from exiting a quiz until it
is submitted for grading.
Public-private partnerships should be
used so that students can access affordable

The challenges

SHEHU SHAGARI AWANDU
Head/Chair, Department of Biomedical
Sciences, Jaramogi Oginga Odinga University
of Science and Technology

A

s an academic working at a university in Kenya, I’ve witnessed at
first hand the massive disruptions
to learning caused by the Covid19 pandemic. The situation is not unique
to Kenya. Universities in neighbouring
Uganda, Rwanda and Ethiopia are similarly affected.
Kenya has over 70 universities, 38 of
them public and 35 private. Over 500,000
students were enrolled in the last academic
year. Public universities took the lion’s
share with over 400,000 of these students.
While public universities are challenged
by overcrowding, inadequate numbers of
lecturers and degraded facilities, private
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ones have lower student to staff ratios and
have better facilities and equipment.
But all universities have been affected
by the pandemic. An entire year of learning
was lost due to government closure and
universities were forced to quickly transition to e-learning, for which they weren’t
prepared.
E-learning has its own challenges too.
Courses that require student practicals—
such as the natural, health and physical
sciences—have been heavily disrupted.
They rely on the physical demonstration of
concepts, for example through laboratory
training, fieldwork and academic trips to
industries.
Exams also went online. For institutions that attempted this, the outcome
was telling. Many students didn’t register,
couldn’t access the portal and failed to
upload their scripts. They complained of
poor network connectivity, high cost of data
and a lack of stable power supply and infra-
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structure to conduct the exams virtually.
Invigilation was also challenging. My
university required students to switch on
their webcams and speakers to prevent
cheating. Due to these challenges, some universities were forced to offer special exams
and even revert to physical examinations.
The Covid-19 pandemic isn’t going
away any time soon. It’s expected that
restrictions to learning will continue and
that students will have to work from home.
Though Kenya’s universities face huge
challenges going digital, they must quickly
adapt and become innovative so that they
achieve their targets with minimal disruptions.

What’s needed
There is an urgent need for a fresh approach
to the current teaching and learning models. Universities can reduce digital disruptions through delivery of interactive content
and accessible courses through learning

But Kenyan universities face an uphill
battle.
In Kenya, internet connectivity is still
low. Only 40% of the population uses the
internet. A recent survey in 12 universities
found just 19,000 out of 500,000 students
enrolled for open and distance learning.
Only a handful of universities have
well developed IT infrastructure and the
personnel to manage such systems.
The country also suffers from frequent
power outages. This is aggravated by lack
of standby generators or alternative sources of power. With no power, no work can
be done. During the online exams in my
institution, a prolonged power blackout
led to the postponement of an entire examination session.
For online learning to be successful,
massive investments are needed in digital platforms, cloud-based systems and
automation. The existing IT infrastructure
needs an upgrade in capacity. The investments in digital infrastructure should go
hand in hand with the retraining of staff.
A huge hurdle in achieving all of this is
the funding gaps.
Public universities are grappling with
a decline in funding. In the 2021-2022 fiscal year, the higher education budget was
reduced by US$37 million.

For online learning to be successful, massive
investments are needed in digital platforms, cloud-based
systems and automation. The existing IT infrastructure
needs an upgrade in capacity.
work. Students come from diverse economic backgrounds and different remote
geographic locations. Online platforms
should be customised to meet these constraints. For instance, South Africa has
many educational sites that allow access to
all students. An encouraging step in Kenya
is the provision of discounted data bundles
to support e-learning.
A blended approach–involving a mix
of physical and online learning–could
be a good solution. Jaramogi Oginga
Odinga University in Kenya, where I

data and good devices. For instance, the
South African government has issued a
tender for the mass supply of laptops for
students. Universities should also leverage
their connections to provide students with
subsidised software, laptops and data as
seen at the University of Cape Town.
Crucially, higher learning institutions
must develop their digital infrastructure.
This must go hand in hand with securing
stable power sources and backup systems
to provide an uninterrupted e-learning
environment.
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illiberal cultural trends.
To evaluate these challenging issues,
we need to understand the value of the
university in a liberal society. We must also
appreciate the many roles of academics in
the university and in the wider democratic
ecosystem.

If not in a university, then
where? Academia must
define harm to allow open
debate on difficult issues

It is common to claim universities have the special function of facilitating
the pursuit of truth. This pursuit requires open and fearless discussion of
ideas, including ones that are controversial, false and even sometimes
immoral.
LUARA FERRACIOLI
Senior Lecturer in Political Philosophy,
Department of Philosophy, University of
Sydney
MATTHEW LISTER
Senior Lecturer, School of Law, Deakin
University
SAM SHPALL
Senior Lecturer in Ethics, Department of
Philosophy, University of Sydney
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I

n recent years, Australian academics
have been accused of many forms of
wrongful expression including racism,
transphobia and anti-Semitism.
Earlier this year an African-Australian
researcher’s paper was accused of being
racist. The research found the over-representation in crime statistics of Sudaneseborn young people is not due to racial
profiling.
More recently a queer political action
group at the University of Melbourne called
for a review of a philosophy subject on feminism over concerns the course materials
contain “transphobic rhetoric”.
The university also drafted a new “gen-
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The pursuit of truth

der affirmation policy”, which considers
prohibiting public speeches or events it
deems an attack on gender diversity. Critics
of the draft policy argue it expands the
relevant notion of “harm” and represents
a major potential constraint on academic
freedom.
These examples raise questions about
the limits of academic freedom, and about
what makes constraint of academic speech
legitimate.
Political convictions underlie interpretations of such incidents. Some are more
likely to emphasise concerns about purportedly harmful speech, and to interpret
constraints on academic expression as an
essential part of protecting marginalised
members of society.
Others emphasise concerns about the
negative effects of limiting academic freedom. They may interpret their stance as
an essential part of larger efforts to resist

It is common to claim universities have
the special function of facilitating the pursuit of truth. This pursuit requires open
and fearless discussion of ideas, including
ones that are controversial, false and even
sometimes immoral. According to this
view, censoring academics for their speech
is incompatible with the rigorous pursuit
of truth, and hence with the foundational
purpose of the university.
But this can’t be the end of the story.
First, the university has other important
functions. For example, educating students, preparing students for life after
university and improving public debate.
Second, some campus speech constitutes unjustifiable harm. Such harmful speech can be constrained when its
exercise violates the rights of others, for
instance their right to non-discrimination.
To better assess the limits of academic
freedom, it is useful to distinguish between
two aspects of academic work: teaching
and research.
As teachers, academics are tasked
with facilitating the pursuit of truth. But
they are also responsible for cultivating a
respectful environment, which gives students fair opportunities to grow intellectually. This requires presenting material
in ways that don’t demean, subordinate or
intimidate any one group or person.
In a United States case that went
to court, a philosophy professor refused
to address a transgender student with
her preferred pronouns. Such behaviour
singles out the relevant student and jeopardises their equal status in the classroom.
It should not be protected under the guise
of academic freedom.
But as researchers, academics should
primarily be interested in pursuing the
truth. They should not, for example, minimise findings that challenge their political

As teachers, academics
are tasked with
facilitating the pursuit
of truth. But they are
also responsible for
cultivating a respectful
environment, which
gives students fair
opportunities to grow
intellectually
views, the views of their students or their
employers.
Similarly, research should not be constrained merely on the grounds it might
have bad effects. Valuable research often
has some bad effects. A prominent US
economist published surprising findings
which challenge the common assumption
black Americans are disproportionately
likely to encounter lethal force from the
police. These findings have, predictably,
been used inappropriately. Some have
used them to argue there is no racism in
policing.
We are very sceptical about arguments
that assume bad political consequences
like this are sufficient to limit the freedom
of academics to pursue the research that
interests them.
It is important to distinguish the first
critique from the second. The idea of the
first is not that the speech might cause
later harm, but that it constitutes harm on
its own. Demeaning students is harmful in
itself. And it violates principles of fairness
in education.
So, the relevant question is: when does
academic speech constitute harm in this
way?

Robust debate in the classroom
It is our view that causing distress, hurt
feelings or discomfort in students cannot
be sufficient on its own to limit academic
speech—even if this distress is significant.
Socialists may feel discomfort in a
class on macroeconomics. Indigenous stu-

dents may feel confronted in a class on
Australian literature. Students committed
to the literal truth of the bible may feel
distress in a class on evolutionary biology.
Sexual assault survivors may feel disrespected in a class on criminal law. These
reactions deserve to be taken seriously.
But taking them seriously does not mean
ensuring they never arise.
It is unavoidable some students will be
offended and distressed by material they
encounter at university—just as they will
be offended and distressed by material
they encounter in society more broadly.
Student distress can sometimes also be
a sign instructor is engaging in unacceptable classroom behaviour. An economics
professor should not mock their anti-capitalist student, even if that student were to
exhibit poor reasoning. Similarly, professors teaching gender critical views—which
distinguish between gender and biological
sex and maintain biological sex is politically important—should not insult, intimidate or silence students who passionately
disagree with them.
Academics can be appropriately censured for violating their professional duties
if they behave sufficiently disrespectfully.
However, we should err on the side
of preserving academic freedom when the
cause of distress is the mere discussion
of academic material. Outside of the case
of clearly demeaning, subordinating, or
intimidating speech, hurt feelings or distress are insufficient grounds on their own
for limiting the speech in question.
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Critical race theory: What
it is and what it isn’t
First, race is not fundamentally or essentially a
matter of biology, but rather a social construct.
While physical features and geographic origin
play a part in making up what we think of as
race, societies will often make up the rest of
what we think of as race.
DAVID MIGUEL GRAY
Assistant Professor of Philosophy, Affiliate, Institute for
Intelligent Systems, University of Memphis

U

S. Rep. Jim Banks of Indiana sent a letter
to fellow Republicans on June 24, 2021,
stating: “As Republicans, we reject the
racial essentialism that critical race
theory teaches … that our institutions are
racist and need to be destroyed from the
ground up.”
Kimberlé Crenshaw, a law professor
and central figure in the development
of critical race theory, said in a recent
interview that critical race theory “just
says, let’s pay attention to what has happened
in this country, and how what has happened in
this country is continuing to create differential
outcomes. … Critical Race Theory … is more
patriotic than those who are opposed to it because
… we believe in the promises of equality. And we
know we can’t get there if we can’t confront and
talk honestly about inequality.”
Rep. Banks’ account is demonstrably false and
typical of many people publicly declaring their
opposition to critical race theory. Crenshaw’s characterization, while true, does not detail its main
features. So, what is critical race theory and what
brought it into existence?
The development of critical race theory by legal
scholars such as Derrick Bell and Crenshaw was
largely a response to the slow legal progress and
setbacks faced by African Americans from the end
of the Civil War, in 1865, through the end of the
civil rights era, in 1968. To understand critical race
theory, you need to first understand the history of
African American rights in the U.S.
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The history
After 304 years of enslavement,
then-former slaves gained equal protection under the law with passage of the 14th Amendment in
1868. The 15th Amendment, in
1870, guaranteed voting rights
for men regardless of race or
“previous condition of servitude.”
Between 1866 and
1877–the period historians call “Radical
Reconstruction” – African
Americans began businesses, became involved
in local governance and
law enforcement and
were elected to Congress.
This early progress was
subsequently diminished
by state laws throughout the American
South
called
“Black Codes,”
which limited
voting rights,
property
rights and
compensation
for
work; made it illegal
to be unemployed or not
have documented proof
of employment; and
could subject prisoners
to work without pay on
behalf of the state. These
legal rollbacks were
worsened by the spread of
“Jim Crow” laws throughout
the country requiring segregation in almost all aspects
of life.
Grassroots struggles for
civil rights were constant in
post-Civil War America. Some
historians even refer to the period from
the New Deal Era, which began in 1933,
to the present as “The Long Civil Rights
Movement.”
The period stretching from Brown v.
Board of Education in 1954, which found

school segregation to be unconstitutional,
to the Fair Housing Act of 1968, which
prohibited discrimination in housing, was
especially productive.
The civil rights movement used practices such as civil disobedience, nonviolent
protest, grassroots organizing and legal
challenges to advance civil rights. The
U.S.’s needs to improve its image abroad
during the Cold War importantly aided
these advancements. The movement succeeded in banning explicit legal discrimination and segregation, promoted equal
access to work and housing and extended
federal protection of voting rights.
However, the movement that produced legal advances had no effect on
the increasing racial wealth gap between
Blacks and whites, while school and housing segregation persisted.

What critical race theory is
Critical race theory is a field of intellectual
inquiry that demonstrates the legal codification of racism in America.
Through the study of law and U.S.
history, it attempts to reveal how racial
oppression shaped the legal fabric of the
U.S. Critical race theory is traditionally
less concerned with how racism manifests
itself in interactions with individuals and
more concerned with how racism has
been, and is, codified into the law.
There are a few beliefs commonly held
by most critical race theorists.
First, race is not fundamentally or
essentially a matter of biology, but rather
a social construct. While physical features
and geographic origin play a part in making up what we think of as race, societies
will often make up the rest of what we
think of as race. For instance, 19th- and
early-20th-century scientists and politicians frequently described people of
color as intellectually or morally inferior,
and used those false descriptions to justify oppression and discrimination. Legal
scholar Kimberlé Crenshaw, who devised
the term ‘critical race theory,’ explains
what it is – and isn’t.
Second, these racial views have been
codified into the nation’s foundational
documents and legal system. For
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believe to be critical race theory from
schools.
But what is being banned in education,
and what many media outlets and legislators are calling “critical race theory,” is far
from it. Here are sections from identical
legislation in Oklahoma and Tennessee that
propose to ban the teaching of these concepts. As a philosopher of race and racism,
I can safely say that critical race theory
does not assert the following:
One race or sex is inherently superior
to another race or sex;
An individual, by virtue of the individual’s race or sex, is inherently privileged, racist, sexist, or oppressive, whether
consciously or subconsciously;
An individual should be discriminated
against or receive adverse treatment
because of the individual’s race or sex;
An individual’s moral character is
determined by the individual’s race
or sex;
An individual, by virtue of the individual’s race or sex, bears responsibility
for actions committed in the past by other
members of the same race or sex;
An individual should feel discomfort,
guilt, anguish, or another form of
psychological distress solely because of the
individual’s race or sex.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

evidence of that, look no further
than the “Three-Fifths Compromise”
in the Constitution, whereby slaves,
denied the right to vote, were nonetheless treated as part of the population for increasing congressional representation of slave-holding states.
Third, given the pervasiveness
of racism in our legal system and
institutions, racism is not aberrant,
but a normal part of life.
Fourth, multiple elements, such
as race and gender, can lead to kinds
of compounded discrimination that
lack the civil rights protections given
to individual, protected categories.
For example, Crenshaw has forcibly
argued that there is a lack of legal
protection for Black women as a
category. The courts have treated
Black women as Black, or women,
but not both in discrimination cases
– despite the fact that they may have
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Given the pervasiveness of racism in
our legal system and
institutions, racism is
not aberrant, but a
normal part of life.

experienced discrimination because
they were both.
These beliefs are shared by scholars in a variety of fields who explore
the role of racism in areas such as
education, health care and history.
Finally, critical race theorists are
interested not just in studying the
law and systems of racism, but in
changing them for the better.

What critical race theory is not
Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis, giving
his version of what critical race
theory is. “Critical race theory” has
become a catch-all phrase among
legislators attempting to ban a wide
array of teaching practices concerning race. State legislators in Arizona,
Arkansas, Idaho, Missouri, North
Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina,
Texas and West Virginia have introduced legislation banning what they

6.

Grassroots struggles for civil rights were constant
in post-Civil War America. Some historians even
refer to the period from the New Deal Era, which
began in 1933, to the present as “The Long Civil
Rights Movement.”

What most of these bills go on to
do is limit the presentation of educational materials that suggest that
Americans do not live in a meritocracy,
that foundational elements of U.S. laws
are racist, and that racism is a perpetual struggle from which America has
not escaped.
Americans are used to viewing their
history through a triumphalist lens,
where we overcome hardships, defeat
our British oppressors and create a
country where all are free with equal
access to opportunities.Obviously, not
all of that is true.
Critical race theory provides techniques to analyze U.S. history and legal
institutions by acknowledging that
racial problems do not go away when
we leave them unaddressed.
BUSINESS MONTHLY | SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 2021
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Adichie and Emezi: Ignore the noise,

pay attention to the conversation

African writers being portrayed as
icons isn’t new. The same became
true of the revered “fathers” of
canonical postcolonial African
fiction, Chinua Achebe and Ngugi
wa Thiong’o, for example.

While the media hype helps to keep
them globally relevant, it distracts attention from what is an important concern
regarding the qualitative merits of the
“conversation”.

The back story

ARETHA PHIRI
Associate Professor, Department of Literary
Studies in English, Rhodes University

T

he recent media furore surrounding
the “feud” between the celebrated
Nigeria-born African diaspora writers Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie and
Akwaeke Emezi conflates issues too easily.
The very public disagreement began
when Adichie presented her views on transgender women–or transwomen–in an interview in 2017. Rather than affirm their
status as women, Adichie stated that “transwomen are transwomen”. Emezi, once
mentored by Adichie, responded with hurt
and anger amid accusations that Adichie is
transphobic–prejudiced against transgender people.
The latest public disagreement between
them on the issue was triggered by Adichie’s
reflections on her website. The post was
about what she viewed as the unethical behaviour of and crossing of personal
and professional boundaries by former
(unnamed) mentees. It appeared to be a
deeply personal, indeed bitter, lament on
strained and broken relations.
Emezi responded with biting social
media comments, saying the essay was
“designed to incite hordes of transphobic
Nigerians to target me”. Emezi repeated
that Adichie’s views inflict harm on the
trans community.
Their disagreements became sensationalised in the media. But this only served to
titillate and manipulate readers into taking
hard and fast ideological positions without
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the necessary effort of paying careful attention to the actual conversation.
Aligned with the publishing industry’s
own marketing logic, both authors are
positioned as somewhat representative of
supposedly disparate “African” concerns
and ways of being. Because of this, their
disagreement, and the way it’s been portrayed, raises age old questions. Who gets
to represent Africa and what they are per-
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mitted to represent to the world?
African writers being portrayed as icons
isn’t new. The same became true of the
revered “fathers” of canonical postcolonial
African fiction, Chinua Achebe and Ngugi
wa Thiong’o, for example.
This is a (post-)colonial legacy that is
accentuated in the media’s foregrounding
and pitting of Adichie and Emezi as disparate, representative personalities.

Adichie is the critically acclaimed author of the novels
Purple Hibiscus (2003), Half of a Yellow Sun (2006)
and Americanah (2013). She is one of the world’s most
visible writers, attracting the attention of academics and
pop stars, and held aloft as a face of feminism.

Adichie is the critically acclaimed author
of the novels Purple Hibiscus (2003), Half
of a Yellow Sun (2006) and Americanah
(2013). She is one of the world’s most
visible writers, attracting the attention of
academics and pop stars, and held aloft as
a face of feminism.
In relation to feminism, she was asked
in a TV interview in 2017 to comment on
whether transwomen could or should be
considered women. Adichie explained that
she believed that: transwomen are transwomen. I think that if you’ve lived in the
world as a man, with the privileges that
the world accords to men and then, sort of
change, switch gender … It’s difficult for
me to accept that then we can equate to
your experience with the experience of a
woman who has lived from the beginning
in the world as a woman. And who has
not been accorded those privileges that
men are.
Emezi is the author of best-selling
works that include the fictive memoir
Freshwater (2018) and the novel The
Death of Vivek Oji (2020).
A former participant and mentee
of Adichie’s Farafina Creative Writing
Workshop, Emezi is held up as a face and
voice of transgender people and joined
the chorus of those who viewed Adichie’s
response as transphobic.
Emezi, who identifies as non-binary
transgender, viewed Adichie’s comments
as symptomatic of a broader, mainstream
culture of discrimination. The harmful
“dismissal” and “disregard” to which trans
people are subjected.
Adichie in turn described her critics as
participating in “trans noise”. It’s a reaction she links to “cancel culture”.
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societal structures and strictures to which
we are all subjected, albeit unequally.

Reading Adichie and Emezi

The exchanges between the two
became increasingly acrimonious and personal.

The issue at hand
Critics continue to read her as transphobic. But I would argue that when Adichie
expressed her opinion on transwomen, she
was highlighting our gendered experiences
of society and societal norms. Contrary to
claims that this trivialises or harms trans
subjectivities, it in fact affirms the feminist view that gender, as with race, is not
biological.
Assigned a male identity at birth, some
transwomen opt to transition via hormone
therapy or surgical procedures to their
preferred gender identity. This reveals how
gender is not normative; it is something we
learn. We are acculturated and disciplined
into it and, in turn, “perform” it.
To not acknowledge this by claiming
that transwomen are “categorically” women
would, in fact, be to reduce them to a simple
stereotype. And in so doing invalidate their
differential, lived experiences of gender.
Emezi’s own candid account of their
non-binary transition is a case in point.
Describing their “choice” to undergo var-
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ious (non-reproductive) procedures, they
explain that I wasn’t sure then what I was
transitioning my body to, but I was clear
that the gender I’d been raised as was
inaccurate–I’d never been a woman … The
surgeries were a bridge across realities.
Reading beyond the media’s hyper-sensationalism of both authors’ opinions would
help us move away from taking purely
ideological positions. It would allow more
stimulating, material discussions about the

Vaccine-virus mismatch
is an ongoing challenge
for scientists charged with
developing the seasonal
flu vaccine. But even with
a virus-vaccine mismatch,
the flu vaccine reduces
the likelihood, and the
severity, of disease.
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Aligned to their civil-rights advocacy, Adichie and Emezi have spoken out
against Nigeria’s draconian anti-queer legislation. Their literature provides further,
more nuanced and sophisticated insight
and guidance on these issues.
Take, for example, Adichie’s On
Monday of Last Week, from her acclaimed
short story collection, The Thing Around
Your Neck. It’s a complex, probing account
of a possible sexual relationship between
two women. One is African American, the
other Nigerian African. The story does not
just explore the possibilities of non-normative, same-sex relations. It uses this
intimate, “border-crossing” exchange as the
platform to interrogate global North-South
power imbalances.
Emezi’s work similarly provides a
space for the acknowledgement and celebration of so-called Other subjectivities.
Their debut novel Freshwater’s depiction of
hybridised African Igbo beliefs and world
views provides a refreshing “corrective” to
more simplistic global (North) understandings of non-normative identities.
The protagonist Ada’s gender-fluid,
human/spiritual–ultimately “queer”–subjectivity enacts the potential for existential
border-crossing liminality. Emezi’s novel
is irreverently, eloquently “trans”. It does
not just articulate the experiential fluidity
of gender; it resists because it does not
precisely “fit” our normative literary and
ideological expectations.
Adichie and Emezi have demonstrated
their proficiency in their craft. They are also
both undeniably important contributors
and necessary additions to the African diasporic and global literary landscape.
When mainstream and social media
noise that beckons us to laud, dismiss or
demonise them as representative personalities becomes deafening, we would do well
to remember that their literature offers an
alternative reality.
It asks us continuously to question our
accepted “truths” and to imagine a world
otherwise.

DavisandShirtliff.com
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Why have South
Africans been on a
looting rampage?
Research offers
insights
Research findings on looting, nonetheless, suggest
that such phenomena are rarely caused by one thing.
Rather, it’s often the outcome of various factors.
GUY LAMB
Criminologist / Lecturer, Stellenbosch University

T

he looting of businesses, shopping centres and warehouses
in South Africa over the past months, particularly in the
KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng provinces, has taken place
at an unprecedented scale. It has affected both poor and
middle-class areas. Private as well as government property has
been damaged and destroyed. People have been injured and lives
have been lost.
A variety of narratives have emerged in an effort to explain the
looting frenzy. Some have accused die-hard supporters of former
president Jacob Zuma of fuelling the unrest. Others have intimated
that the looting is a consequence of state capture and the high level
of criminality in South Africa.
There have been suggestions that the current disorder is akin
to a rebellion of the poor brought about by acute food insecurity.
Research findings on looting, nonetheless, suggest that such
phenomena are rarely caused by one thing. Rather, it’s often the
outcome of various factors.
Looting in South Africa has taken place intermittently for
decades in the context of an ongoing crisis of poverty, inequality
and unemployment. It occurred under apartheid and continued to
take place after democracy in 1994. But it has traditionally been
largely confined to marginalised urban and peri-urban areas.
Incidents of looting have often been synonymous with outbreaks of xenophobic violence and service delivery protests. These
have overwhelmingly happened in townships and informal settlements in which shops and businesses owned by foreign nationals
have been plundered.
A study on xenophobic violence and the spaza shop sector
by myself and researchers from the Safety and Violence Initiative
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showed that looting was often a highly localised phenomenon. That
is, foreign-owned spaza shops (small, informal retail outlets) were
vulnerable to looting in communities where a combination of factors was at play. Among them were intense xenophobic attitudes,
ineffective measures to regulate competition among shop owners,
dysfunctional community leadership and the alienation of foreign
shop owners.
We noted in our study the uncomfortable reality that a key
driver of looting was that it was perceived by the looters to be
socially acceptable. And it was often encouraged and endorsed
within social and community networks.
Our findings echo those in a number of publications on looting
in the US and England.

Supporters
of Jacob
Zuma have
been actively
encouraging
South Africans
to engage in
acts of violence
and civil
disobedience.

However, as underscored in our report,
looting does not spontaneously emerge. It
usually comes about due to instigation by
influential individuals or groups who actively
articulate that looting against specific targets
is permissible and justifiable.

The drivers
In political violence literature, the process of
active encouragement is often referred to as
brokerage. A good example was during the
storming of the Capitol building in Washington
DC. Trump supporters were actively encouraged to engage in acts of sedition by leaders of
extremist groups.
Brokerage has been a central feature of the
current looting spree in KwaZulu-Natal and
Gauteng. Supporters of Jacob Zuma have been
actively encouraging South Africans to engage
in acts of violence and civil disobedience.
Individuals who are more prone to violence and criminal offending tend to initiate
the looting. Ordinary people may then join.
Acts of looting are often contagious and
develop a life of their own. This is due to group
dynamics where acts of looting by some may
encourage others.
In addition, collective disorder offers a
degree of camouflage and impunity for crimi-

nal actions. The absence of capable guardians, such as police and private security,
can also contribute to looting by ordinary
people.
Another important observation from
the xenophobic violence study was that
the looting of spaza shops tended to be
more widespread in KwaZulu-Natal and
Gauteng. This was due to the greater
prevalence of groups and networks willing
to engage in various forms of collective
violence. Action taken included protests,
extortion, political assassinations, taxi
conflicts and hostel violence. This mainly
entails violence between groups of residents over control of hostels, which are
often badly maintained.
Recent reports have suggested that
groups and networks like this have contributed to igniting and accelerating the
present spate of looting.
The intensity of the ongoing looting
in parts of KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng
signifies a convergence of brokerage, an
upsurge in attitudes that looting is socially allowable, and a willingness of certain pro-violence groups and networks to
actively facilitate looting across the two
provinces.

But these factors don’t adequately
account for the significant shift of the
looting into middle class retail areas and
commercial properties.
The grand scale and bold nature of
looting this time round suggests well-resourced “hidden hands” that have expertise
in provoking and instigating civil disorder.

Poor state of security
A report published in December 2018
revealed deeply troubling findings about
state security in South Africa. The report
was drawn up by the high-level review
panel on the country’s State Security
Agency.
In particular, it showed that elements
within the intelligence services at the time
had access to large sums of money and had
not only fuelled political factionalism but
had engaged in sophisticated “dirty tricks”
operations against governing party factions
aligned to President Cyril Ramaphosa.
The police minister announced on
Wednesday that former intelligence operatives and Zuma loyalists, some of whom
may still be on the State Security Agency
payroll, were under investigation for possibly instigating the looting and disorder.
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reviews and approvals for licensing. Only
then can the manufacturing process begin.
This requires a significant body of
skills. Local expertise in areas such as
research and development, regulatory
expertise and quality assurance must be
strengthened too.

Local manufacturing

Why Africa’s push to
make vaccines should look
further than Covid-19
Africa has 54 countries and 1.2 billion people, but produces only 1%
of all the vaccines it administers. The continent also faces a heavy
burden of disease. Over 90% of the world’s malaria deaths and 70%
of all people living with HIV are in Africa.
BARTHOLOMEW DICKY AKANMORI
Professor Emeritus of Immunology, University
of Ghana

I

t’s unlikely that vaccine manufacturing will offer Africa a quick fix for
Covid-19. Countries on the continent
are grappling with a diverse array of
challenges. These include vaccine hesitancy,
supply bottlenecks and a lack of operational funding and human resources to
administer jabs.
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Still, the political will to boost local
manufacturing of vaccines is rising across
the globe, including in Africa–and has
never been this high.
The reason is simple. Covid-19 has
shown that regions and countries take care
of their own people first when crises hit.
Africa wants to be able to do the same.
To do so, the continent must seize new
opportunities to fast-track the development
of vaccine manufacturing capacity and to
boost regulatory processes.
In 2020, about 40 African coun-
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tries participated in a World Health
Organisation (WHO) training marathon
to build manufacturing capacity. All 54
countries on the continent also supported
Ethiopia’s recently passed resolution to
the 74th World Health Assembly, focused
on strengthening local production of medicine and health technology. At the recent
G20 Global Health Summit, the European
Commission also announced a new initiative on manufacturing in Africa, backed by
€1 billion.
That’s critical because manufacturing
vaccine doesn’t come cheap. Success will
depend heavily on support–in cash and in
kind–from developed countries. It takes
hundreds of millions of dollars to produce
a new vaccine.
There is hope for relaxation of intellectual property rights. These are necessary
to open the way to local manufacturing of
existing vaccines.
But the production process for new vaccines can take as long as five to 10 years.
The typical vaccine roadmap begins with
exploratory research, followed by pre-clinical and clinical safety and efficacy testing
on animals and humans–and regulatory

It will take several more years before countries are fully prepared to manufacture
new vaccines to the scale of contributing
significantly to global output. Therefore,
governments should adopt a longer-term
view that prioritises the most urgent health
challenges in the region. This vision must
be about manufacturing vaccine generally,
rather than Covid-19 vaccines specifically.
Africa has 54 countries and 1.2 billion
people, but produces only 1% of all the
vaccines it administers. The continent also
faces a heavy burden of disease. Over 90%
of the world’s malaria deaths and 70% of
all people living with HIV are in Africa.
So far, the continent has only a few
producers of vaccines. Statutes signed
between the government of Senegal and
the Institut Pasteur in 2009 allowed the
country to manufacture yellow fever vaccines. There are six other vaccine manufacturing institutes. One is VACSERA in
Egypt, the oldest vaccine manufacturer
in Africa. Egypt is slated to complete the
production of 40 million doses of China’s
Sinovac Covid-19 vaccine domestically
by the end of 2021. In South Africa, the
pharmaceutical company Aspen will be
manufacturing doses of the Johnson &
Johnson Covid-19 vaccine under licence.
Most local companies engage only in
packaging and labelling, and occasionally
fill-and-finish steps. But it’s noteworthy
that there are about 80 sterile injectables
facilities on the continent. These produce
a broad range of fill-and-finish sterile
solutions and emulsions including anaesthetics, eye drops and multi-drug resistant
tuberculosis vaccines. Significant financial
commitment would be required to transform them into fully integrated manufacturing facilities. But these operations have
built solid track records with partners and
suppliers that will benefit expansion plans.

Integrating policies
Africa’s segmented markets, and often
small economies, are at odds with the
fact that vaccines are mostly produced in
large quantities to keep prices down. They
require large markets for sustainability.
Regulatory bodies that meet international
standards are also lacking, presenting a
further hurdle.
Integrating national and regional policies and strategies would in effect increase
the size of the overall market. All countries
could then benefit, regardless of the size of
their economy.
More integration will drive agreement
on the manufacturing of products in high
demand in Africa. It will also expand
market access, and help avoid costly duplication. But most importantly, it will help
ensure sustainability because most African
countries’ markets are too small to support
their own manufacturing.
African countries must make better use
of regional economic integration platforms
such as the Economic Community of West
African States, the Common Market for
Eastern and Southern Africa, and the new
African Continental Free Trade Agreement,
all of which offer great opportunities.
The African Continental Free Trade
Area, for example, aims to reduce all trade

African countries must
make better use of regional
economic integration
platforms such as the
Economic Community
of West African States,
the Common Market for
Eastern and Southern
Africa, and the new African
Continental Free Trade
Agreement, all of which
offer great opportunities.

costs–it will eliminate 90% of tariffs – and
enable Africa to integrate further into
global supply chains. Cutting red tape and
simplifying customs procedures will bring
significant income gains.
Strong regulatory capacity and oversight is another building block for vaccine
production and product safety. Countries
must strengthen their regulatory systems
to ensure that all medical products are of
the highest quality, and that local manufacturers maintain international standards. This is why it’s critical for member
states to urgently ratify the treaty to support the creation of the African Medicines
Agency. To date, seven of the required 15
African Union member states have ratified
the treaty.
The World Health Organisation, where
I am the regional advisor for vaccine
research and regulation in the Africa
region, works with member states and
partners towards local vaccine manufacture.
In Ethiopia, for example, we are working closely with the Ministry of Health.
We’re conducting a feasibility study in
respect of the potential for high-standard manufacturing of vaccines. We’re also
developing cost estimates for a road map
to success.
Ethiopia, home to the second biggest
population on the continent, had to pay a
hefty US$707 million to procure routine
vaccines between 2016 to 2020. That’s an
enormous financial burden and sends a
very clear message about the urgency for
local manufacturing.

Looking forward
Africa is facing delays in accessing life-saving vaccines for Covid-19. The continent
may experience similar delays in the
future.
The continent faces significant and
enduring public health threats, including
measles, rotavirus, yellow fever and Ebola.
To manage these public health threats,
Africa needs its own capacity for vaccine
development and production so that it
can immunise for childhood diseases and
help control outbreaks of highly infectious
diseases – including Covid-19.
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A Covid-19 vaccine plant in Africa?
This is what it would take to build one
Several companies have announced their intention to produce Covid-19 vaccines in Africa.
These include Aspen in South Africa and Saidal in Algeria.

Across Africa, competences related to
earlier stages of the value chain are very
limited.
A key challenge for local manufacturers of vaccines–and drugs more generally–is competition from India. Indian
companies have developed pharma competences, especially in generic medicines and
vaccines, and benefit from a large domestic
market.
National health services in developing
economies thus face a basic dilemma:
should they import pharmaceuticals from
India, or should they procure from local
companies that operate at higher costs?
As most healthcare providers operate
under tight budget constraints, they typically opt for imports.
Thus, local companies in Africa would
find it very challenging to be cost-competitive in the longer run when the current
worldwide scarcity of Covid-19 vaccines is
overcome as new plants become operational around the world.
What are the key obstacles an African
vaccine hub would have to overcome?

Building and operating a vaccine plant requires stateof-the-art knowledge – especially for new types of
vaccine such as mRNA, including how to build and
operate a plant, and how to control its quality.

CONSTRAINTS
Time

KLAUS MEYER
Professor of International Business, Ivey
Business School, Western University

T

he Covid-19 crisis has revived discussions on localising vaccine manufacturing to the African region to reduce
the dependence on imports.
The fact that Africa is lagging so far
behind on the Covid-19 vaccination compared with Europe and North America has
highlighted the importance of the issue.
Most African countries depend on the WHOsponsored COVAX scheme, which buys
Covid-19 vaccines from manufacturers by
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pooling demand, thus enhancing their
bargaining power. It also offers discounts for least developed countries.
However, the scheme is underfunded and competes with national authorities procuring vaccines directly from
the manufacturers, and thus lacking
a secure supply. Moreover, the supply shortage became worse when the
Serum Institute of India, previously
the main supplier to COVAX, focused
on domestic needs when the pandemic
spread in India.
So, what would actually be needed
to localise vaccine manufacturing in
Africa?
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I argue that the main constraints are
not patents but time, knowledge transfer
and capital. To overcome these constraints,
a broad co-operation of many partners is
necessary.

What’s in place
Several companies have announced their
intention to produce Covid-19 vaccines in
Africa. These include Aspen in South Africa
and Saidal in Algeria.
Expertise related to other types of vaccines also exists, for example, in the Institut
de Pasteur de Dakar. However, most of these
plants focus on the final stages of the value
chain, filling vials and packaging.

It takes time to design and build a manufacturing plant, to obtain all the regulatory
approvals, and to establish quality control
processes. A particular challenge is that
vaccines are living, genetic organisms,
consisting of large and complex molecules
that require complex biologic processes
for their creation, which need to be grown
organically.
Moreover, manufacturing depends on
supply chains for ingredients and materials, which in this industry generally
are global. Globally, supply chains for
Covid-19 vaccines have been hampered by
manufacturing bottlenecks, monopolised
supply, patents and even export bans. In
addition, national trade barriers within the
region can increase the costs of sourcing
critical inputs.
Given all these constraints, a potential
new plant in Africa would not be operational in 2021, and would not help solve
the immediate need for vaccines now. Yet,

vaccine building vaccine competences is a
goal with longer-term benefits.

Knowledge transfer
Building and operating a vaccine plant
requires state-of-the-art knowledge – especially for new types of vaccine such as
mRNA, including how to build and operate a plant, and how to control its quality.
Such knowledge is typically tacit and
held by people and teams involved in the
research and development. Thus, it needs
to be shared by direct interpersonal interaction; it cannot be obtained by reading
patents or other public sources.
This contrasts with drugs, for example,
that can be reverse engineered, enabling
generic manufacturers to develop and
scale up production without collaboration
of the patent holder.
Thus, new manufacturers of vaccines
need to acquire and absorb a lot of knowledge, which practically cannot be done
(at least not in a timely fashion) without

direct collaboration with those who hold
the knowledge. At the same time, national
regulatory authorities need to address
their capability gaps.

Investment capital
Big investment projects with revenues far
in the future need risk capital to finance
the construction. The first question any
investor–be they an aid organisation or
a private investor–will ask is: what is the
demand for your product when you are
ready to go to market?
Operating costs in Africa are likely to
be higher due to lesser scale of the operation, and more complex logistics. Thus, an
investor would be concerned that the plant
is not price-competitive in normal situations – that is without the current global
shortage of vaccines in 2021.
This concern can be addressed by
advance purchase commitments, preferably with up-front payment (that’s how
the UK and the US secured their early
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“until the end of the pandemic” is of
little help.
The World Trade Organisation’s
TRIPs agreement in principle allows
countries to impose compulsory
licensing in cases of national emergencies. However, a recent review
study has shown that this possibility
is rarely used–the requirements are
too complex, especially for countries without local manufacturing
capacity.
Reform of the TRIPS agreement
would help, notably by simplifying
compulsory licensing, or by reducing
the scope and length of intellectual property rights. At a minimum,
this would strengthen the bargaining
power of local players engaging with
the global industry.

Overcoming the constraints

lead in vaccine supply).
As the likely buyers mostly
are state-related agencies, such as
national health systems, they would
have to sign purchase agreements.
Ideally, several national health systems would cooperate to contract
one manufacturer in the region to
enable scale of the operation. Yet,
they might be reluctant to commit
given the prospect (albeit uncertain)
that imported vaccines might be
available at a cheaper price in two to
three years.
Once, national health systems–or
other potential buyers–have indicated their commitments, there may
also be an opportunity for effective development aid. Donors may
for example subsidise the purchase
agreements. Or, development banks
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may take equity in the new plant and
share the risk of the operation.

Intellectual property rights
A waiver or a compulsory licence
for key technology, including ingredients and materials, would help
lower costs. But it would need to be
valid over the operating lifetime of
the plant. In other words, a waiver

A waiver or a compulsory licence
for key technology, including
ingredients and materials, would
help lower costs. But it would
need to be valid over the operating
lifetime of the plant.
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Local vaccine manufacturing in
Africa is both feasible and desirable
because it helps Africa to respond to
future pandemics. To achieve that,
a broad regional partnership with
substantial up-front commitments is
necessary.
First, to enable efficient scale
of operation, national authorities
across the region need to collaborate
to coordinate health sector procurement, regulation and quality control
of the medicines, and trade policies.
Second, owners of the technology
should be part of the partnership,
not only to facilitate the transfer of
tacit knowledge but also to ensure
quality control. BioNTech, for example, has stated that it is willing to
engage in this type of collaboration.
Third, development organisations may support such ventures by
bringing partners together, co-funding advance purchase agreements,
and perhaps by investing in the
plant itself.
Policy makers may help creating such partnerships by simplifying
compulsory licensing rules. In contrast, a time-limited patent waiver
would achieve little.
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NHIF reforms should
not impair private
medical insurance
Currently, NHIF pays only
a limited amount for the
hospital bed and some
procedures. It is treated as
the primary cover, taking care
of most costs in public and
mission hospitals.

ASHOK SHAH
CEO of The Apollo Group

G

ood health is an essential
ingredient for economic development. A nation cannot develop unless its citizens are healthy.
It is for this reason, we believe, that the
Government of Kenya is making sustained
efforts to ensure access to quality universal
health care (UHC) for all.
Alongside interventions for setting up
infrastructure and equipping medical facilities in Kenya, attention has also been
directed towards ensuring healthcare is
affordable to everyone. In this respect,
health, also referred to as medical insurance currently offered as a product by a
number of reputable insurance companies
has been an effective cushion.
By having medical insurance, individuals and their dependants, are assured
of medical attention when unwell. It is
essential to build a healthy nation and to
provide a sense of comfort and peace of
mind.
Medical insurance is intended to
shield individuals and families from the
economic shocks that come with serious,
prolonged and critical illnesses.
Over the years, efforts have been made
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towards expanding health insurance
coverage and penetration.
We have the government run
National Health Insurance Fund (NHIF)
and private medical insurers. The Insurance
Regulatory Authority (IRA) estimates the
medical insurance class accounted for 34.4
per cent of the industry’s gross premium
income for general insurance during the
fourth quarter of 2020 alone.
The low penetration can be attributed to
the fact that Health Care in Kenya has two
main providers. The Public Hospitals and
the Private Hospitals. Private Hospitals
offer quality services but the cost of treat-
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ment
is
relatively high and
beyond the reach of most needy consumers.
Therefore, there is a genuine need for good
medical insurance to make these treatments affordable.
In an effort to deliver universal healthcare coverage, as envisioned under the Big
Four Agenda, the Government of Kenya has
initiated reforms in NHIF. According to
many health experts who have participated
in a discourse on the issue, the amendment
bill before Parliament unfortunately risks

doing more harm than good to the provision of universal health care in the country
as envisaged.
The need to reform NHIF to make
it more effective in enhancing access to
healthcare is indisputable. However, it
should be done in a manner that does not
reverse gains made. The National Hospital
Insurance Fund (Amendment) Bill, aims
to insert a new Section; 15A to making
it mandatory for any person who
has attained the age of 18 years to
register as a member of the Fund.
The fund has also changed its
benefits and rules so abruptly and
frequently that it disadvantages
its clients. An example of these
changes is NHIF’s decision to
stop benefits during the Covid19 Pandemic. NHIF stopped
paying for any Covid-19 related
claims, a practice that negates
the desire for universal health
care. In the meantime, private
Health Insurers have continued to
pay for these claims. Indeed, APA
has been paying all Covid-19 related
claims to the full policy limit.
Currently, NHIF pays only a limited amount for the hospital bed and some
procedures. It is treated as the primary
cover, taking care of most costs in public and mission hospitals. The proposed
amendments intend to change the model
to one where insurers pay for costs first
until exhaustion of the cover before NHIF
kicks in. This will lead to an unequitable
situation where the ill will find themselves
being denied treatment.
To finance this, the amendments propose that employers match their employees’ contributions. These additional costs
on employers are likely to have a cascading effect on employees, because employers are likely to cut back on the quality
private medical insurance covers taken out
for staff to offset the additional employee
cost. If this is effected, it will impact negatively on the future and quality of health
care, as the effect reduce the revenue for
private hospitals. Currently, most private
hospitals, which have some of the best
facilities, derive 80% of their income from

the insurance sector. If employers cut back
insurance covers, then we will see less
financing of treatment and a bigger burden
on the individuals.
For NHIF to be impactful in enhancing
universal healthcare coverage, it should
be structured in a way that prioritizes
provision of basic medical coverage at
affordable facilities (public and mission
hospitals) before expanding to costlier
health care providers. The fund should
define the basic package accessible to all
with clearly defined benefits, price points,
and accessible services and providers. The
basic low-cost package for public and mis-

ering universal healthcare coverage.
In addition, instead of increasing the
burden on those who want to provide for
their own health care, the Government
should allow an opt out clause. For
instance, this clause would allow anyone
with a minimum approved cover, not to
contribute to NHIF.
APA Health Insurance’s benefits,
for instance, covers about 120,000 lives,
including 700 corporate schemes and
7,000 individual family policies. APA
prides itself in delivering comprehensive cover, with a wide healthcare provider network, and premium customer

By having medical
insurance, individuals
and their dependants,
are assured of
medical attention
when unwell. It is
essential to build a
healthy nation and
to provide a sense of
comfort and peace of
mind

sion hospitals would be separate from the
private hospital one, which would attract
additional premiums to manage costs and
reduce fraud and wastage, particularly by
the use of technology.
This would ensure that the hospitals
are able to improve their services as
they will benefit from income from private medical insurers and the NHIF. The
Government must acknowledge that we
already have a working model for health
care. The private sector has taken on the
burden of not only investing in health care,
but financing it. The private health covers
have superior benefits which NHIF cannot
provide and need not provide as NHIF.
The focus for the NHIF should be on deliv-

experience enabled by technology. APA
Health Insurance benefits are designed to
offer comprehensive coverage, and provides options for inpatient, outpatient,
dental, optical and maternity covers.
The comprehensive health insurance by
APA also covers chronic conditions. APA
Comprehensive Health Insurance was the
first to cover Covid-19 and HIV/AIDs.
For APA Health Insurance and other
Medical Insurance providers to continue
making their contribution towards universal healthcare coverage, we need a better,
more inclusive dialogue and partnership
with the Government of Kenya, while
encouraging more cooperation and collaboration.
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Football’s coming home
– what makes a great
tournament anthem?
Football songs and anthems have the potential to give us a
greater sense of time and place. They can help us along when
singing them, make us feel part of our tribe and like we are
part of a team’s success.

PAUL CARR
Professor in Popular Music Analysis,
University of South Wales

W

hen the English men’s football team beat Croatia 1-0 in
their first match of the 2020
European Championships, fans
up and down the country turned to each
other and chanted “It’s coming home” and
Wembley echoed with it as supporters left
the London stadium.
The Three Lions theme, released by
comedians David Baddiel and Frank
Skinner with the Lightning Seeds before
the 1996 European Championships, has
become a touchstone of football music.
It reached number 1 in the charts that
year and was the musical backdrop to the
English team’s run up to the semi-finals.
It has continued to be sung by hopeful
England fans ever since.
The song rose to number one for a
second time in 2018 when England got to
the semi-finals of the World Cup. But hopes
were dashed when they were beaten 2-1 by
Croatia. Such is the power of the song for
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the English that French player Paul Pogba
(whose team went on to win the World cup
that year) created a spin-off that appeared
to be a sarcastic dig at the English team.
So, at a time when England are once
again attempting to win their first silverware since 1966, the longevity, popularity
and associated meaning of Three Lions
raises the question: what makes a good
football anthem?
According to folk singer Martin Carthy,
the football chant can be considered one
of the last embodiments of the oral folk
tradition. It gives fans a means through
which they can not only express their love
(or disdain) for a particular football club;
but also, their often-complex relationship
with a nation, town, social class or collective identity.
As noted by the historian Dave Russell,
many of the football chants we hear on the
terraces today have a long history. They’ve
been sung by fans since the 19th century–with Sheffield United FC adapting the
music hall drinking song Rowdy Dowdy
Boys in the 1890s, for example.
It is apparent that in various ways,
football’s great anthems can represent our
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more tragic meanings.
A more light-hearted song that has
also been taken on by fans is West Ham’s
use of the chorus of I’m Forever Blowing
Bubbles. A Tin Pan Alley song from the
1920s. As opposed to stoically coping
with adversity, the supporters can relate
with the more light-hearted approach to
loss – “even if we are losing, we will blow
bubbles”.
There are many other examples of
similar appropriations, such as Newcastle
United’s use of the folk song Blaydon
Races or Southampton’s use of the hymn
When the Saints Come Marching In.
hopes of success, our fear of defeat and our
pride in national and local identities.

Football anthems
The football anthem is usually strongly
associated with a particular club, nation or
event. Like Sheffield United’s early adaptation of a music hall song, more recent
football anthems also tap into the culture
they operate within.
Usually drawn from popular music,
folk, classical or indeed hymns, they sometimes have the power to capture the zeitgeist. For those that are old enough and
support England, think how you felt when
you heard Three Lions (Football’s Coming
Home) in 1996, then consider how it still
makes you feel today. The ability of the
song to remind us of our hopes, expectations and national identity is tangible.

Arguably the most well-known football club anthem in the UK is Liverpool
FC’s use of You’ll Never Walk Alone, which
was appropriated by fans after the success
of Gerry and Pacemakers’ version of the
song in 1963. The lyrics of the song, which
has also been used by other football clubs,
such as Scotland’s Celtic and Germany’s
Borussia Dortmund, features a protagonist
who shows resilience “walking through a
storm” of adversity. A sentiment that is
easy for many supporters to get behind as
they show unwavering dedication as their
teams lose and unending hope that one
day they might win.
The song’s firm association with
Liverpool was cemented in the public
consciousness in the aftermath of the 1985
Heysel stadium disaster and the 1989
Hillsborough disaster, where it took on

A sense of time, place and identity
It is important to remember however that
some anthems don’t come from the terraces, but from record labels, football governing bodies and the clubs themselves.
This phenomenon has a long history
and includes songs that glorify players,
such as The Belfast Boy – a 1970 tribute
to George Best. There are songs created
by clubs, like Chelsea’s Blue is the Colour
from 1972. Then there are those created
for specific events, such as FIFA endorsed
songs like Gloryland (1994) by Daryl Hall
and Sounds of Blackness, Ricky Martin’s
La Copa De La Vida (The Cup of Life,
1998) and this year’s official theme for
the European Championships by Martin
Garrix, featuring Bono and the Edge from
U2.

It is apparent that in
various ways, football’s
great anthems can
represent our hopes of
success, our fear of defeat
and our pride in national
and local identities.
Football songs and anthems have the
potential to give us a greater sense of time
and place. They can help us along when
singing them, make us feel part of our tribe
and like we are part of a team’s success.
Football anthems also remind us of the
essence of who we are and most importantly, who we were.
Whenever I hear Nessun Dorma,
which the BBC used for its coverage of the
1990 World Cup, I am reminded of iconic
English footballer Paul Gascoigne’s tears,
indeed of my own tears when England
missed the opportunity to replicate an
occasion that many of us can’t remember
but remains in our collective imagination–
the 1966 World Cup Victory over West
Germany.
As we entered the last 16 of this year’s
European Championships, the anthems of
nations around Europe had similar resonances with the winners and losers of this
year’s competition but only one country
brought the cup home. Italy.
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Euro 2020: How football
managers and coaches
control the narrative
Research has also shown that clothing has an impact on
public perceptions of managers. This report on the clothing
styles of French professional football managers identified
three broad wardrobe choices managers tend to choose
from to make impressions on their audiences.
MARK JAMES CARROLL
Doctoral Researcher and Lecturer in Sport Coaching,
Liverpool John Moores University
COLUM CRONIN
Senior lecturer Physical Education and Sport Coaching,
Liverpool John Moores University
SIMON J ROBERTS
Reader in Sport and Exercise Pedagogy, Liverpool John
Moores University

“

Should I shout and show ‘passion’, or stay
quiet and appear ‘calculated’? Will I echo the
feeling of the fans or stay aligned with the
views of the board? Am I a suit-and-tie manager or a tracksuit and boots coach?”These decisions
may appear trivial, but the impression a football
manager or coach makes on the stakeholders who
monitor their performance can influence their credibility, effectiveness and job security.
Knowing how to “work your audience” has long
been important for launching and sustaining a successful career in football management. Associated
with a series of public theatrics, the job requires reallife actors to move between performative stages for
different groups as they attempt to manage impressions up (such as in relations with board members),
down (with players and support staff), and sideways
(with fans and media).
As coaches and managers gear up for the UEFA
European Championships, let’s consider the impres-
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sions that each nation’s manager might be trying to
make, while also acknowledging the mental health
dangers of coaches prioritising how they look over
how they feel.

Coaches and managers as actors
Sociologist Erving Goffman’s ideas of performativity suggest a tendency for people to engage in
behaviours that others will judge favourably. This
can be understood using the metaphor of an actor
adopting a character that fits a script in a given
social context. The actor may not naturally align
themselves with the projected qualities and traits
of the character they are portraying, and how they
act “off stage” could be entirely different. Yet, on
stage, they conform to the persona that the audience
desires.
Coaches operate in a very similar way. Studies
on depression and alcoholism in sport coaching have
revealed a great deal about this phenomenon in football. Research into the matter gives an example of an
elite coach portraying a confident image to players
and staff, despite experiencing turmoil off stage in his
private life. Here, the coach was aware that putting
on a professional front is desirable because becoming
“discredited” would jeopardise job security and hinder project success.

Coaches operate in a very similar
way. Studies on depression and
alcoholism in sport coaching
have revealed a great deal about
this phenomenon in football.

Managers’ use of language also gives
away a lot about attempts to “perform”
in their industry. In the absence of Wales
manager Ryan Giggs, for example, assistant manager Robert Page has been tasked
with steadying the ship through the Euros.
When Page stepped up, Wales were in disarray, so using resilient phrases like “put
your tin hat on, dig a trench, and rise to
the challenge” in interviews may be intended as a rallying call to Welsh supporters in
overcoming adversity.
Page is now regarded as a potential
permanent replacement for Giggs, and has
presented a demeanor of confidence when
discussing big calls like squad selection
and match preparations with the press.
But hierarchy and loyalty matter in the
workplace, which is reflected in Page’s
decision to also publicly thank Giggs for
his on-going offer of advice and support.
This juxtaposition between backing
his own capacity to lead while respecting
Giggs’ authority is a delicate micro-political balance. Downplay his competence too
much and Page risks portraying himself
as a deferential assistant. Promote himself
too much and Page risks being seen as
disloyal. During the Euros, pay close attention to what Page communicates about his
ambitions and how.

Dress to impress
Research has also shown that clothing has
an impact on public perceptions of managers. This report on the clothing styles
of French professional football managers
identified three broad wardrobe choices
managers tend to choose from to make
impressions on their audiences. Some use
the business suit to denote themselves as
the professional “boss”.
Others the “hands-on” tracksuit warrior look (think Page) and then there’s
the middle-ground, smart-casual “project
leader” appearance (think Manchester City
manager Pep Guardiola).
Without suggesting that a manager’s
micro-political strategy can be pigeonholed into an all-encompassing dress profile, England manager Gareth Southgate’s
appearance fits loosely within the “boss”
profile. This compliments his measured

touchline behaviours and statesman-like
media handlings.
Southgate recently revealed that while
his “boss” look will continue at the Euros,
his signature waistcoat won’t because he
now sees it as a “gimmick” that needs
to be removed from his image. Ditching
what has become a fancy dress accessory
among fans may be a public statement of
Southgate’s seriousness to reach a final.
Here he shows shrewd awareness of how
his attire creates an impression.

Poker face
Scotland national team manager Steve
Clarke is an example of a manager who
rarely shows emotion. However, in the face
of the fact that the Euros will be the first
major tournament Scotland have taken
part in since 1998, he recently expressed
how emotional and proud he felt about the
achievement in his post-match interviews,
mirroring the nation’s euphoria and consolidating his popularity as manager.
Clarke admits that his typical seriousness is a “professional face” he puts on to
hide his nervousness, tension, and other
“usual head coach emotions” from public
view. Concealing vulnerable feelings is a
common strategy among coaches, because
as leaders they worry over appearing weak
or incompetent to others. Clarke’s case
provides a lesson in exploiting opportune
moments to make positive impressions,
and highlights how managers and coaches can absorb stigmatising assumptions
about what a leader should look like.
One certainty at the Euros is that
managers will try to manipulate the
impressions of others to further their own
agendas. Unfortunately, the urge to “look”
and “sound the part” may be a front for
tumultuous experiences behind the scenes.
So during the highs and lows of the championship, stakeholders in football should
be aware of the person behind the performance and think twice before lambasting
a manager.
Meanwhile, other professionals could
perhaps learn from these high-profile
coaches, and consider what they can
do to manage impressions in their own
careers.
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Beyond Business

The top-down “visions for
development” are set by politicians
and technocrats and other
development planners in line with
the sustainable development goals.
At the other end of the spectrum,
communities on the ground also
have their own aspirations for the
future.

Mismatched aspirations

Resolving tensions between
global development goals
and local aspirations

KAI MAUSCH
Senior Economist, World Agroforestry (ICRAF)
DAVID HARRIS
Honorary Lecturer, Bangor University
JAVIER REVILLA DIEZ
Professor, University of Cologne

T

he Sustainable Development Goals–a
set of 17 globally agreed-upon targets for the year 2030–are clearly
listed and appear to be easy to subscribe to. However, development planning
and the implementation of development
projects are never straightforward.
Trade-offs between the 17 goals have
to be considered. The pursuit of one goal
may negatively affect the achievement
of another. For instance, raising farmer
incomes may lead to unaffordable food for
the urban poor. How should development
actors decide on priorities and how should
they handle such trade-offs?
As the goals are so broad and multi-faceted, many development agencies focus
on specific niches–such as wildlife conservation–that they feel passionate about
or think they can contribute most to.
Politicians need to prioritise available funds
and often choose high visibility, prestige
mega-projects such as highways, railway
lines or airports.
As a result, the breadth of local people’s aspirations, as recipients of envisioned
development, are rarely considered. People
implementing projects often fail to consider
the full consequences of their actions.
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In our study we reflected on aspirations
from two ends of the spectrum. The topdown “visions for development” are set by
politicians and technocrats and other development planners in line with the sustainable development goals. At the other end of
the spectrum, communities on the ground
also have their own aspirations for the
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future. Using several examples from Africa,
we found that these aspirations may not
always align and are sometimes in conflict.
We concluded that development goals
must be contextualised. They must be
embedded in a firm understanding of how
people live and, more importantly, how they
would like to live.

To fight poverty, one of the key goals, governments often pursue infrastructure projects to connect people and attract private
sector investments in previously hard-toreach places. These affect whole communities and cannot entirely be tailored to each
individual’s vision for the future.
In Kenya, for instance, a new railway
line cuts across grazing lands and forces
pastoral communities to adopt sedentary
lifestyles. As this prevents livestock from
roaming, pastoralists have to purchase
feed, which affects their livelihoods.
Similarly, roads are meant to support
market linkages for remote rural farms
to improve their income opportunities.
Roads do appear to deliver on this promise, benefiting both richer and poorer
households.
But roads aren’t good for everyone.
Connecting communities to roads can
fundamentally affect their preferred livelihoods, values and knowledge. For example, some groups in the northern drylands
of Kenya have seen their pastoral lifestyles
restricted as previously communal rangelands became fragmented and turned
into a contested resource for private
use. Some gave up their traditional
way of life, leaving them worried
for the future.
The issues become even
more complex when the development goals pursued are
aimed at outcomes that don’t
benefit people directly. For
instance, wildlife conservation
is one component of SDG 15
which focuses on the protection,
restoration and sustainable use of
terrestrial ecosystems. As much as
wildlife conservation is needed in global terms, it often causes conflict with local
communities. Attempts have been made
to mitigate these effects and generate local
support. One example of this is the wildlife
corridor in Tanzania’s Kilombero valley. It
sought to create new farming systems that
allowed wildlife movement at the same
time as farming.
However, it failed to deliver on the
ground. The lack of recognition of local

To fight poverty, one of the key goals, governments often
pursue infrastructure projects to connect people and
attract private sector investments in previously hardto-reach places. These affect whole communities and
cannot entirely be tailored to each individual’s vision
for the future.
power relations and exploitation by some
groups increased tensions and undermined
the project. This has led to declining support
for the project over time.
The Kavango-Zambezi Transfrontier
Conservation Area, in the case of north-eastern Namibia, faces similar problems. It was
designed to combine nature conservation
and rural development. Infrastructure investments were made to connect to the global
tourism industry worth more than US$9 tril-

lion and enable communities to benefit more
from wildlife tourism.
But this top-down vision has, so far,
helped very few residents. Payments for conservancy management or wages from the few
low-paid jobs have left the local population

disillusioned. Businesses outside the
conserved region have ended up with
most of the additional value created.

Aligning goals
It’s clear from these examples that
planners need to consider how their
aspirations match the aspirations of
their intended target populations.
Working towards a common aspiration involves negotiating trade-offs and
non-dogmatic approaches that allow
localised compromise.
To navigate these issues, it is
important to consider everyone’s
aspirations. Development planners must ensure that they have
all the necessary information
at hand. This includes data,
such as economic statistics
on GDP and employment.
But, because these are more
readily available, they must
make sure they don’t have
undue influence.
People’s voices, aspirations and dreams–less readily
accessible–must be taken just
as seriously. For example, in
Kenya’s arid North, the Turkana
County Integrated Development
Plan incorporates a distinct understanding on how various sectoral plans
affect each other. It also integrates views
from communities not only for planning
but also for progress monitoring.
This highlights how properly
thought-out engagement processes can
fill this gap by allowing people’s voices
to be heard and to be incorporated into
planning and action.
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Putting an end to billions
in fishing subsidies could
improve fish stocks
and ocean health
Fears of food shortages in many nations
have largely receded, and 90 per cent of
global fish stocks are either fully exploited
or overfished, meaning they have been
fished to the maximum—or beyond.
DANIEL SKERRITT
Postdoctoral Research Fellow, Fisheries Economics
Research Unit, University of British Columbia

G

lobal fish catches are fluctuating near
the highest levels ever reported, while the
fraction of fish stocks that are sustainable
has never been lower. Nevertheless, governments spent US$22 billion of public money on
harmful fisheries subsidies in 2018.
These harmful subsidies fund the construction
of new fishing vessels or reduce the cost of fuel, for
example. They increase fishing capacity by reducing
costs, which heightens the risk of overfishing. In
short, they limit our ability to sustainably manage
our fisheries.
Their scale and impact mean that international
reform of fishing subsidies is now a necessity, and
may be the single greatest global action we can take
to ensure an abundant ocean. Later this month, the
World Trade Organization (WTO) will continue its
negotiations on fisheries subsidies. These negotiations began in 2001, and are intended to incorporate the United Nations’ Sustainable Development
Goals.
As a fisheries researcher I believe establishing
international rules on fisheries subsidies would be
a significant step towards rebuilding an abundant
ocean. It would reduce inequity in international fish
trade — and help stop overfishing.
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Why do harmful fisheries subsidies
exist?
Historically, subsidies were seen as good
things that let governments implement
new policies. Each subsidy was introduced
for a specific reason, whether to benefit a
subset of individuals or society as a whole.
Three broad arguments support subsidies: to address social equity issues and
conservation concerns, and to incentivize
economic growth.
Subsidies to support economic growth
were once important for ensuring food
security, and powered the post-war expansion of fisheries and the recent industrialization of developing nations’ fisheries.
However, fears of food shortages in
many nations have largely receded, and
90 per cent of global fish stocks are either
fully exploited or overfished, meaning they
have been fished to the maximum—or
beyond. As such, economic growth arguments no longer exist, at least not for
developed nations.
Our series on the global ocean opened
with five in-depth profiles. Look out for
new articles on the state of our oceans
in the lead up to the UN’s next climate
conference, COP26. The series is brought
to you by The Conversation’s international
network.
Some conservation-focused subsidies
may still be beneficial. For example, subsidies may be used to restore depleted stocks
by releasing cultured fish or to finance the
adoption of more benign fishing methods.
But research has provided a greater
understanding of the overall impact and
effectiveness of fisheries subsidies. Most
are now considered to be harmful, and
the majority exist for political reasons: to
lower fishing costs and delay the inevitable
economic and social impacts of overfishing.

How do fisheries subsidies relate to
other SDGs?
Concerns over fisheries subsidies are not
new. In 1776, Adam Smith wrote about
British herring fishing subsidies that were
provided proportionally to the length of
vessels. Their intention was to promote
exports. Instead, they led to larger vessels,

But research has provided a greater understanding
of the overall impact and effectiveness of fisheries
subsidies. Most are now considered to be harmful, and
the majority exist for political reasons:
raised local food prices and decimated
Scottish small-scale fisheries.
Little has changed in 250 years. The
largest vessels still receive the greatest
share of the spoils. Many of these vessels
originate from rich countries but fish in
the waters of poorer countries, transferring
the risk of overfishing to those that can
least afford it. Our latest study estimates
that a third of the subsidies provided by
the largest fishing nations go towards fishing in other countries’ waters.
The UN SDGs were set up to address
many of these global issues and achieve
a more sustainable future. But fisheries
subsidies make the SDGs on ocean sustainability, poverty and hunger, difficult, if
not impossible, to achieve.
Harmful fisheries subsidies damage
fish stocks, undermine the economic viability of small-scale producers and jeopardize the livelihoods and food security
of coastal communities. It is vital that the
WTO negotiations succeed.

What’s the state of play of the WTO
negotiations?
The negotiations began in 2001, with

vague aims of “clarifying and improving”
existing rules on subsidies. However, no
meaningful progress was made—except on
defining fisheries subsidies—until efforts
were reinvigorated in 2015, when the
SDGs specifically targeted the elimination
of harmful subsidies, through the conclusion of the WTO negotiations.
Six years later, encouraged by the new
WTO Director General Ngozi OkonjoIweala, an agreement is within reach.
On May 11, 2021, a draft agreement
was made public — the first since 2007.
However, the text remains negotiable and
must be agreed to by all 164 ministers at
talks on July 15.
What are the key points of draft text
and upcoming talks?
The draft essentially proposes three
categories of prohibited subsidies, those
that support illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing (Article 3.1); affect
overfished stocks (Article 4.1); or lead to
overcapacity and overfishing (Article 5.1).
This may sound simple. But the diverse
political, economic, cultural and practical
complexities pose real challenges. How
are harmful practices determined, and
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who determines them?
The article addressing IUU lacks
impact. IUU activities are secretive
and obscure. Removing subsidies to
known IUU fishers would eliminate
only a small portion of the total
and will likely have no impact on
sustainability.
The article dealing with overfished stocks may have a greater
impact, but debates continue over
who decides if a stock is overfished. The status of surprisingly
few stocks is known—in the central Mediterranean, for example, less
than two per cent of landings come
from assessed stocks. Stock assessments are technically demanding
and costly.
Illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing threatens the sustainable management of marine resources, and represents about 20 per
cent of annual catches. (UN Food
and Agriculture Organization). The
article covering overcapacity and
overfishing could truly end harmful
fisheries subsidies. It is, however, the
least developed. In its current state it
includes a promising list of subsidy
types to be prohibited.
But it also includes a loophole
that allows subsidies if measures
are in place to keep stocks sustainable. It is unclear what measures
would qualify or where the burden of
proof would lie. This loophole could
remove the teeth from the only rule
that might bite!
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The WTO talks require a precarious
balance between appeasing the
diverse interests of members and
ensuring rules are effective and
practical.

What are the possible
outcomes?
The WTO talks require a precarious balance between appeasing
the diverse interests of members
and ensuring rules are effective and
practical. I am cautiously optimistic an agreement will be reached,
particularly for the articles on IUU
and overfished stocks. I remain concerned, however, that loopholes will
render the article on overcapacity and overfishing ineffective. We
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require all three articles to achieve
sustainable fisheries globally.
While we do not want to see the
inclusion of blanket loopholes, any
agreement will contain special treatment for developing nations.
This issue is sensitive and complex. I believe that long-term sustainability is only achievable if all
nations have autonomy over their
resources. Currently many developing nations enter unfavourable
agreements where rich nations catch
fish that host nations are unable to.
Subsidies may be necessary for some
nations to develop their fisheries.
However, such exemptions must
not be perpetual or extended to
include industrial fisheries. And as
even small subsidies can be harmful, developing nations must fund
fleet development in ways that don’t
undermine sustainability.

The reality of history, however,
suggests that no final outcome will
be achieved in July. Further talks
will be required to finalize Article 5,
and therefore the agreement itself.
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be monitored and enforced, particularly as subsidies are highly complex
and their reporting often vague or
green-washed. Future battles will
revolve around issues of transparent
reporting and the measured effectiveness of the agreement.
What is important is that the
WTO is able to reach consensus and
we can take an important step—no
matter how small—towards rebuilding fish stocks for the communities
that rely on them.
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How a person responds
to a vaccine is impacted
by a number of host
factors, including our
age, gender, medications,
diet, exercise, health
and stress levels. It’s
not easy to tell who
hasn’t developed a
strong enough immune
response to the vaccine.

So how effective are our vaccines?
Preliminary data from the United Kingdom
shows after your first dose of either Pfizer or
AstraZeneca, you’re 33% less likely than an
unvaccinated person to contract the Delta
variant.
Two weeks after your second dose, this rises
to 60% for AstraZeneca and 88% for Pfizer.
This data is for any form of Covid-19, from
mild to severe.

Made with Flourish
But when you look at how much the vaccines
reduce your risk of developing severe illness
that requires hospitalisation, the coverage is
high for both. Pfizer and AstraZeneca vaccines
are 96% and 92% effective (respectively) in preventing Delta variant hospitalisations.

Why do some people still get Covid after
being vaccinated?

Yes, you can still get Covid
after being vaccinated, but
you’re unlikely to get as sick
The good news is both Pfizer and AstraZeneca are very
effective at preventing severe disease and death from
Covid-19, even from the more virulent Delta strain.
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LARA HERRERO
Research Leader in Virology and Infectious Disease,
Griffith University

W

hen a Covid cluster includes people,
who are vaccinated against the virus,
we inevitably hear rumblings of complaint from people who wonder what
the point is of vaccination.
But when you read past the headlines, you
usually see the answer: in most cases, those who

50%
_thoseOnewhostudywereestimated

vaccinated with either
Pfizer or AstraZeneca
were 50% less likely
to pass it on to an
unvaccinated household
contact than someone
who wasn’t vaccinated.
This transmission will
likely reduce again
if both household
members are vaccinated.

were vaccinated and contracted Covid-19 didn’t
die, didn’t develop severe symptoms and didn’t
need to be hospitalised.
For unvaccinated Australians in their later
years, the chance of dying from Covid is high. For
unvaccinated people in their 80s, around 32% who
contract Covid will die from it. For people in their
70s, it’s around 14%. (For unvaccinated people in
their 60s, it drops to around 3%. And for under50s, it’s less than 1%.)
The good news is both Pfizer and AstraZeneca
are very effective at preventing severe disease and
death from Covid-19, even from the more virulent
Delta strain.

Vaccines aren’t magic barriers. They don’t kill
the virus or pathogen they target.
Rather, vaccines stimulate a person’s
immune system to create antibodies. These
antibodies are specific against the virus or
pathogen for the vaccine and allows the body
to fight infection before it takes hold and causes
severe disease.
However, some people won’t have a strong
enough immune response to the vaccine and
may still be susceptible to developing Covid-19
if exposed to the virus.
How a person responds to a vaccine is
impacted by a number of host factors, including our age, gender, medications, diet, exercise,
health and stress levels.
It’s not easy to tell who hasn’t developed
a strong enough immune response to the vaccine. Measuring a person’s immune response
to a vaccine is not simple and requires detailed
laboratory tests.
And while side effects from the vaccine
indicate you’re having a response, the absence
of symptoms doesn’t mean you’re having a
weak response.
It also takes time for the immune system
to respond to vaccines and produce antibodies.
For most two-shot vaccines, antibody levels rise
and then dip after the first dose. These antibodies are then boosted after the second.
But you’re not optimally covered until your
antibody levels rise after the second dose.
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What does Covid look like after
being vaccinated?
The PCR tests we use to detect SARSCoV-2, the virus that causes Covid-19, are
very sensitive and can detect a positive case
even if you have low levels of the virus in
your system. This means a person can test
positive for SARS-CoV-2 but still not have
symptoms of Covid-19.
Of those vaccinated people who have
reported symptoms, the vast majority
report mild ones, with a shorter duration.
There is always a chance a vaccinated
person could pass the virus onto a non-vaccinated person without having symptoms
themselves.
But vaccinated people who develop
Covid-19 will likely have a lower viral load
than unvaccinated people, meaning they’re
less likely to spread the virus.
One study estimated those who
were vaccinated with either Pfizer or
AstraZeneca were 50% less likely to pass
it on to an unvaccinated household contact
than someone who wasn’t vaccinated. This
transmission will likely reduce again if both
household members are vaccinated.
But if you’re not vaccinated and contract Covid-19, you’re much more likely to
spread the virus.

What about future variants?
So far, the preliminary data (some of which
is ongoing and/or yet to be peer reviewed)
shows our current vaccines are effective at
protecting against circulating variants.
But as the virus mutates, there is
increasing chance of viral escape. This
means there is a greater chance the virus
will develop mutations that make it fitter
against, or more easily able to evade, vaccinations.
Scientist are closely monitoring to

So far, the preliminary data (some of which is
ongoing and/or yet to be peer reviewed) shows our
current vaccines are effective at protecting against
circulating variants.
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ensure our current and/or future vaccines
are effective against the circulating strains.
To help the fight against Covid-19 the
best thing we can do is minimise the spread
of the virus. This means get vaccinated
when you can, ensure you maintain social
distancing when required and get tested if
you have any symptoms.
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